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“There are things known and
there are things unknown, and
in between are the doors of
perception.”
Aldous Huxley
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1. Introduction
The founding fathers of Complex Problem Solving (CPS) research utilized the
advent of computer-technology to connect problem solving research to the
affordances of everyday life: By building on computer-simulated models of complex
problem situations, such as the handling of a developmental aid program or the
management of a small town, they were able to connect the advantages of laboratory
research to problem solving beyond simple and static tasks (e.g., Brehmer & Dörner,
1993). During the last decades, this tradition has led to a thriving field of CPS
research with interesting implications for a number of applied settings (see Frensch &
Funke, 1995a; J. Funke, 2006 for overviews).1 As a result, problem solving
assessment instruments have been included in large-scale assessment efforts in the
educational domain, such as the Programme for the International Student
Assessment (PISA, OECD, 2014) and successfully handling complex problems is
included in nearly every list of important prerequisites for the 21st century (e.g., P.
Griffin, McGaw, & Care, 2012; National Research Council, 2012; OECD, 2013a;
World Economic Forum, 2016).
While recent research efforts have sparked interest in the construct and it’s
assessment in the educational domain, the goal of this thesis is (re-)connecting CPS
research to another area of application: Organizational Psychology (OP),2 where
these efforts have been greeted with much less discussion and exchange. To
establish an interaction with this domain of research and practice, several aspects
within current CPS research need to be considered. To this end, the first core paper
of the thesis explores the relation of CPS to one of the most important psychological
constructs in OP, namely intelligence, thereby complementing the nomological
network of the construct (Chapter 2). The second core paper of the thesis is closer
aligned with the practical side of utilizing a construct in OP and considers the valid
and reliable assessment of CPS with the help of finite state automata (Chapter 3).

1

Please note that there is a number of synonyms for CPS being used in the literature, including
Dynamic Decision Making (e.g., Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere, 2003; Gonzalez, Vanyukov, & Martin,
2005), Dynamic Problem Solving (Greiff, Wüstenberg, & Funke, 2012), and Interactive Problem
Solving (e.g., OECD, 2013b). Some of the labels focus the attention on subtly different aspects of the
process of dealing with complex problems (e.g., decision making vs. problem solving) but their core
seems similar: A focus on human interaction with problems characterized by complexity and dynamics
(see Fischer, Greiff, & Funke, 2012; Fischer, Holt, & Funke, 2015).
2
Using the shorter „organizational psychology“ rather than industrial (and) organizational psychology
seems to be a trend in the field which is followed here (e.g., Ryan & Ford, 2010).
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The third core paper of the thesis builds on this foundation in terms of construct and
assessment and explores the connections between CPS and OP in a discussion of
researchers and practitioners from both fields (Chapter 4). In summary, the thesis
aims at complementing the current state of insights within CPS research in light of an
application in OP and the start of an exchange between both domains. But before
digging deeper into potential routes for connecting CPS and OP, a closer look at the
research tradition of CPS is warranted.
1.1. Historical roots and earlier problem solving research
One of the points of departure for the initiation of CPS research was the
perceived mismatch between ‘classical’ laboratory research on human problem
solving and the everyday complex problem environments (e.g., Dörner, 1989b;
Dörner & Reither, 1978). More specifically, ‘classical’ problem solving research
during the mid-70s focused on well-defined problems, such as the Tower of Hanoi to
investigate a range of features of human problem solving, such as the transfer of
solutions to new problems (e.g., Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon, 1985; Newell & Simon,
1972; see for example Dunbar, 1998; Mayer, 2011, for more general overviews).
Interestingly, the underlying definitions of a problem and problem solving have
been shown to be quite stable during the years despite various shifts of attention:
Contemporary reviews and research articles still refer to Gestalt psychologist Karl
Duncker and his definition of a problem as “when a living creature has a goal but
does not know how this goal is to be reached.” (Duncker, 1945, p. 1; for example
referred to in Fischer, Greiff, & Funke, 2012; Mayer, 2011). Similarly, the definition of
problem solving as the process of searching for operators to transfer a given state
into a goal state (as introduced by Newell & Simon, 1972) has remained important for
current (complex) problem solving research (and with it the notion of the problem
space; see for example Dunbar, 1998; Fischer et al., 2012). Even more, these
attempts at describing the nature of human problem solving efforts have roots going
back to the very beginning of (modern) psychological research and the works of
psychologists from the Würzburg School probing into human thinking via experiments
and self-reports at the end of the 19th century (e.g., J. Funke, 2006; Rollett, 2008; ter
Hark, 2010).
The Tower of Hanoi and similar problems used in ‘classical’ problem solving
research (e.g., the missionary-cannibals problem, see for example Reed, Ernst, &
6
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Banerji, 1974) can be formally described in an exhaustive way (e.g., via statetransition diagrams), facilitating the development of concepts such as the problem
and solution space (Newell & Simon, 1972; Nilsson, 1971). The formal description, in
turn, allows for the comparison of participants’ problem solving efforts in different
isomorphic or homomorphic problems with the same or similar underlying structure
but differences in problem presentation or description (e.g., Reed et al., 1974; Simon
& Hayes, 1976).
The possibilities of formal description consequently led to an impressive
amount of insights, for example regarding the influence of different problem
instructions or differences in problem solving strategies (for overviews see e.g.,
Kotovsky et al., 1985; Mayer, 2011). In a study by Herbert Simon (1975), the author
was able to distinguish and formally describe several possible strategies of solving
the Tower of Hanoi problem, such as a recursive decomposition of the problem into
smaller sub-problems, the application of simple movement rules, or the recursion to
more “rote” procedures by storing correct solution patterns in memory. This formal
description in turn, allowed for the construction of programs able to solve the Tower
of Hanoi problem autonomously, progressing towards the goal of general informationprocessing models of problem solving and the so-called “general problem solver”
built to solve all kinds of different problems (Newell & Simon, 1972; see Ohlsson,
2012, for a critical account).
Even though the framework of looking into the problem solving efforts of
participants on comparably simple problems such as the Tower of Hanoi led to
impressive insights such as the ones presented above, there are also a number of
problems with the framework that resulted in modified approaches to human problem
solving (see also Ohlsson, 2012; VanLehn, 1989). The research tradition of CPS
therefore departed from the research on small and formally well-describable
problems to investigate human interaction with more complex problems.3

3

Other examples of extending the range of problem solving research include the consideration of
external representations outside the problem solver’s mind for the process of solving problems (e.g.,
Zhang & Norman, 1994) or the investigation of the role of expert knowledge when perceiving,
representing, and solving problems in specific domains, highlighting, for example, considerable
differences in solution strategies (e.g., Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980).
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1.2. The advent of CPS research
More specifically, Dietrich Dörner and colleagues (Dörner, 1989b; Dörner &
Reither, 1978) started from the stark contrast between the problems utilized in
problem solving research, such as the Tower of Hanoi and real-world problems, such
as the ones arising when managing a company, fighting a blazing fire or trying to
improve the living conditions in a country via developmental aid. Aided by the
availability of (comparably cheaper) computer technology, these authors attempted to
combine the benefits of studying problem solving behavior in the laboratory (e.g.,
experimental control of the problem situations) with the features of complex everyday
problems (e.g., Brehmer & Dörner, 1993).
To this end, the pioneers of CPS research employed computer-simulated
problems, so-called ‘microworlds’, to simulate complex problem environments, such
as the management of a small town (LOHHAUSEN, Dörner, Kreuzig, Reither, &
Stäudel, 1983), developmental aid programs (MORO, Strohschneider, 1986;
Strohschneider & Güss, 1999), or taking care of a company (TAILORSHOP, Dörner,
1979b; J. Funke, 1983; Putz-Osterloh, 1981; see Gonzalez, Vanyukov, & Martin,
2005; J. Funke, 2003, for overviews on different microworlds). The computersimulated nature of the problems allowed researchers to investigate human
interaction with complex problem environments within the controlled environment of a
laboratory (i.e., being able to observe different participants’ problem solving efforts
under controlled circumstances), while the nature of the problems under study was
changed towards features, such as complexity, dynamics, and intransparency
(Brehmer & Dörner, 1993, see also Chapter 2).
For example, the microworld TAILORSHOP is simulating the management of a
small company producing shirts (Dörner, 1979b; J. Funke, 1983). Initially
programmed on the pocket calculator of Dietrich Dörner, the TAILORSHOP microworld
has shown remarkable longevity to this day and has been utilized in numerous
studies on CPS (e.g., Barth & Funke, 2010; Danner et al., 2011; Öllinger, Hammon,
Grundherr, & Funke, 2015; Süß, 1996; Wittmann & Hattrup, 2004). Within the
TAILORSHOP simulation, problem solvers have to control the fate of a small company
by choosing appropriate levels for workers’ wages, maintenance of machinery, prices
of the shirts and other parameters and thereby maximize the company’s value and
profit over the course of several simulated years (see J. Funke, 1983, 2010; Süß,
1996 for more details). The problem solver therefore has to explore and decide on a
8
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range of different factors, explore their interrelation with several other variables
(partially not directly visible), and monitor the effect of his or her interventions (see
Chapter 2 and e.g., Fischer et al., 2012; J. Funke, 2010; Süß, 1996). Through their
simulation of problem situations exhibiting several features deemed to be important in
real-life problem solving in complex environments, microworlds such as the
TAILORSHOP therefore allowed for the development of a research tradition focusing on
complex problem solving (see Chapter 2 and 3 as well as Frensch & Funke, 1995a;
J. Funke, 2003, for broader overviews on the construct of CPS and its’ assessment).
The introduction of microworlds simulated on computers led to a range of
interesting findings in the tradition of CPS research. Dörner observed participants
interaction with computer-simulated microworlds and identified a number of errors
human problem solvers typically exhibit when dealing with complex problems
(Dörner, 1989b, 1990). For example, the insufficient elaboration of goals leads to
problem solving behavior following a “repair service policy” (Dörner, 1990, p. 19),
where obvious errors and problems are dealt with at the expense of problematic long
term developments that are only recognized once it is too late. Similarly, a lack of
hypotheses about the system and problems in understanding the temporal
development of the system lead to problem solving behavior that neglects long-term
and side effects of the system and a failure to account for dynamic changes in the
system (see e.g., J. Funke, 2003, for a comprehensive account of Dörner’s findings).
Importantly for the quest of this dissertation and the link between CPS
research and OP, the findings and approach of early problem solving research as
well as the investigations by Dörner and colleagues were taken up by researchers
and practitioners concerned with a range of research interests, including those in the
domain of OP.4 For example, in addition to his pioneering work in investigating
human problem solving (e.g., the introduction of the dual-space theory, see above),
Herbert Simon also became a prominent figure in the research on management and
organization, writing some of the most influential books of the discipline (March &
Simon, 1993; Simon, 1997)5 and connecting his view on problem solving with the
context of organizations (e.g., Simon, 1979).

4

According to Google Scholar, the book by Dietrich Dörner on the ‘Logic of failure’ has been cited
th
over 2000 times since its publication in 1989 and the book is currently available in its 13 edition.
5
th
Both books ranked among the top ten in a list of most influential management books of the 20
century, rated by scholars of the discipline (Bedeian & Wren, 2002).
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More closely aligned with CPS and the work of Dörner, the computer
simulations developed for the investigation of CPS, for example TAILORSHOP (see
above), were also applied for the purpose of selecting employees and the findings of
Dörner were taken up in OP as well (see Chapters 3 and 4). Intriguingly enough,
recent advances in CPS research, such as the introduction of multiple complex
systems in assessment, have not been taken up in OP. But before digging deeper
into the relation between CPS and Organizational Psychology, a closer look at the
construct and its assessment is necessary.

10
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2. The construct of CPS and its nomological network
2.1. The construct of CPS
2.1.1.

Defining CPS

The growing research on human interaction with complex problems since the
field’s inception has resulted in a number of definitions of complex problems and
complex problem solving. Conveniently, Peter Frensch and Joachim Funke
assembled a comprehensive overview of different definitions and their respective
focus on various elements, and developed a summarizing definition of CPS:
“CPS occurs to overcome barriers between a given state and a desired goal
state by means of behavioral and/or cognitive, multistep activities. The given
state, goal state, and barriers between given state and goal state are complex,
change dynamically during problem solving, and are intransparent. The exact
properties of the given state, goal state, and barriers are unknown to the solver
at the outset. CPS implies the efficient interaction between a solver and the situational requirements of the task, and involves a solver’s cognitive, emotional,
personal, and social abilities and knowledge.” (Frensch & Funke, 1995b, p. 18)

As can be easily seen, the definition includes the traditional definition of
problem solving via given states and goal states (see Chapter 1), as well as the
notion of barriers between given states and goal states as introduced by Dörner (e.g.,
Dörner, 1979a; J. Funke, 2003). More interesting for the notion of complex problem
solving is the part that follows: The given state, goal state, and barriers are said to
exhibit specific features, namely (a) novelty (b) complexity, (c) dynamics, and (d)
intransparency (see e.g., Brehmer, 1992, for a different set of features). Interestingly,
the focus on specific features of complex problems investigated under the label of
CPS has undergone minor changes; recent investigations have largely dropped the
explicit consideration of the feature of novelty and put more emphasis on additional
features, most notably interrelatedness and politely (i.e., multiple goals, see J. Funke,
2003; J. Funke, Fischer, & Holt, in preparation, for a broader discussion of problem
features).6 In line with these developments, the focus of this dissertation is on
complex problems characterized by the features of complexity, connectivity,
dynamics, intransparency, and politely (see e.g., J. Funke, 2001, 2003, for
encompassing discussions of the features).

6

Interestingly, the differentiation of the features being related to the given state, the goal state or the
barriers has not received specific attention in favor of a more general description relating the features
to the problem as a whole (but see e.g., Fischer et al., 2012).
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In the research tradition of CPS, a problem is considered complex if it contains
multiple elements that require consideration (e.g., Quesada, Kintsch, & Gomez,
2005; researchers from other disciplines have referred to other characteristics, such
as “regularities”, when writing about complexity, e.g., Gell-Mann, 1995). For example,
managing a small company in the TAILORSHOP simulation (and in reality for that
matter) requires decisions on a range of different factors, such as workers’ wages,
maintenance of machinery, prices of shirts and other elements. On the side of the
problem solver, the features of complex problems lead to very different requirements
(see e.g., Fischer et al., 2012; J. Funke, 2003 for overviews). In the case of
complexity, the necessity arises to cope with the multitude of relevant elements, for
example through a focus on a subset of factors in the TAILORSHOP simulation (Fischer
et al., 2012). With regard to its formal description, the notion of complexity has been
the subject of discussions inside and outside of CPS research without reaching a
definite measure of complexity. For example, Quesada et al. (2005) discuss different
indicators of complexity including the time an algorithm needs to solve a given
problem, the number of relations that need to be considered simultaneously, and the
size of the problem space, each with their own advantages and problems (see e.g., J.
Funke, 2003; Quesada et al., 2005 for overviews).
The feature of connectivity describes the interrelations of elements that need
to be handled in complex problems (J. Funke, 2003). For example, in the TAILORSHOP
example, the number of workers is influencing the total cost of personnel, which in
turn is influencing both, worker satisfaction and company profit. These interrelations
need to be considered when trying to increase worker satisfaction while also being
responsible for company profit (i.e., considering side-effects of one’s actions, Dörner,
1990). On the side of the problem solver, the feature of connectivity leads to the need
for model building, that is, finding and adequate representation of the problem’s
internal structure to predict intervention’s effects, for example when increasing the
number of workers (e.g., J. Funke, 2003). Interestingly, the number of connections
between a problem’s elements has been also proposed to indicate its complexity
(i.e., relational complexity, Quesada et al., 2005), indicating problems of
differentiating both features.
Another feature of complex problems is focused on the passage of time and
the related changes in problems: Dynamics. That is, the exemplary management of a
TAILORSHOP simulation requires the reaction to changes in the problem’s elements
12
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over time or in response to the problem solvers efforts (e.g., a decrease in customer
demand). Due to the dynamics centrality in differentiating CPS from other domains of
problem solving, CPS is also sometimes referred to as Dynamic or Interactive
Problem Solving (e.g., Fischer, Greiff, et al., 2015) and a whole research strand is
dedicated to the exploration of decision making in dynamic environments and the
resulting requirements (e.g., Brehmer, 1992; Gonzalez et al., 2005; Rouwette,
Größler, & Vennix, 2004). Similar to complexity and connectivity, dynamics-related
differentiations of complex problems have been also proposed for taxonomies of
CPS, for example differentiating problems according to their time invariant or
dynamic nature, the continuous vs. discrete progression of time, and the degree of
time pressure (Quesada et al., 2005).
The problem feature of intransparency is describing the obfuscated nature of
the problem’s internal organization and interrelations and thus, the requirement to
explore the problems underlying rules and relations actively. In the TAILORSHOP, the
problem solver does not know about the internal organization of the microworld’s
variables and therefore has to actively explore the interrelations from their reaction to
input manipulations and the corresponding outputs or guess them from prior
knowledge (i.e., information generation). According to Dörner and Wearing (1995),
the intransparency of real-life decisions with regard to the situation, the
consequences of actions, and the prerequisites of decisions is meant to be recreated
in microworlds used for the study of CPS (Dörner & Wearing, 1995; see Rigas,
Carling, & Brehmer, 2002, for a more general argument in the same direction of
reproducing real-life situations in the laboratory).
Finally, the feature of polytely is referring to the existence and requirement of
addressing the complex problem situation in light of multiple potentially conflicting
goals. While the problem solver has to strive for the overarching goal of maximizing
the company profit in the TAILORSHOP microworld, a lot of different sub-goals have to
be balanced to achieve this. For example, the limitations in financial resources
require decisions with regard to the investment of worker’s wages and machinery
maintenance, both representing different sub-goals on the road to a profitable
company (i.e., satisfying levels of worker satisfaction and breakdowns of machinery).
The translation of these problem features into computer simulations has
resulted in debates on the adequate operationalization of problems and their features
(J. Funke, 2014a; Greiff & Martin, 2014; Quesada et al., 2005; Schoppek & Fischer,
13
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2015, see Chapter 3). Specifically, it remains unclear, whether different problems
simulated on the computer actually represent the same underlying (latent) construct
(J. Funke, 2010, 2014a), whether and in what way different simulations require
(qualitatively) different cognitive processes (Fischer, 2015; J. Funke, 2014a;
Schoppek & Fischer, 2015), and whether one can adapt an overarching framework of
CPS to accommodate the differences in problem features and requirements (e.g.,
Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation). We will come back to the
topic of translating the construct of CPS into measurement instruments in Chapter 3.
At least as important for the goal of this thesis, the connection of CPS to
organizational psychology, is that the notion of complexity and complex problems or
tasks has also found its way into the domain of organizational psychology (e.g., Axley
& McMahon, 2006; Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001), for example through concepts such as
task complexity in the work analysis literature (Campbell, 1988; Hackman, 1969;
Jenkins, 2009; Wood, 1986; see Hærem, Pentland, & Miller, 2015, for a recent
extension). Independently from CPS research, it has led to similar problems of finding
an appropriate measure of complexity and debates on important features (e.g.,
Hærem et al., 2015; Liu & Li, 2012), offering potential routes for interdisciplinary
cooperation (see Chapter 4 and 5).
2.1.2.

The process of solving complex problems: Knowledge acquisition and

knowledge application
The development of CPS from traditional problem solving research has
influenced the differentiations in theoretical and empirical investigations when
investigating the process of human interaction with complex problems (see e.g.,
Fischer et al., 2012, for a discussion). For example, the general differentiation
between processes related to the understanding and representation of the problem
or the acquisition of knowledge from those related to the search and monitoring
processes when trying to solve the problem or the application of knowledge (e.g.,
Mayer, 2011; Novick & Bassok, 2005; VanLehn, 1989) has found its way from the
traditional literature on human problem solving into current research on CPS (e.g.,
Beckmann & Goode, 2013; Fischer et al., 2012; J. Funke, 2001; Greiff, Wüstenberg,
& Funke, 2012; Neubert, Kretzschmar, Wüstenberg, & Greiff, 2015).
In CPS research, knowledge acquisition is the process through which
individual problem solvers accumulate the knowledge to (more or less) successfully
14
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handle a problem characterized by the features presented above (i.e., establishing
an adequate representation of the problem, Mayer, 2011; Novick & Bassok, 2005).
Fischer et al. (2012) present a process model of complex problem solving that
integrates different factors influencing the process of acquiring knowledge in CPS. In
their model, knowledge acquisition is characterized by (a) an exploration of the
problem situation with known and ecologically rational strategies leading to (b)
knowledge about a system’s elements and reactions to inputs as well as internal
relations and structure, while (c) working under the restrictions of the human mind
and hence, the need to reduce information (see also Jonassen, 2004, for a similar
process description from the perspective of teaching problem solving). Among other
elements, the model is highlighting the role of systematic strategy use (Fischer et al.,
2012; see also Wüstenberg, Stadler, Hautamäki, & Greiff, 2014) and differences in
knowledge on a problem’s instances and a underlying structure (i.e., input-output or
instance-based knowledge vs. structural knowledge, Schoppek, 2002; see also
Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere, 2003).
There is a host of research from the contexts of problem solving, causal
reasoning and conceptual change, that offers plenty of insights on the process of
knowledge acquisition in CPS that is also relevant for applications in organizational
psychology. Of special interest from the perspective of CPS are the difficulties arising
for knowledge acquisition in more complex problem settings (e.g., Dörner, 1980,
1989b; Kuhn et al., 1995). For example, drawing causal inferences becomes more
difficult, when the number of potentially relevant influences increases (see the feature
of complexity, above) and in the absence of opportunities for controlled comparisons.
In the exemplary case of the company producing shirts simulated in the TAILORSHOP
microworld, the effect of investments into the maintenance of machinery can be
hardly explored in isolation. Instead, the problem solver has to infer the variable’s
relevance from the broader behavior of the microworld during the simulated
timeframe (Kuhn et al., 1995). Similarly, problem solvers in the business context have
to rely on inferences based on covariation or so-called generalized inclusion
inferences instead of controlled experiments (see Kuhn et al., 1995) or use strategies
and heuristics tailored to the specific situation (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011).
These strategies and heuristics in complex problem situations in turn, should be of
interest for organizational psychology (e.g., during assessment, see Neubert,
Mainert, Kretzschmar, & Greiff, 2015, and Chapter 4).
15
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The second phase of problem solving is concerned with the solution to the
problem and includes the cognitive operations of planning, executing, and monitoring
(e.g., Mayer, 2011). In Fischer et al. (2012)’s process model of CPS, the phase of
knowledge application is characterized by (a) the need to predict the problem’s
development and the consequences of one’s own actions and (b) monitoring
processes dedicated to the tracking of progress and potential misrepresentations of
the problem. The latter part of the monitoring processes, the control of the problem’s
representation during problem solving already points towards the intertwined nature
of both knowledge acquisition and knowledge application. Similar to the case of
knowledge acquisition, the features of complex problems lead to issues in the
knowledge application phase of CPS. For example, Dörner (1989b) already pointed
towards typical problems of insufficient planning and the lack of correcting errors
when dealing with complex problem situations. That is, the simulated managers of
the shirt factory tend to make plans for the future building on problematic
expectations (e.g., underestimating the effect of their interventions, overlooking
mistakes they made). The examples of solutions riddled by unexpected problems and
subsequent mishandling in the domain of OP are numerous (see Law & Callon,
2006; Volmerg, Leithäuser, Neuberger, Ortmann, & Sievers, 1995, for examples) and
show the relevance of handling complex problems in organizational settings.
Interestingly, there are already promising links to research in the business
context on this basic level of problem solving processes. For example, there is a
whole research tradition concerned with developing appropriate (mathematical)
representations and subsequently searching for solutions for problems in the domain
of operations research that could serve as a point of departure for interdisciplinary
collaboration and exchange (e.g., planning and optimizing supply chains for car
manufacturers or the scheduling of airlines, Churchman, Ackoff, & Arnoff, 1971;
Hillier & Lieberman, 2005; R. Klein & Scholl, 2004). On the other hand, research in
organization science has also emphasized the general boundaries of rational
problem solving when understanding and especially handling complex problems and
detailed the influence of probabilistic and random processes, again offering plenty of
opportunities for conceptual and empirical exchange (e.g., the famous garbage can
model of organizing, M. D. Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972; see also Elster, 1987;
Gavetti, Levinthal, & Rivkin, 2005; Nickerson & Zenger, 2004; Rasmussen, 1997;
Rouwette et al., 2004; Sterman, 2006).
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In CPS, the differentiation of different factors influencing the problem solving
processes has recently led to the development of encompassing models describing
the competencies necessary to deal with complex problems (e.g., Fischer & Neubert,
2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation). For example, in the model proposed by Fischer
and Neubert (2015), the components of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other factors
are brought together, to form a comprehensive picture of the different factors relevant
in solving specific complex problems. Interestingly, the authors thereby refer to a
well-established differentiation from the area of organizational psychology, originating
in the analyses of work tasks and the resulting requirements (e.g., Campion et al.,
2011; Fischer & Neubert, 2015, see Chapter 5).
2.2. The nomological network of CPS
The multitude of factors included in competency models such as the one
proposed by Fischer and Neubert (2015) highlights the breadth of constructs that are
potentially relevant in dealing with complex problems (see Kaslow et al., 2007;
Sanchez & Levine, 2009, for a broader perspective on competency-based models).
Thus, the nomological network of CPS, its relation to other constructs becomes an
important target of theoretical and empirical inquiry.
Generally speaking, the “nomological network defining the theory consists of
the interpreted axiomatic system plus all of the empirical laws derived from it.” (Kane,
2001, p. 321). That is, the theoretical constructs are connected to each other and to
observable variables and these variables in turn can be subjected to empirical
examination (Kane, 2001). So without delving too deep into the debate on different
ways of validating constructs (see e.g., Chapelle, Enright, & Jamieson, 2010; Kane,
2001, 2006), to qualify for a distinct construct, successfully handling complex
problems needs to be sufficiently distinct from indicators of personality dimensions,
business knowledge, or intelligence (see already Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; and more
recently the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing by AERA, APA, &
NCME, 1999).7

7

An aspect of validity theory that has received little attention in CPS research so far is the need to
validate assessment for specific purposes of application (Kane, 2001). Current approaches to validity
operate on the basis of validating assessment approaches in light of specific areas of application (e.g.,
Chapelle, Enright, & Jamieson, 2010). In contrast, empirical investigations into the validity of CPS
research have focused on the interplay of constructs and measurement instruments without taking the
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If tests of general intelligence or other already established constructs already
include all the necessary knowledge to be gathered on a person’s capabilities in
handling complex problems, there is nothing to be gained from an additional
construct of CPS or a dedicated assessment of CPS for that matter (Kretzschmar,
2015; Kretzschmar, Neubert, Wüstenberg, & Greiff, 2016; Süß, 1996; see also Oh,
2015). For the connection of CPS to organizational psychology, a conceptually and
empirically stable nomological network is therefore immensely important, as the
search for commonalities and distinctions needs to be built on a solid foundation on
the side of both domains of research. To this end, a range of (empirical)
investigations have highlighted the relation of CPS performance to a variety of
psychological constructs.
The number of potentially relevant constructs is extremely large, as the
interplay of (non-)cognitive processes involved in handling complex problems can be
considered complex, too (Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke, 2010; but see
Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011, for a contrary position). Encompassing models of
human intellect, such as the PPIK theory developed by Ackerman (1996) or
competency models of CPS (Fischer & Neubert, 2015; OECD, 2013b) might
therefore serve as a point of departure for broader investigations into the nomological
network of CPS. Fortunately for this thesis, previous research has already assembled
a range of insights on the nomological network of CPS, clarifying some of the
relations to other constructs (but see Footnote 7). In light of the multitude of
potentially relevant factors, specific examples will therefore serve the purpose of
highlighting the general approach to the validation of CPS assessment, before a
specific case with high relevance for organizational psychology, namely that of
intelligence, is taken into closer examination (see Chapter 2.3).
To give an example of the general approach to validating CPS assessment, a
study by Greiff and Neubert (2014) will be examined in the following, which shed light
on the relation of complex problem solving efforts to measures of personality and
reasoning ability. Both factors, personality and reasoning ability have been shown to
be important prerequisites for occupational performance across the lifespan
rendering them important parts of the nomological network of CPS for the purpose of
this dissertation (e.g., Judge, Higgins, Thoresen, & Barrick, 1999, see below).
purpose of assessment into account (e.g., highlighting interindividual differences vs. competency
levels).
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Specifically, Greiff and Neubert (2014) investigated the relation of personality
and reasoning ability to the performance in so-called MICRODYN tasks, said to
capture the CPS skills of individuals (Greiff et al., 2012, see Chapter 3 on the
assessment of CPS). In their study conducted with high school students in Germany,
CPS performance was related to personality as conceptualized in the five-factor
model of personality (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and measured by a short version of the
NEO personality inventory (NEO-GER, Rammstedt & John, 2007) and reasoning
ability as measured with the help of the Culture Fair Test (CFT 20-R, Weiß, 2006,
see Chapter 2.3 for a closer look at the relation of CPS and intelligence).
Encompassing models of human problem solving, such as the PPIK theory
developed by Ackerman (1996) or the competency model of CPS by Fischer and
Neubert (2015) include personality and interests as important factors when dealing
with complex problems, but contrary to these predictions, the personality factors as
indicated by the NEO-GER were related to CPS performance in partially unexpected
ways (see Greiff & Neubert, 2014, for more details). In contrast to it’s relation to
performance indicators in the world of work, Conscientiousness was actually
negatively related to knowledge acquisition and knowledge application, which was
not expected before (β = -.10; p < .05, β = -.10; p < .05). Individuals ranking higher on
the indicator of Conscientiousness, that is supposed to indicate facets, such as selfdiscipline and dutifulness, were actually performing worse in dealing with complex
problems (see e.g., Judge et al., 1999, for a contrasting picture for job performance).
More in line with expectations, Neuroticism was negatively related to both
dimensions of CPS (β = -.12; p < .05, β = -.14; p < .05), and Agreeableness was also
surprisingly negatively related to CPS performance (β = -.21; p < .05, β = -.18;
p < .05). In contrast to the surprising associations of the dimensions reported above,
Extraversion and Openness were not significantly related to CPS performance (all
p > .10), although one would have expected a positive relation for both dimensions of
personality. Although potentially also due to methodological problems of the
instrument targeting personality,8 the findings of Greiff and Neubert (2014) are
puzzling indicators of the complex relation between personality and performance in
complex problem solving. On the other hand and closer related to the question of a
distinct construct of CPS, the findings also highlight the differences between CPS
8

The short scale of personality exhibited sub-optimal psychometric features (i.e., internal
consistencies ranging between α = .52 and .72).
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performance and measures of personality, thereby supporting the construct validity of
CPS (but see Footnotes 7 and 8) as well as the need for proper assessment
instruments targeting all of the involved constructs (see Chapter 3 for more details on
instruments targeting CPS).
From the perspective of organizational psychology and the overarching goal of
this thesis, the (lack of a coherent) relation between indicators of personality and
measures of performance indicating CPS is indeed important. Systematic reviews of
previous (empirical) research and meta-analyses have sharpened the picture of the
influence of personality in the organizational setting (e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991;
Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002; Judge et al., 1999; Kohn & Schooler, 1982;
Lord, de Vader, & Alliger, 1986; Poropat, 2009). For example, Judge, Bono, Ilies, and
Gerhardt (2002), examined the influence of personality traits on leadership outcomes
in a systematic review and meta-analysis of previous research. They found a
significant and positive relation between Extraversion, Conscientiousness, and
Openness and two indicators of leadership (i.e., leadership emergence and
leadership effectiveness, ρ = .24 to .31). All of these relations contrast with the
negative or zero-relation between the respective dimension of personality and CPS
performance in Greiff and Neubert (2014). Especially for Conscientiousness this
finding is troubling, as the personality dimension is considered important for
occupational success even beyond general mental ability (Schmidt & Hunter, 2004)
but exhibited a negative relation to CPS performance (β = -.10 for knowledge
acquisition and β = -.10 for knowledge application; both p < .05).
Similarly, the relation between Agreeableness and leadership was weak but
positive (ρ = .08) in Judge et al.’s (2002) meta-analysis, but negative and significant
for the personality dimension and CPS performance (β = -.21 and -.18; both p < .05)
in Greiff and Neubert (2014). The only overlap in findings exist for Neuroticism, where
both, the meta-analysis on leadership (ρ = -.24) and the relation to CPS performance
(β = -.12 and -.14; both p < .05) indicate a significant negative relation. In light of the
complex nature of leadership and the requirement of productively dealing with
complexity there (e.g., Vargas Cortes & Beruvides, 1996), these findings of differing
relations between personality, leadership, and CPS performance are indeed puzzling
and invite further empirical research (see Chapters 4 and 5). This clarification of
relations is especially important as the conceptual requirements in leadership and
CPS overlap to at least some extent (Neubert, Mainert, et al., 2015, see Chapter 4).
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The other construct included in Greiff and Neubert (2014), reasoning ability,
points to another important construct, namely intelligence. In the study by Greiff and
Neubert (2014), reasoning ability was moderately to strongly related to performance
in the CPS assessment: The CFT predicted both knowledge acquisition (β = .62;
p < .05; R2 = .38) and knowledge application in MICRODYN (β = .51; p < .05; R2 = .26)
to a substantial degree. That is, interindividual differences in the performance in the
CPS test could be substantially predicted9 by the corresponding differences in the
different elements of the CFT (i.e., numerical series, classifications, matrices, and
topological reasoning). On the one hand this strong relation comes to no surprise, as
problem solving has been prominently featured in nearly all definitions of intelligence
(e.g., Raven, 2000). Nonetheless or even more so, the relation between the two
constructs warrants a closer look.
2.3. The special case of intelligence
2.3.1.

The relevance of intelligence for OP

Intelligence can be defined as “a very general mental capability that, among
other things, involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly,
comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience” (Gottfredson,
1997a, p. 13). Although there are differences in the definition of intelligence,
especially with regard to its scope, a number of traits are seen as central to
intelligence unanimously: Abstract thinking, problem solving ability, and the capacity
to acquire knowledge seem to be central parts of intelligence (Snyderman &
Rothman, 1988, p. 56). With regard to OP, Numerous reviews and meta-analyses
have established the strong link between intelligence and a wide range of
occupational performance indicators: The relevance of intelligence for the area of
organizational psychology spans across the life-cycle of individuals, across and
within occupations and includes occupational indicators from leadership to wages,
prestige of occupations and supervisory ratings (e.g., Gottfredson, 1997b; Judge,
Colbert, & Ilies, 2004; Lang, Kersting, Hülsheger, & Lang, 2010; Levine, Spector,
Menon, Narayanan, & Cannon-Bowers, 1996; Ree & Carretta, 2002; Saigado et al.,
2003; Schmidt & Hunter, 2004; Schmidt, Hunter, Outerbridge, & Goff, 1988).

9

Prediction in the sense of statistical explanation of variance, not temporal precedence or causality.
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Generally, analyses such as the prominent review of findings conducted by
Schmidt and Hunter (2004) have shown the overarching relevance of intelligence for
predicting successful human functioning ranging from primary education to old age
(Gottfredson, 1997b; see also Schooler, Mulatu, & Oates, 1999, for a developmental
perspective on the complex interplay between intellectual functioning and the work
environment). More specifically for OP, Schmidt and Hunter present findings from
several meta-analyses with corrected correlations between intelligence and
performance on the job ranging from r = .31 to .73 and even stronger relations to
training success (r = .50 to .76). The strong relation between intelligence and job
performance even exceeds the importance of personality factors (see above) in
terms of predicting occupational attainment and success (Schmidt & Hunter, 2004).
Even more, valid assessments of intelligence can be considered the single
best predictors of occupational performance when selecting employees, going
beyond selection methods originally developed for this purpose, such as Assessment
Centers or structured interviews (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Importantly for this thesis,
there seems to be a considerable conceptual overlap with CPS as indicated by the
frequent use of problem solving and explicit references to complexity in definitions of
intelligence (e.g., Gottfredson, 1997b; Raven, 2000; see also Oh, 2015).
According to a summarizing editorial by Linda Gottfredson signed by a range
of central researchers of intelligence, the construct “reflects a broader and deeper
capability for comprehending our surroundings – ‘catching on,’ ‘making sense’ of
things, or ‘figuring out’ what to do.” (Gottfredson, 1997a, p. 13). This statement
already points in the direction of the core processes of CPS, namely knowledge
acquisition and knowledge application (Fischer et al., 2012, see Chapter 2.1).
Remarkably, the importance of intelligence has been found to increase with rising
complexity of the environment, culminating in the notion that “g is the ability to deal
with complexity” (Gottfredson, 1997b, p. 93). Even more, reasoning as one of the
most important factors of intelligence includes mental operations, such as drawing
inferences, generating and testing hypotheses, identifying relations, comprehending
implications, extrapolating, and transforming information (McGrew, 2009, p. 5). These
operations of reasoning are corresponding to the main mental operations applied in
CPS (Fischer et al., 2012; Greiff, Fischer, Stadler, & Wüstenberg, 2015, see Chapter
2.1, above).
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A clarified relation between intelligence and CPS is therefore of utmost
importance when evaluating the potential role of CPS in the organizational arena
(Gottfredson, 1997b; Raven, 2000; Süß, 1996; see below). If the overlap of both
constructs warrants no valid separation of CPS from (sub-facets of) intelligence, the
area of organizational psychology will hardly benefit from insights generated in CPS
research (but see Reeve, 2004, for a critical account of previous findings in that
regard).10
And indeed, the research tradition of CPS has focused considerable energy on
the disentanglement of CPS performance from established factors of intelligence
(e.g., Dörner & Kreuzig, 1983; Stadler, Becker, Gödker, Leutner, & Greiff, 2015; Süß,
1996; Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012). Nevertheless, developments in the area
of CPS assessment instruments (see also Chapter 3), as well as shortcomings of
earlier studies have updated the need of investigating the constructs’ relation. Hence,
in view of the construct’s central importance in the domain of organizational
psychology, the first paper of this thesis is focused on the clarification of the relation
between CPS and intelligence.
2.3.2.

The relation of CPS and intelligence (Review Core Paper 1)

Kretzschmar, Neubert, Wüstenberg & Greiff (2016) provide an empirical
examination of two competing theoretical perspectives on the relation of CPS and
intelligence: The redundancy and distinctness perspective (see also Kretzschmar,
2015, for a more elaborate discussion sans the relation to OP). Starting from the
overlap of mental operations characterizing both constructs, such as drawing
inferences, generating and testing hypotheses, and identifying relations (see above),
the perspective of redundancy conceptualizes CPS as a bundle of already available
and established constructs (see e.g., Süß, 1996, 1999). In contrast, the distinctness
perspective is focusing on the unique requirements of CPS. In the latter perspective,
the overarching importance of intelligence and g for the handling of complexity is
acknowledged,11 but CPS is conceptualized as an umbrella term for all the
requirements resulting from complex problem situations also including non-cognitive

10

The issue of sub-facets of intelligence being weaker related to occupational performance and
attainment and the potential consequences for CPS research in the domain of organizational
psychology will be discussed below.
11
Importantly, the perspective thereby differentiates from early accounts in CPS research, that argued
for a complete independence of CPS from intelligence (e.g., Dörner & Kreuzig, 1983).
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aspects, such as the need for emotion regulation and meta-strategic knowledge (e.g.,
Fischer et al., 2012; Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke, 2010).
Both perspectives provide empirical evidence in their support while also
exhibiting differences related to CPS assessment instruments, operationalizations of
intelligence, the consideration of external criteria, and the utilization of statistical
methods of analysis. Consequently, Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) combined the
advantages

of

previous

empirical

studies

from

both

perspectives

into

a

comprehensive examination of the construct’s relation: (1) CPS was assessed with
semantically abstract multiple complex systems, that is, with the help of MICRODYN
and MICROFIN (see Chapter 3 and Fischer, 2015). (2) Intelligence was
operationalized in a broad way via the Berlin Structure Intelligence test (BIS test,
Jäger, Süß, & Beauducel, 1997), allowing for the measurement of intelligence in a
faceted way (operation factors: reasoning, mental speed, memory, creativity, as well
as a general factor g).12 Additionally, a test of general knowledge as an indicator of
crystallized intelligence was included in assessment (i.e., the BOWIT test of general
knowledge, Hossiep & Schulte, 2008). (3) The relation to external criteria was tested
via school grades (i.e., grade point average) as indicator of academic achievement to
allow for an evaluation of predictive validity.13 Finally, (4) analyses utilized two
alternative measurement models building on structural equation modeling and the
analysis of latent variables (i.e., a first order factor model and a nested-factor
model).14 With the help of this consolidated approach, Kretzschmar, Neubert et al.’s
(2016) study clarifies the relation of CPS to established constructs of intelligence.
The empirical results of the study building on the participation of (N = 227)
university students are indeed interesting: Generally and as could be expected from
previous studies, there was a strong relation between intelligence and CPS, but the
strength of association varied for the different operation factors: When predicting
CPS from the established factors of intelligence in a latent regression model,
reasoning (β = .85, p = .01) and creativity (β = -.34, p = .04) were significant
predictors of CPS, while mental speed (β = -.02, p = .94), memory (β = .19, p = .16),
and general knowledge (β = −.06, p = .56) were not. The negative relation between

12

Differences in the three content factors of the BIS test (i.e., figural, numerical, verbal) were not
analyzed in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016).
13
Predictive in the sense of explanation of variance, see Footnote 9.
14
Please see the full paper for more details on Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016).
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creativity and CPS in the regression model together with a low zero-order correlation
points towards a suppressor effect of creativity. Overall, 60.2% of the variance in
CPS was explained by the factors of intelligence.
The existence of a dedicated CPS factor was further investigated by the
analyses of the nested factor model, where an explicit modeling of g via the shared
variance of a reference construct (i.e., reasoning) and the specific abilities is
combined with specific factors indicating the unique systematic variance of each
construct. Results indicated substantial factor loadings on the g-factor for CPS
(Mdn(λ) = .59), comparable to those of the other specific factors (Mdn(λ) ranging from
.53 to .68) and a specific reliability ωs of .41, below the recommended benchmark
(other specific factors ωs = .41 to .58). Importantly, a model without the specific CPS
factor showed significantly worse model fit: Δχ2 = 27.866, df = 1, p = .01; ΔBIC = 17.
The results for the prediction of school grades were surprising, as CPS did not
explain additional variance in school grades beyond the established factors of
intelligence. More specifically, reasoning (β = .57, p = .01), mental speed (β = -.58,
p = .01; as suppressor), and memory (β = .39, p = .01) were significant predictors of
school grades, but creativity (β = .20, p = .05), general knowledge (β = -.05, p = .32),
and CPS (β = -.04, p = .41) were not. Compared to a model without CPS, the amount
of additionally explained variance in school grades was not significant (R2 = 32.6%,
ΔR2 = 0.7%, F(1220) = 2.28, p = .13). In contrast, adding CPS to the prediction of
school grades by a narrow operationalization of intelligence (i.e., figural reasoning)
led to a significantly better prediction of the external criterion (R2 = 10.1%,
ΔR2 = 3.9%, F(1224) = 9.78, p < .01). Similar results were found for the nested factor
model, where only a narrow operationalization of intelligence via figural reasoning led
to the significant prediction of school grades by the specific factor of CPS (β = .18,
p = .04, R2total = 10.1%), but not in the case of the broad model (β = -.02, p = .43,
R2total = 34.4%).
The results of Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) are an important clarification
of the relation between CPS and intelligence. The results with regard to established
factors of intelligence, such as reasoning and mental speed point to the separable,
but strongly related nature of CPS: Similar to previous empirical research from the
distinctness perspective utilizing figural reasoning tests (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al.,
2013; Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015; Wüstenberg et al., 2012), a separable
factor of CPS could be also established in the nested-factor model when utilizing a
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construct-valid operationalization of intelligence. Nonetheless, the high amount of
explained variance in CPS (i.e., R2 = 60.2%), factor loadings on the general factor g
comparable to the ones of established factors of intelligence, and a latent correlation
with reasoning of r = .72 point to the strong relation of CPS to intelligence. In fact,
similar findings were interpreted as an indication of convergent (Kröner, Plass, &
Leutner, 2005; Süß, 1996) or discriminant validity (Wüstenberg et al., 2012) in
previous studies on the relation of CPS and intelligence and match the relation
usually found for different factors of intelligence (e.g., Heller, Kratzmeier, &
Lengfelder, 1998). Hence, it remains unclear, whether to position CPS as a (sub)factor of intelligence or something beyond (e.g., in terms of a competency, see
Fischer & Neubert, 2015, see Chapter 5).
What seems clear from both, the conceptual overlap of intelligence and CPS
and also the empirical results by Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) is the
overarching importance of intelligence for the handling of complex problems. This
prominent role of intelligence might also limit the influence of other constructs when
looking more broadly at CPS, for example via competency models (Fischer &
Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation; see also Chapter 5).
With regard to the domain of OP, the findings concerning the interrelation of
CPS and intelligence also have important implications. The strong relation between
CPS and intelligence is especially noteworthy in the context of the central role of
intelligence for OP (see above). On the one hand, the overlap of CPS and
intelligence and the empirical dominance of intelligence in the domain of OP point
towards the overarching importance of handling of (complex) problems in the domain
of work (see Chapter 4). The finding of a separable CPS factor that can be
differentiated

from

established

factors

of

intelligence

promises

additional

explanations detailing the affordances and processes of human interaction with
complex problems in the domain of OP in that regard.
On the other hand, the results also point to potential problems regarding
research on the role and implications of the specific aspects of handling complex
problems captured by CPS instruments. In the study by Kretzschmar, Neubert et al.
(2016), CPS did not show additional explanatory value in predicting school grades as
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markers of academic achievement.15 Future studies building on construct-valid
operationalizations of intelligence in the domain of OP will have to show, whether
CPS can achieve explanatory value in addition to established factors of intelligence
in this context. Similar to the relevance of a construct-valid operationalization of
intelligence for the study by Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016), these investigations
will need to be built on theoretically and empirically trustworthy instruments indicating
CPS performance. The following Chapter is therefore taking a closer look at the
measurement instruments targeting CPS.

15

Importantly, additional variance in school grades could be explained when comparing CPS to a
narrow operationalization of intelligence as usually found in previous studies from the domain of CPS
research (e.g., Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012), pointing to problems on the level of
operationalizing intelligence adequately in these studies.
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3. The assessment of CPS
3.1. Historical overview on CPS assessment
3.1.1.

Classical studies and instruments

The founding fathers and mothers of CPS research utilized the availability of
computers to simulate complex problems in a range of settings, thereby “escaping
the narrow straits of the laboratory and the deep blue sea of the field study” (Brehmer
& Dörner, 1993, p. 171). The prominent example of the TAILORSHOP simulation was
already described in Chapter 1, simulating the management of a shirt factory for the
purpose of investigating human interaction with complex problems.
The instruments utilized in early CPS research include a range of different
computer simulations such as the already mentioned simulations of small towns,
factories, and developmental aid (see Chapter 1, see also e.g., J. Funke, 1992;
Gonzalez et al., 2005; Wallach, 1998, for overviews and taxonomies). Importantly,
these simulations already feature some close links to practice in applied (industrial)
settings and thus OP: In POWERPLANT, problem solvers have to control a coal-fired
power plant modeled after the example of an existing one in Germany and hence, an
actual work place from the domain of energy production. Even more, the processes
of the simulation were chosen with the explicit goal of matching the requirements of
operators in the real power plant (Wallach, 1998; Wallach & Tack, 1998). Other
examples include the use of modified training simulations developed for the
education of air traffic controllers (Ackerman, 1992), but also the simulation of
everyday technical appliances, such as video recording equipment (Gray, 2000; see
also Beckmann & Goode, 2013; and Neubert, Lans, Mustafic, Greiff, & Ederer, 2017,
for more examples). While these investigations promise interesting insights for the
connection of basic cognitive processes relevant for CPS and OP by fleshing out the
different components of a CPS competency or “systems competency” (Fischer &
Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation; see also Chapter 1), the focus in the
following is on a second development here, the development and validation of
instruments directed at the assessment of problem solving competencies.
3.1.2.

Formal models and multiple complex systems

The investigation of CPS as a psychological construct as well as its application
in OP is not only depending on sound theory and an empirical investigation of its
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nomological network, but also on the availability of reliable and valid assessment
instruments. Building on the modeling of complex problems via computer simulations,
major developmental milestones in this respect were the introduction of formal
models to the investigation of CPS processes (e.g., J. Funke, 2001) as well as the
use of multiple and smaller complex systems for assessment (Fischer, 2015; Greiff,
Fischer, et al., 2015; Greiff et al., 2012).
With the help of formal descriptions of the (mathematical) structure underlying
simulations such as the TAILORSHOP, different problems can be compared to each
other on the basis of explicit criteria, thereby overcoming the problem of whether one
should “attribute experimental findings to the experimenter’s manipulation or to the
peculiarities of the task employed” (J. Funke, 2001, p. 70, see also J. Funke, 1992;
Kluge, 2008a). To overcome this problem and provide an objective basis for
performance evaluation, Joachim Funke introduced the formal frameworks of linear
structural equations (LSE) and finite state automata (FSA) to the assessment of CPS
competencies (J. Funke, 2001; see also Buchner & Funke, 1993; J. Funke, 1985).
With the help of these formal frameworks, assessment instruments targeting problem
solving competencies could be systematically developed with regard to different
factors, such as varying difficulty by system size or the inclusion of different functional
components of complex problems (e.g. including different problem features, such as
osscilatory eigendynamics; cf. Hundertmark, Holt, Fischer, Said, & Fischer, 2015) as
well as scored objectively with regard to successful problem solving (but see e.g.,
Dörner, 1989b, for a discussion of the inherent problem of scoring performance on
complex tasks).
Furthermore, the use of formal models also allowed for the comparison of
simulations including different content labels, while controlling for the systems
structure. To this end, Beckmann and Goode (2013) investigated the (potentially)
negative influence of semantic embedding and perceived familiarity of labels on
problem exploration via untested assumptions. Through the use of content lean
problem embedding (e.g., the use of labels such as ‘Variable 1’), the problem of
differences in knowledge relevant for exploring and controlling complex problems
could also be overcome (e.g., Kluge, 2008a; Wirth & Funke, 2005).16 Overall, the
availability of formal models facilitated the assessment of problem solving
16

An alternative approach to the controlling of knowledge is the utilization of static knowledge tests
during assessment, such as the one proposed by Süß (1996) for the Tailorshop simulation.
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competencies by providing a systematic basis for formal description and
development of instruments.
A second important development towards viable assessment instruments
targeting problem solving competency was the introduction of multiple smaller
simulations within one assessment session (Multiple Complex Systems, MCS; see
also Fischer, 2015; Greiff, 2012; Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2015; Greiff & Funke, 2009;
Greiff et al., 2012).17 Larger simulations, such as the TAILORSHOP, typically take more
than 30 minutes to complete, while mostly providing single criteria for evaluation
(e.g., total capital of the company at the end of the simulation, but see Engelhart,
Funke, & Sager, 2013). Researchers and practitioners interested in CPS were
therefore forced to choose between assessment sessions lasting up to several hours
for CPS alone or the use of single behavioral criteria (so-called single act criteria, see
Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974).18 To overcome this suboptimal choice, the instruments
comprised under the label of MCS combine up to 10 smaller simulations each
requiring 5-6 minutes into one session of assessment (e.g., instruments such as
MICRODYN, Greiff & Funke, 2009; GENETICS LAB, Sonnleitner et al., 2012; and
MICROFIN, Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013; Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015).
Building on the two formal frameworks introduced by Funke (2001), namely
LSE and FSA, the combination of multiple smaller complex problems thereby
promises several advantages for CPS competency assessment (see Greiff, 2012;
Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2015): The combination of different smaller simulations of
varying size and complexity allows for the scaling of instruments with regard to
difficulty, providing reliable estimations of CPS competency for individuals differing
along the competency range. Furthermore, the psychometric requirement of
stochastically independent indicators can be easily met, preventing problems in
parameter estimation and providing straightforward estimates of reliability through
internal consistency. Finally, the impact of (random) errors at the beginning of
assessment can be reduced (Fischer, 2015; Greiff, 2012; Kretzschmar, 2015; see J.
Funke, 2014a, for a more critical view on the MCS approach).

17

The approach has been also referred to as ‘minimal complex systems’ in the beginning (Greiff,
2012; Greiff & Funke, 2010), a name that points to the potential problem of different requirements
compared to more complex problems (J. Funke, 2014a; Kretzschmar, 2015, see also Chapter 5.2).
18
The alternative approach of combining several (independent) indicators within one single simulation
(e.g., Wagener, 2001) overcomes some of the problems mentioned here but still suffers from
psychometric problems (Greiff, 2012; Greiff, Fischer, Stadler, & Wüstenberg, 2015).
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3.1.3.

Assessment instruments building on MCS

The two major proponents of MCS instruments available at the beginning of
this dissertation project, GENETICS LAB and MICRODYN, are building on a combination
of the formal framework of LSE and the MCS approach (Greiff & Funke, 2009;
Sonnleitner et al., 2012). Both instruments build on the popular DYNAMIS framework
and participants have to explore the (mainly linear) relations between two to three
input and output variables, find out about relations between the variables and use
their acquired knowledge to bring the systems’ output variables into a given output
range. Within a first phase, participants are given the opportunity to freely explore the
task, before being asked to draw relations between variables into an abstract causal
model (see J. Funke, 1992, for more details on knowledge assessment in CPS). In
the final phase of each task, participants are given the correct structure of the task
and asked to reach predefined values in the output variables, thereby targeting the
application of knowledge. The phases of assessment are thereby structured along
the assumed processes of CPS (see Chapter 2 and Fischer et al., 2012), and scoring
of performance differentiates exploration behavior, knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application (see Kretzschmar et al., 2016; Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al.,
2015, for details on the MICRODYN problems utilized in the empirical studies of this
thesis, including the underlying structural equations). The underlying problem
relations in LSE-based MCS instruments are thereby defined via a set of
mathematical equations relating each output variable to its previous states, as well as
those of the input variables.
With regard to psychometric features, the instruments building on LSE and
MCS have shown very promising results with regard to theoretically aligned
measurement models, internal consistency, and measurement invariance across
groups (e.g., Greiff & Wüstenberg, 2015; Greiff et al., 2012). Building on this basis of
psychometrically solid features, the availability of assessment-oriented instruments
targeting CPS has provided the means for a range of insights with regard to the
construct of CPS, for example clarifying the constructs’ relation to other established
psychological constructs, such as intelligence and personality (e.g., Greiff & Neubert,
2014; Kretzschmar et al., 2016; Wüstenberg et al., 2012, see Chapter 2), but also
constructs with a stronger link to application, such as school competencies, ICT
literacy, and entrepreneurial opportunity identification (e.g., Baggen et al., 2015;
Greiff, Kretzschmar, Müller, Spinath, & Martin, 2014; Kretzschmar, Neubert, & Greiff,
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2014, see also Chapter 4). Additionally, the shorter testing times and psychometric
properties have also allowed for the inclusion of CPS in international large scale
assessments in the educational domain, such as the Progamme for the International
Student Assessment (PISA, OECD, 2014).
Nevertheless, there are also challenges associated with the available
instruments. One of these challenges is the reliance on a very similar set of tasks and
hence, similar requirements in terms of exploration, knowledge acquisition and
control in instruments building on the combination of LSE and MCS. Both MICRODYN
and GENETICS LAB focus on a very specific type of complex problem in terms of
identifying mainly linear relations between up to four input and output variables. And
although the combination of MCS and LSE theoretically allows for the description and
simulation of problems with a far greater range of problem characteristics, typical
applications only feature a very limited number of linear relations and linear
eigendynamics (see for example the equations used in Greiff & Neubert, 2014; Greiff
et al., 2012; Kretzschmar et al., 2016; Wüstenberg et al., 2012; but see Hundertmark,
et al., 2015, for a very interesting extension to “oscillatory eigendynamics” and
random effects).
On the level of required strategies, this homogeneity in simulated tasks or
more specifically, their underlying structure, leads to an overwhelming importance of
one specific input sequence, a modified variant of the vary-one-thing-at-a-time
(VOTAT) strategy (Greiff et al., 2012; see Chen & Klahr, 1999; Tschirgi, 1980;
Vollmeyer, Burns, & Holyoak, 1996, for details on VOTAT). Utilizing the VOTAT
strategy requires participants to systematically test the effect of isolated inputs on
output variables to identify the system’s relations (see Rollett, 2008, for an
encompassing analysis of a DYNAMIS-based task).19 For example, a participant first
observes the simulation without manipulations for one round, in the next round
increases the level of the first input variable and observes the effects on the output
variables, then resets the simulation and manipulates the second input variable and
so on.

19

Importantly, scoring exploration in MICRODYN tasks is limited to single input steps, with “strategies”
resulting from the scoring of specific input steps without considering sequence. Rollett (2008)
introduced a more comprehensive model of scoring to DYNAMIS-based tasks, but his model has yet
to be applied in the context of MCS-based tasks.
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Empirically, the dominance of the VOTAT strategy in addition to rounds
without manipulations for the successful exploration of most CPS instruments has led
to results speaking against a separation of applying this specific exploration strategy
(i.e., VOTAT application) and successful knowledge acquisition in general in most
studies (e.g., Greiff & Neubert, 2014; Wüstenberg et al., 2012; see Kretzschmar et
al., 2016; Kretzschmar, 2015, for a discussion of measurement models). The reliance
on instruments basically ‘only’ requiring the application of VOTAT for exploration has
therefore led to the criticism of CPS instruments building on MCS only representing
an important but nonetheless small and non-representative sample of complex
problems and thus, a non-representative assessment of CPS competency (Fischer,
2015; J. Funke, 2014a; Kretzschmar, 2015; see Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et
al., in preparation, for an interpretation in the context of more encompassing
competency models). Especially important in this regard is the need for multimethod
studies for a sound evaluation of construct validity (e.g., Oh, 2015).
And while the VOTAT strategy has a close resemblance to successful
hypothesis-driven exploration in scientific settings (e.g., Chen & Klahr, 1999; Scherer
& Tiemann, 2012), successful handling of complex problems conceptually requires
more ‘complex cognition’ than the application of a single albeit important exploration
strategy (J. Funke, 2010; see also the importance of adapting knowledge acquisition
strategies already present in the work of Jean Piaget, e.g., Kuhn et al., 1995).
Additionally, research on causal reasoning has already pointed towards the difficulty
of controlled comparisons for knowledge acquisition in complex problem situations,
such as those typically found in the context of OP (see Chapter 2.1 and Kuhn et al.,
1995), which underlines conceptual problems when relying on VOTAT alone during
CPS assessment.
In the history of problem solving research, the failed attempt at a general
problem solver sensu Ernst and Newell (1969) building on a single strategy (i.e.,
means-ends-analysis) are speaking for the need to adapt problem solving attempts to
the specifics of a situation (e.g., McDermott, 1976; Ohlsson, 2012), and hence, the
need to account for different affordances of problems in assessment (see also the
differentiation by Rollett, 2008, separating problem specific and problem general
strategies). Similarly, practice in all kinds of applied settings including OP requires a
much broader set of exploration strategies, heuristics, and problem solving efforts
adapted to the current problem situation (see e.g., Jonassen, 2004, and the broad
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range of problems discussed there). For example, everyday problem solving of
managers rarely follows scientific procedures of problem solving (see Mintzberg,
1973, 1975; see Yukl, 2010, for a more recent overview) and difficulties in typical
everyday complex problems already arise during the identification of (important)
variables and the setting of a specific frame (see e.g., Schön, 1993). Finally, earlier
simulations of complex problems, such as the TAILORSHOP are hardly controllable
with the VOTAT strategy alone, leading to the notion of MCS instruments and more
complex simulations assessing different constructs altogether (J. Funke, 2014a). In
summary, the reliance on a small selection of problems in assessment poses serious
conceptual threats to a valid assessment of CPS and hence, its connection to OP.
To overcome this homogeneity in assessment instruments building on MCS
and LSE, the second core paper in this dissertation therefore aims at expanding the
range of available assessment instruments targeting CPS, while utilizing the benefits
of the MCS approach. To this end, the second formal framework proposed for the
description of CPS assessment instruments by Funke (2001), finite state automata
(FSA), is combined with the MCS approach to construct a more heterogeneous
assessment of CPS (Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015; see also Kretzschmar,
2015).
3.2. Assessing CPS competencies with MCS and finite state automata
(Review Core Paper 2)
Neubert, Kretzschmar, Wüstenberg, and Greiff (2015) build on the notion of
MICROFIN20 introduced by Greiff and Funke (2009) as a combination of the MCS
approach with the formal framework of FSA and present an assessment instrument
targeting CPS (see also Fischer, 2015; Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013; Kretzschmar,
2015). Contrasting to the established instruments building on MCS and LSE (see
above), the use of a FSA as the formal framework facilitates the simulation of new
problem features within the established framework of MCS, for example including
strong interactions of input variables (such as those found in chemical problems,

20

The name MICROFIN is thereby derived from the framework of FINite state automata (see Buchner
& Funke, 1993), similar to MICRODYN building on the DYNAMIS framework.
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Scherer & Tiemann, 2012) or qualitative changes in the problems’ reaction to input
changes after threshold values (e.g., water freezing to ice).21
Generally speaking, modeling problem solving via FSA views them as
exhibiting a set of predefined states that are connected to each other via transitions.
Transitions between states are either triggered by input signals or autonomous
processes (e.g., passage of time) which in turn lead to output signals depending on
the state the finite automaton was in. For example, a lighting system exhibits two
states (light on/off), transitions between both states are triggered by pressing the light
switch and the states are directly connected to corresponding outputs (light/no light).
Larger finite-state automatons may include a broader set of input variables (e.g.,
setting a timer on the light), a broader set of states with corresponding transition rules
(e.g., different light colors or brightness), and states or state-transitions not directly
visible through changes in outputs (e.g., turning off an automatic cycle after manual
activation of the light). Outside of CPS research, finite-state automata are widely
applied in the programming of appliances (e.g., vending machines or turnstiles, J. A.
Anderson, 2006; Rich, 2008). These applications of FSA have also led to
visualization techniques via state-transition-diagrams (e.g., Figure 2 in J. Funke,
2001 for the formal description of a very small finite state automaton; or Appendix A1
in Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015, the state-transition-diagram of an exemplary
MICROFIN task).
With regard to CPS research, the formal framework of FSA was already
introduced by Buchner and Funke in 1992, who also present ways to model FSAs
during assessment and proposed several approaches to knowledge measurement
(see Buchner & Funke, 1993; J. Funke & Buchner, 1992). Initial applications of FSA
provided valuable foundations for CPS research, for example in the national
extension of the PISA studies in Germany (e.g., Klieme, Funke, Leutner, Reimann, &
Wirth, 2001; Leutner, Fleischer, Wirth, Greiff, & Funke, 2012; Leutner, Klieme, Meyer,
& Wirth, 2004). Nonetheless, combinations of FSA and MCS with its advantages
described above were either restricted to theoretical explorations (e.g., Greiff &

21

Please note that the formal framework of LSE in principle allows for the simulation of these and
other phenomena in complex problems, but assessment instruments did only include a narrow set of
problem features (see above) and the inclusion of features, such as threshold values or tipping points
would require adaptations to assessment (e.g., during knowledge assessment). See for example
Hundertmark et al. (2015) for a recent extension of the LSE approach to non-linear dynamics in
assessment.
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Funke, 2009) or suffered from a very restricted sample of tasks (e.g., Greiff, Fischer,
et al., 2013, only included two tasks in assessment).
To overcome this lack of instruments building on the combination of FSA and
MCS, Neubert et al. (2015) developed, piloted, and refined a set of MICROFIN tasks
(see also Kretzschmar, 2015).22 The explicit goal of test development was the
extension of requirements beyond the focus on VOTAT as found in available LSEbased instruments while retaining the advantages of the MCS approach. That is, the
tasks were targeted for an application within the MCS framework, so the size of
problems, as well as their reliance on prior knowledge (e.g., concerning business
processes) was restricted: Testing times for all tasks are similar to those found in
established LSE-based tests with around 5 minutes per task and the influence of
prior knowledge is restricted through knowledge lean descriptors. The extension of
exploration strategies is best presented with an example.
An exemplary MICROFIN task, called “Fish-o-maton” can be seen in Figure 1
(see also Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015). In the Fish-o-maton, participants have
to explore the effects of varying the input levels in three tanks seen at the bottom of
Figure 1 (i.e., three ordinal input variables) on an aquarium (i.e., one nominal output
variable with ordinal elements). The underlying scheme of relating input to output
variables thereby follows the example of LSE-based instruments, such as MICRODYN
or TAILORSHOP. The important extension is the type of relation: Fish are only seen in
the aquarium if all input variables are put on equal levels (as seen in Figure 1),
otherwise the aquarium is in a “soiled” state or completely empty (if all input variables
are put to the lowest possible value). The input variables each have four possible
input values (tanks being empty or filled in three stages), while the output variable
has five possible values (empty, soiled, and three states with an increasing number
of fish in the tank). Due to the relation of input and output variables, the application of
the VOTAT strategy leads to suboptimal results in the Fish-o-maton: If all input
variables are varied in isolation from zero to three, the central states of all inputs
being on the same level is omitted. Hence, the task extends the range of necessary
exploration behaviors.

22

The MICROFIN tasks have been developed in collaboration by André Kretzschmar and Jonas
Neubert, the first two authors of Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015).
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the MICROFIN task Fish-o-maton (see Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015,
p.183).

The set of tasks developed by Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) extends the
relations between input and output values as found in MICRODYN and GENETICS LAB
with features, such as equivalence of inputs (see above), threshold values (i.e., the
problem reacting differently to input variations if a certain value in inputs is reached),
and subsystems following different rules. Further details on all MICROFIN tasks and
formal descriptions can be found in Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) and an
extensive description of the development process of MICROFIN is available in
Kretzschmar (2015).
With regard to the construct of CPS, the newly developed MICROFIN tasks
target the two dimensions of CPS already included in established LSE-based
instruments, namely knowledge acquisition and knowledge application (see Chapter
2.1). That is, after freely exploring the tasks during an exploration phase for a
maximum of 300 seconds, participants are asked to answer two questions on rules
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governing the system (knowledge acquisition) and bring the system into two different
predefined states (knowledge application).
The questions utilized during knowledge acquisition assessment build on an
approach introduced by Buchner and Funke (1993) and ask participants to construct
the initial state of the system prior to a given change in inputs. For example, in the
Fish-o-maton participants are given an output state of the aquarium featuring equal
levels of inputs and fish in the aquarium and have to select the appropriate state of
the aquarium prior to a user manipulation of one input variable (e.g., reducing the
input level from maximum to equality with the other inputs). The correct solution has
to be constructed from one to eight different elements, thereby assessing the rule
knowledge acquired throughout exploration (i.e., a constructed response item,
Buchner, 1995), in the given example, the correct solution would be the selection of a
soiled aquarium. Scoring of knowledge acquisition in Neubert, Kretzschmar et al.
(2015) is done by comparing the participants answer to the correct solution resulting
in a sum score over both items of each task ranging from 0 to 2. During the
development of MICROFIN, alternative forms of assessment were tested (e.g., the
identification of possible states), relating to other forms of knowledge, but these
alternatives have not been systematically evaluated so far (see also Kretzschmar,
2015).
In knowledge application, participants have to bring the respective task into a
given target state within a time limit of 60 seconds by manipulating the input variables
(i.e., triggering state-transitions) that is presented visually and verbally at the
beginning of the phase. In the case of the Fish-o-maton, a knowledge application
task might require participants to reach a state of eight fish in the aquarium with as
few steps as possible. Again, two items are presented per task and participants
receive credit for reaching the target state, resulting in a sum score ranging from 0 to
2 for knowledge application. In contrast to MICRODYN, no correct model is given
before knowledge application in MICROFIN.
Scoring of participants’ exploration behavior as a third dimension of CPS (i.e.,
the equivalent of scoring exploration via VOTAT in MICRODYN or GENETICS LAB) is
much more difficult in MICROFIN due to the broader range of required exploration
strategies (see above). For an initial attempt at scoring the exploration phase of
participants in MICROFIN, see Müller, Kretzschmar, & Greiff (2013), who adapted the
idea of VOTAT to the MICROFIN tasks in a strategy termed ‘nested VOTAT’
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depending on an adaptation of exploration behavior to the respective task. Low
reliabilities and conceptual problems in scoring strategies in the different MICROFIN
tasks point towards the need for further development in this area for an explicit
inclusion of exploration behavior in MICROFIN assessment. Assessment of MICROFIN
has therefore been restricted to the assessment of acquired knowledge and the
successful control of the systems.23
Empirically, Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) targeted (1) the psychometric
properties of the newly developed set of MICROFIN tasks, (2) established a
measurement model for MICROFIN, (3) analyzed the relation to MICRODYN as an
established instrument targeting CPS with the help of the MCS approach (i.e.,
convergent validity), and (4) explored the relation to reasoning as a competing
construct from the domain of intelligence (see also Chapter 2.3). The empirical
analyses can build on data provided by 576 German high school students that
worked on the newly developed MICROFIN tasks, MICRODYN tasks building on LSE
and MCS, and an assessment of reasoning ability (i.e., the CogAT, a figural matrices
test, Heller & Perleth, 2000).
With regard to the psychometric properties of MICROFIN, the results of
Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) support the viability of combining FSA with MCS
for the purpose of CPS assessment. Item difficulty as indicated by the average rate of
success ranged from p = .18 to .49 (M = .34, SD = 0.14) for knowledge acquisition
and from p = .63 to .77 (M = .70, SD = 0.06) for knowledge application. That is, the
items targeting knowledge application proved to be easier than the ones targeting
knowledge acquisition, pointing towards areas in need of further refinement. For the
purpose of this dissertation, the sample of high school students and their
prerequisites have to be kept in mind when inferring the difficulty of tasks for adult
samples and applications in OP, although the students represent the full range of
available school tracks in Germany. The reliability estimates of the five tasks point
towards the general applicability of FSA-based tasks, with McDonald’s omega of
ω = .79 (knowledge acquisition) and ω = .78 for knowledge application, while also
leaving room for improvement.24

23

In applications of MICRODYN, too, an explicit inclusion of exploration behavior in analyses is mainly
omitted, because of strong intercorrelations with knowledge application (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012,
see also above).
24
When interpreting the values of McDonald’s Omega (Zinbarg, Revelle, Yovel, & Li, 2005), one has
to keep in mind the comparably low number of five tasks as well as the underlying dilemma of
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The next step in exploring the utility of FSA-based MCS tasks is the
establishment of a measurement model. Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) therefore
compared the model fit of models featuring separate dimensions for knowledge
acquisition and knowledge application, as well as a uni-dimensional model with a
general CPS factor. Similar to the established models for MICRODYN, the twodimensional

model indicated

a

good

model fit

(χ²(34) = 52.684,

p = .021,

RMSEA = 0.031, CFI = 0.989, TLI = 0.986) with strongly related, but separable latent
dimensions of CPS (latent r = .81, p < .001). Conflating the two dimensions of
MICROFIN led to significantly worse model fit (χ² (35) = 90.118, p < .001,
RMSEA = 0.053, CFI = 0.968, TLI = 0.958, χ²Δ(1) = 24.398, p < .001). In terms of
measurement models, the results of Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) point towards
a two-dimensional measurement model for MICROFIN, highlighting the link to
established instruments targeting CPS from the MCS perspective (but see
Kretzschmar, 2015, for findings in favor of a unidimensional model).
The link to these established instruments was further examined empirically via
a correlated trait-correlated method minus one model (CT-C(M-1); Eid, Lischetzke,
Nussbeck, & Trierweiler, 2003, see Figure 2), a multitrait-multimethod model
including the same latent dimensions of CPS for both instruments and a method
factor for MICROFIN (i.e., the established instrument MICRODYN was used as the
reference method). The model fit the data well (χ² (285) = 445.247, p < .001,
RMSEA = 0.031, CFI = 0.980, TLI = 0.978). Again, the latent dimensions of CPS
were strongly related (r = .82, p < .001), as were the latent method factors of
MICROFIN (r = .54, p < .001). For a graphical impression of the model please also
consider Figure 2. Overall, the model points towards the expected strong relation and
dimensional structure of both instruments targeting CPS with its dimensions of
knowledge acquisition and knowledge application. Similarly, the significantly related
method factors for MICROFIN indicate a somewhat generalized method effect for the
newly developed instrument differing from MICRODYN.
Interestingly,

an

analysis

of

a

structural

model

featuring

separate

measurement models for both instruments shows the weakest relation between the
instruments dimensions’ targeting knowledge application (r = .56, p < .001), with

introducing more heterogeneous tasks to CPS assessment and the corresponding effect in terms of a
reduced internal consistency across tasks (the “attenuation paradox”, Loevinger, 1954).
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stronger relations of knowledge application to the other instruments’ knowledge
acquisition factor (r = .64 and r = .67, all p < .001) and between both factors
indicating knowledge acquisition (r = .73, p < .001). Naturally, this second set of
results raises questions with regard to the comparability of requirements in MICROFIN
and MICRODYN.
To investigate the relation of both instruments to each other, as well as to
reasoning ability, the multimethod model presented above was extended by a
separate factor for the reasoning test (see Figure 2). The resulting model still fit the
data well (χ²(361) = 540.359, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.029, CFI = 0.978, TLI = 0.976)
and included significant relations between reasoning ability and both factors of CPS
(r = .63, p < .001, for knowledge acquisition and r = .60, p < .001 for knowledge
application), as well as between reasoning ability and the method factors for
MICROFIN (knowledge acquisition, r = .34, p < .001, knowledge application, r = .28,
p < .001). Interestingly, the relation between both dimensions of CPS did not
decrease after including reasoning ability into the model in the CT-C(M-1) model,
while the latent correlations in the model featuring separate measurement models for
both instruments dropped to (r = .33 to r = .52, all p < .001, similar pattern as
presented above), highlighting differences in results depending on the chosen
measurement model. The results with regard to reasoning ability have to be
interpreted with caution when generalizing to an effect of intelligence or g after the
findings of Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) presented earlier (see Chapter 2.3),
but they nonetheless point towards the viability of utilizing FSA-based instruments
within the MCS framework to target CPS.
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Figure 2. The CT-C(M-1) multitrait-multimethod model (see Neubert, Kretzschmar, et al., 2015, p.188).
The model features latent factors for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application indicated by
both MICRODYN and MICROFIN (right side), two method factors modeling specific aspects of MICROFIN
per dimension (left side), and a latent factor indicating reasoning. Latent correlations for the method
factors, error variances, and manifest indicators for some MICROFIN and MICRODYN tasks for better
visual clarity.

The empirical results presented in Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) as well
as the developed MICROFIN tasks are an extension of the MCS-based assessment of
CPS. The availability of a broader set of MICROFIN tasks with promising psychometric
features enables an extension of MCS-based CPS assessment beyond the strong
focus on VOTAT. Since the publication of Neubert, Kretzschmar et al.’s (2015)
article, more MICROFIN tasks have been developed and applied in a range of settings
(for an overview see Kretzschmar, 2015). The separability of knowledge acquisition
and knowledge application has been challenged in some cases (i.e., models with a
uni-dimensional CPS construct fitting the data better, e.g., Kretzschmar et al., 2016),
leading to the proposal of

different measurement

and structural models

(Kretzschmar, 2015).25 Similarly, the question of internal consistency has proven to

25

The CT-C(M-1) model applied in Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) depends on a two-dimensional
measurement model for both, MICROFIN and MICRODYN, so it is not applicable in cases where the
optimal measurement model for MICROFIN is unidimensional or builds on an overall score on a task
level.
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be more challenging with levels as low as ω = .58 for knowledge acquisition and
ω = .62 for knowledge application in an unpublished study with five MICROFIN tasks
(see Kretzschmar, 2015). Indeed, the findings also point towards the (psychometric)
advantage of using a restricted set of problem relations as found in MICRODYN in
terms of higher reliability estimates. With regard to MICROFIN, the results show the
need for further development, especially when looking for applications in the domain
of individual assessment (e.g., within the setting of personnel selection requiring
higher reliability and a broader difficulty range).
Conceptually, the availability of a broader set of tasks embedded within the
MCS framework enables a broader sampling from the universe of potentially relevant
problem features. One of the arguments for the development of MCS-based
instruments was the possibility to construct assessment instruments targeted at
specific and theoretically derived problem features and problem solving processes
(e.g., Greiff et al., 2012). Unfortunately, the development of actual assessment
instruments was strongly bound to a restricted sense of problem features and
specifically a strong link to the application of the VOTAT exploration strategy (J.
Funke, 2014a).
The developed set of MICROFIN tasks helps to overcome this focus, although
not including a systematic sampling of problem features (see below). These
extensions of the MCS framework to new problem features might lead to a better
representation of requirements of complex problems as described by competency
models of CPS (e.g., Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation), but the
MCS framework itself has been also criticized lately as a whole (e.g., J. Funke,
2014a). And indeed, in comparison to the multitude of approaches possible in more
complex simulations, such as the FIRE simulations (De Obeso Orendain, 2014; Güss,
Tuason, & Orduña, 2015) or other more comprehensive microworlds, the variability in
behavior and strategies is severely restricted in MCS tasks. It remains to be seen,
whether an extension of the MCS approach to other problem features can overcome
these conceptual issues on the level of actual assessment instruments (see also
Chapter 5.2).
From the perspective of OP, the availability of a range of problem features
during the simulation of complex problems is mainly related to the question of
establishing valid assessment instruments targeting CPS. The actual application of
MICROFIN in the domain of OP and an empirical basis for the evaluation of its effect
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in terms of validity is still missing, as applications were restricted to samples of
students in schools and universities so far (the application of MICROFIN in the
LLLight’in’Europe

project

might

offer

insights

in

the

future,

see

www.lllightineurope.com and Kretzschmar, 2015). On the one hand, the extension of
MCS-based instruments to FSA might offer a potential link between practice in OP
and a valid representation of complex problems in CPS assessment, especially given
the widespread use of FSA in programming appliances. Sampling the tasks and
requirements of complex problems in the domain of OP offers a route to the
development of valid assessment instruments highlighting the various requirements
of complex problems in OP, which in turn will rely on the availability to simulate a
broad range of phenomena. The domain of OP, in turn, might benefit from the
experience in describing and assessing human interaction with complex problems
across various domains accumulated in CPS research (see Neubert et al., 2017).
On the other hand, analyses such as the ones conducted by Henry Mintzberg
over 40 years ago point to the intricate nature of practically dealing with complex
problems in the organizational domain. Problem solving there includes, for example,
an emphasis on “soft” information, such as “gossip, hearsay and speculation” (e.g.,
Mintzberg, 1975, p. 14), which can be hardly considered to be a part in current CPS
assessment. A broader view on CPS such as found in Funke et al. (in preparation)
and competency models encompassing a range of requirements, such as proposed
by Fischer and Neubert (2015) might offer a way to include these and similar features
of complex problems and successfully handling them into CPS research, but it
remains to be seen, whether they can be adequately described, simulated, assessed,
and scored within the framework of MCS (see Chapter 5.2). At the moment, it is hard
to imagine MICROFIN tasks adequately mirroring the nature and requirements of
complex problems faced by managers in the domain of OP. Focusing on this
interaction between current strands in CPS research and the domain of OP, Chapter
4 is therefore oriented towards an interdisciplinary exchange on the potential role of
CPS in the domain of OP.
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4. Complex Problem Solving and Organizational Psychology
The developments within the domain of CPS research have led to notable
applications of assessment instruments and theoretical explorations in a different
domain, namely that of education during recent years. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
assessment instruments targeting CPS have found their way into educational large
scale assessments, such as the Programme for the Internationel Student
Assessment (PISA, OECD, 2014) and empirical studies are utilizing the construct
with its nomological network and the corresponding instruments to explore the role
and importance of CPS in educational settings (see Chapters 2 and 3). For example,
Scherer and Tiemann (2012) highlight the interplay between domain general
processes as explored in CPS research with domain-specific problem solving
approaches in a virtual chemistry environment. Similarly, Kretzschmar et al. (2014)
explore the role of CPS for successfully handling the requirements in school
compared to subject-related competencies.
Strangely enough, the developments within CPS research, such as the
interplay of intelligence and CPS or the MCS-approach have been met with much
less response in the domain of OP. This lack of interdisciplinary exchange is
somewhat surprising as the experimental findings from early CPS research, such as
the typical problems of human problem solvers with complexity (e.g., a lack of
identifying contradictory goals and insufficient model building, Dörner, 1989b) have
had a definite influence on researchers investigating human problem solving and
learning in the domain of OP (e.g., Fisch & Beck, 2004). Especially in the German
OP literature, the results of Dietrich Dörner have been taken up by researchers
focusing on a broad range of topics such as human errors and critical failures in
organizations (e.g., Badke-Schaub, Hofinger, & Lauche, 2012; Strohschneider,
2007), knowledge management (e.g., Amelingmeyer, 2002; Probst, Raub, &
Romhardt, 2006), consulting and organizational development (e.g., Schiersmann &
Thiel, 2011), managerial and entrepreneurial decision making (e.g., Gustafsson,
2006; Wagner, 1991), systemic views on organizations (e.g., Schiepek & Strunk,
2006; von der Weth, 2001; Willke, 1992), and the design of decision making systems
and procedures (e.g., Hacker & von der Weth, 2012; Sterman, 2006). In contrast, the
development of psychometrically-oriented assessment instruments, the clarified
importance of intelligence, or competency models describing human interaction with
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complex problems have seen no comparable transfer to the domain of OP (but see
Abele et al., 2012; Rausch, Seifried, Wuttke, Kögler, & Brandt, 2016, for exceptions).
The following Chapter therefore explores

the potential of interdisciplinary

collaboration between the domains of CPS and OP.
When taking a closer look at assessment instruments, the TAILORSHOP
simulation as a representative of larger computer simulations used in CPS research
has received some attention in assessment efforts in the organizational setting (e.g.,
Danner et al., 2011; U. Funke, 1993; Hasselmann, 1993; Kersting, 1999; Kluge,
2008a; Sonnenberg, 1993; see Süß, 1996, for an overview). For example, Danner et
al. (2011) compared the performance in handling the TAILORSHOP simulation with an
indicator of professional success (i.e., supervisor rating on a standardized
questionnaire), highlighting the role of intelligence, but also the separable notion of a
distinct problem solving competence (but see Kretzschmar et al., 2016). Following a
different line of reasoning, there is a whole strand of research exploring the
applicability of computer simulations for assessment in OP. For example, in 1995,
Uwe Funke analyzed the utility of simulations such as TAILORSHOP for the purpose of
management assessment, coming to rather mixed conclusions, due to an unclear link
between the requirements of specific management jobs and the computer
simulations used in CPS research (U. Funke, 1995; see also J. Funke, 1993; U.
Funke, 1993; Hasselmann, 1993; Kersting, 1999; Sonnenberg, 1993; Wagener,
2001).
Nevertheless, interest in the latest developments within CPS research has not
been corresponding to these earlier considerations, as well as the overcoming of
some of the (psychometric) problems raised in earlier research looking at the
applicability of computer simulations developed in the domain of CPS research within
the domain of OP (e.g., Kersting, 1999). But why should the domain of OP care about
the findings of CPS research to begin with?
4.1. Developments in the world of work
One of the reasons researchers and practitioners in OP might care about
human interaction with complex problems and thus, new developments in CPS
research, are the changes in the actual tasks humans perform at work (see e.g.,
Kersting, 1999, for a consideration of factors stronger related to the appeal to tested
subjects). A number of authors from different domains have highlighted the intriguing
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development of human work activities during the last decades, as well as the
accompanying shifts in requirements (e.g., Autor, Levy, & Murnane, 2003; Cascio,
1995; Howard, 1995; Spitz‐Oener, 2006; Sterman, 2006). For example, economic
researchers have highlighted trends towards non-routine and interactive work tasks
contrasting to a decline in routine work (e.g., Autor et al., 2003; Autor & Price, 2013;
Spitz‐Oener, 2006).
That is, on the one hand, tasks defined by predefined procedures and
repetitive action are declining in number and importance, for example during the
preparation of standardized invoices for customers or the monitoring of production
processes. On the other hand, tasks requiring the handling of non-routine and
interactive situations are becoming more and more important, for example during the
programming of the software preparing the invoices or when coordinating the needs
of different organizational units involved in the monitoring of production in a
restructuring project (see e.g., Middleton, 2002, for a description of this recursion to
individual problem solving). Along the same lines, researchers within the domain of
vocational education and tranining (VET), dedicated to the preparation of individuals
for these tasks and jobs, have emphasized the change in requirements towards
problem solving, innovation, and sustainability as one of the drivers of adopting
competency frameworks in VET (e.g., Boreham, 2002; Brockmann, Clarke, & Winch,
2008; see also Neubert et al., 2017).
Different explanations for these changes have been raised, such as the
computerization of routine tasks (e.g., Autor et al., 2003; Autor & Price, 2013),
globalization and more specifically the offshoring of routine cognitive jobs (e.g.,
Baumgarten, Geishecker, & Görg, 2010; Becker, Ekholm, & Muendler, 2013;
Grossman & Rossi-Hansberg, 2008), as well as changing customer demands (e.g.,
Autor & Dorn, 2013; see also Goos, Manning, & Salomons, 2009). Similar patterns
can be observed throughout the western world, from the United States to Europe and
Japan, highlighting the global importance of these developments (Autor, Katz, &
Kearney, 2006; Goos & Manning, 2007; Goos et al., 2009; Ikenaga & Kambayashi,
2010; Spitz‐Oener, 2006). Already on this level of changing work tasks, there is some
overlap with the notion of CPS, namely the emphasis on handling problem situations
that cannot be handled by simply recurring to predefined procedures (see Middleton,
2002), instead relying on the problem solving capabilities of employees and the need
to consider ‘complexity’ (see Axley & McMahon, 2006; Tsoukas & Dooley, 2011;
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Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001 for further explorations in organizational science; see also
Chapter 5).
Within the domain of organizational research and OP, the changes in the
world of work have been reflected for example in the literature on organizational
routines looking at the rising variation due to computerization (e.g., Pentland &
Hærem, 2015; Pentland, Hærem, & Hillison, 2011), the consideration of so-called
‘wicked’ problems and system dynamics in organizational planning and learning
(Rittel & Webber, 1973; Sterman, 2001; see e.g., Duijnhoven & Neef, 2016, for a
recent application in the area of operations research), and the extension of work and
task analysis to non-routine and complex tasks and jobs (e.g., Jenkins, 2009; Naikar,
Moylan, & Pearce, 2006; Vargas Cortes & Beruvides, 1996). Additionally, the
awareness of the complex nature of problems might also explain the consideration of
studies coming from the earlier days of CPS research in OP (see above).
Intriguingly, the U.S. Department of Labor’s comprehensive overview on jobs
and occupations, the Occupational Information Network (O*Net; N. G. Peterson &
American Psychological Association, 1999, see www.onetcenter.org) also includes
‘complex problem solving’, defined as ‘[d]eveloped capacities used to solve novel, illdefined prdoblems in complex, real-world settings’ in their classification of worker
requirements, highlighting the specific need to handle complex problems in some
occupations . Although this inclusion signifies a general interest in the topic of
dynamic work environments and the requirements they pose to individuals, it is
nonetheless important to note that the O*NET classification is following a very
different assessment and categorization of jobs and tasks compared to the
performance assessment utilized in CPS research.
So in summary, there are examples of utilizing computer simulations, such as
those employed in CPS research in the domain of OP and beyond, even if
sometimes under different labels and for different purposes. And on the other hand
there are developments in the world of work towards non-routine tasks, wicked
problems, and the need to handle complex challenges also reflected in research and
practice in OP with a strong overlap to CPS. The paper by Neubert, Mainert et al.
(2015) therefore explored the potential of CPS research in OP more systematically
and provided a starting point for a discussion with researchers and practitioners from
the domain of OP by taking a look at the assessment of so-called 21st century skills,
including CPS.
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4.2. Exploring the potential role of CPS in OP (Review Core Paper 3)
A general argument for the consideration of complexity, complex problems,
and how to deal with them in OP has been presented above, as well as previous
efforts to include such notions in OP as well as insights from CPS. The question
remains, whether there is a need to include recent findings from CPS research into
the considerations in OP, given the alternatives available to the domain and the focus
on practical interventions via its scientist-practitioner model (Bass, 1974; Dunnette,
1990; Murphy & Saal, 1990; Rupp & Beal, 2007). Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015)
therefore contrasted the approach taken in CPS research26 to the assessment of
CPS with three alternative ways to assessing prerequisites to handle the challenges
described above: (1) Building up directly from the needs of practitioners and business
leaders culminating in application-oriented constructs and instruments, (2) the use of
systematic job and work analysis to specify the requirements of specific jobs or
occupations, and (3) utilizing basic psychological constructs and the corresponding
instruments, such as those targeting intelligence. Explorations of the opposite route
of transfer, namely the integration of insights form OP into CPS research will be
briefly explored in Chapter 5.
4.2.1.

Exploring Alternatives to CPS Assessment

Generally speaking, the approach taken in application-oriented constructs
departs from specific needs or problems with a high visibility and relevance for
practitioners and organizations in the respective field and builds directly towards
solutions for these needs or problems. Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) explore the
benefits and problems of that approach by taking a closer look at the example of
learning agility (De Meuse, Dai, & Hallenbeck, 2010; Eichinger & Lombardo, 2004;
Lombardo & Eichinger, 2000).27 In the example of learning agility, the point of
departure is the need to identify individuals who will be able to successfully deal with
the work environment characterized by dynamic changes and therefore the changing

26

Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) also consider the case of Collaborative Problem Solving (ColPS) in
their focal article, which will not be further examined here. This is also the case for the comment by
Riggio and Saggi (2015) that is strongly focused on ColPS.
27
A similar example would be the popular notion of talent management in current OP research
(Cappelli, 2008; Ready & Conger, 2007; see Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Lewis & Heckman, 2006, for a
critical view).
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work environment depicted above (Eichinger & Lombardo, 2004; Lombardo &
Eichinger, 2000; see also Neubert, Mainert, et al., 2015).
Proponents of the learning agility approach propose the construct as a means
to identify high potential employees capable of coping with these situations, higher
levels of learning agility indicating better chances of learning from experience in new
or first-time conditions (De Meuse et al., 2010). Similarly, the strengthening of
learning agility of employees is proposed as a means to cope with the increasing
importance of non-routine tasks (Dries, Vantilborgh, & Pepermans, 2012). From this
perspective, the application-oriented construct of learning agility seems to be a
straightforward answer to the rising importance of non-routine tasks, directly rooted in
a problem of high practical relevance and providing a specifically tailored answer.
Contrasting to this positive picture of learning agility as an example of
application-oriented constructs, Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015) also highlight its’
downsides: A lack of theoretical integration and severe assessment problems. With
regard to theoretical integration and a fleshed out nomological network, learning
agility’s overlap with established constructs such as intelligence, personality, and
cognitive styles remain unclear and empirically untested, leading to problems when
targeting theoretical and empirical integration (cf. DeRue, Ashford, & Myers, 2012).
For example, the unclear overlap with intelligence leads to problems when targeting
higher order theories of how to cope with the changing work environment und thus,
proliferates a fragmented view of phenomena only concerned with very specific
problems and needs. Similarly, exploring the trainability of learning agility runs into
problems when the unclear influence of intelligence and other constructs is not
accounted for: A practitioner or organization will overestimate the effects of training
learning agility on their employee’s capabilities in dealing with complex problems due
to an underestimation of the role of basic cognitive capabilities.
Problems related to the assessment of application-oriented constructs can be
partially traced back to the missing theoretical and empirical integration and the
resulting lack of well-tested, reliable, and valid instruments. For the example of
learning agility, DeRue et al. (2012) identified serious problems when looking at a
typical instrument targeting learning agility, such as conceptual confusion on the level
of the instrument itself and basic errors in item construction such as double barreled
items integrating two separate questions into one. In summary, Neubert, Mainert et
al. (2015) conclude that compared to CPS assessment, dealing with the changes in
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work tasks via application-oriented constructs seems too strongly hampered by
problems related to theoretical integration and valid assessment to offer a valid
alternative.
The general problems associated with the separate ‘worlds’ of researchers
and practitioners also visible in other examples of application-oriented constructs with
little integration into research have been identified in OP as well, leading to ample
discussions on ways to overcome the gap between both groups (e.g., D. J. Cohen,
2007; Rynes, Giluk, & Brown, 2007). For research on CPS, the example of
application-oriented constructs highlights the possibility and benefits to start
investigations into problem solving right at the needs and issues of practitioners, a
possibility that has been also used in other domains of problem solving research,
such as Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM, see G. Klein, 2008, for an overview). In
the case of learning agility, the need of organizations to handle the changes in
dynamic work environments in a strategic way becomes visible, as well as the need
for insights on how to prepare individuals for these dynamic environments. In terms
of CPS research, accounting for strategic importance of the topic in organizational
settings seems beneficial and the presentation of the KSAO-model of CPS by Fischer
and Neubert (2015) might offer a route of integration of this stronger link to practice in
CPS research itself (see the application by Rausch et al., 2016).
The second alternative to deal with the rising complexity in work tasks
discussed by Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015) is the utilization of work and job analysis
already ingrained in the OP literature since Frederick Taylor (1911) and his Principles
of Scientific Management (see e.g., Brannick, Levine, & Morgeson, 2007; Fleishman
& Reilly, 1992; Rasmussen, Pejtersen, & Goodstein, 1994; Shippmann et al., 2000;
Vicente, 1999, for overviews). Similar to the application-oriented constructs, the point
of departure are specific work environments and situations; more specifically the very
tasks that are becoming less routine and more complex (i.e., task-oriented job
analysis, e.g., hierarchical task analysis; Annett & Duncan, 1967; Shepherd, 2001) or
the individuals performing these tasks and required to cope with the changes in work
(i.e., worker-oriented job analysis, e.g., position analysis questionnaire; McCormick,
Jeanneret, & Mecham, 1972; see Clifford, 1994; Dierdorff & Wilson, 2003; Levine,
Ash, Hall, & Sistrunk, 1983; Pearlman, 1980, for comparisons).
But in contrast to the application-oriented constructs discussed above, the
work and task analysis literature also has a long history within the domain of OP
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research and with it, a comprehensive nomological network, standardized and viable
empirical paths to empirical insights, as well as tested relations to established
(psychological) constructs. For example, the already mentioned U.S. Department of
Labor’s O*NET, offers a comprehensive overview on all kinds of occupations, jobs,
and work tasks and the corresponding requirements by building on work and job
analysis as well as established models of human functioning in work environments
(N. G. Peterson & American Psychological Association, 1999). Building on this
collection of insights, work and job analysis also enables the construction of reliable
and valid assessment instruments tailored to the requirements of specific situations
or occupations, overcoming one of the problems of application-oriented constructs
(e.g., Fleishman & Reilly, 1992).
Generally speaking, coping with the changes in the world of work via job and
work analysis allows for a bottom-up approach, for example quantifying the changes
in requirements across work tasks (e.g., Cascio, 1995) or describing and comparing
newly emerging jobs and their requirements within established frames of reference
(e.g., Naikar et al., 2006; Vicente, 1999). This way, newly emerging jobs and
requirements can be evaluated with the help of established approaches to empirical
measurement, theoretically integrated and validated constructs, and compared to a
large collection of already available data. In summary it therefore seems like a
straightforward idea to cope with the changes in the work environment via job and
work analysis. However, Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015) also identify several
drawbacks of this approach: The need for detailed specification, the focus on already
existing jobs and requirements, and the amount of necessary resources.
Firstly, while job and work analysis can rely on an established set of
approaches, both methodologically and with regard to relevant content, the very
nature of non-routine tasks leads to conceptual problems when trying to specify work
tasks and requirements, which becomes even more prevalent when looking at
problem solving in situations as described by Funke et al. (in preparation): It is
difficult to describe a job whose content and requirements are changing constantly in
a standardized way or to incorporate the requirements resulting from problem
situations with open outcome criteria and unfamiliar methods for solutions into
standardized questionnaires and performance measures (but see Braune & Foshay,
1983; Naikar et al., 2006; Shippmann et al., 2000).
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Similarly, Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) point to the problem of focusing on
already existing jobs and occupations, when looking for ways to deal with the
requirements of future work environments whose jobs and occupations are not yet
available for analysis (but see Schneider & Konz, 1989). This aspect becomes even
more important when looking at the point of departure of the application-oriented
constructs presented above: The need to cope with the developments of the working
world proactively seems to be a strategic necessity for organizations (e.g.,
Shippmann et al., 2000) and an approach rooted in the analysis of already existing
jobs and occupations naturally has limits in this respect (but see Cascio, 1998;
Harvey & Bowin, 1996; Siddique, 2004, for attempts at integrating job and work
analysis with a strategic view on human resource management).
Finally, coping with the changes in the work environment via job and work
analysis also requires considerable investments in terms of time and resources (e.g.,
Levine, Sistrunk, McNutt, & Gael, 1988). New jobs, occupations, work tasks, and
requirements need to be identified, measured and analyzed, which requires effort
and skilled analysts, an investment that might be even less warranted once they
change regularly or the strategic contribution of the analysis remains unclear (see
also above). The problem can be somewhat mitigated by relying on existing
resources, such as the O*NET (e.g., McEntire, Dailey, Osburn, & Mumford, 2006), but
even then the necessary investments remain rather high, especially for small and
medium sized organizations.
Taken together, Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015) point towards several problems
of reacting to the changes in the world of work via job and work analysis alone,
although the approach circumvents problems related to the nomological network and
measurement instruments as major obstacles for application-oriented constructs.
Interestingly, some of these problems might be handled by incorporating insights
from CPS research into the established frame of reference given in job and work
analysis. For example, the problem of specific investments for each and every new
job might be mitigated by the identification of requirements of complex problem
situations spanning across jobs and work tasks that have been already linked to
more general trends in the work environment (e.g., the rise of problems requiring the
handling of conflicting goals). The availability of CPS in the O*NET offers a way
forward in that respect, although conceptual and methodological questions will have
to be answered before integrating both approaches more closely. Similarly, the
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general trends in the work environment combined with the insights generated in CPS
research might also allow for the estimation of future requirements in domains
developing towards more complex problems.
Coming back to CPS research, the approach of job and work analysis actually
looks quite interesting: The availability of a comprehensive approach describing jobs,
work tasks, and requirements connected to established constructs facilitates the
creation of more comprehensive models of CPS competency, thereby broadening the
picture on CPS in general. For example, the KSAO model of CPS competency
introduced by Fischer and Neubert (2015) directly builds on the same distinction from
the work and task analysis literature and the models developed there.
Similarly, the approaches to describe and quantify work tasks and
requirements in work environments developed in job and work analysis might offer a
way to get CPS research closer to the actual problem solving processes in work
environments, both methodologically (e.g., via work analysts or the assessment of a
broader set of skills) and content-wise (e.g., taking into account different domains of
expertise or additional constructs, such as systemic thinking, e.g., Rouwette &
Vennix, 2006). Finally, encompassing collections of work tasks and requirements,
such as the mentioned O*NET allow for the incorporation of CPS into an established
frame of reference when evaluating its importance for specific jobs and work tasks:
The relative importance of dealing successfully with complex problems can be
compared to the handling of social interactions or the need for manual dexterity. A
closer look at the potential for CPS research of incorporating insights from job and
work analysis will be also taken in Chapter 5.
The third approach discussed by Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) is dealing with
the changes in the work environment and the trend towards more complex and nonroutine problems via the use of established psychological constructs, such as
intelligence or personality. While the relation of CPS to these constructs has been
highlighted in Chapter 2 (see also e.g., Greiff & Neubert, 2014; Kretzschmar et al.,
2016; Süß, 1996), the constructs also have a long and successful tradition in OP
(e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hunter & Schmidt, 1996; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998;
Schmidt et al., 1988; Schooler et al., 1999). Established psychological constructs,
such as intelligence can be seen as precursors of performance across very different
situations, including work (e.g., Gottfredson, 1997b), have been shown to be of
overarching importance across different occupations (e.g., Hunt & Madhyastha,
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2012; Judge et al., 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 2004), and hence, have been also used
to investigate answers to the changing world of work towards non-routine and
complex problems (e.g., Scherbaum, Goldstein, Yusko, Ryan, & Hanges, 2012).
Contrasting to application-oriented approaches, the long tradition of researching
basic constructs within psychology leads to comprehensive integration and
differentiation with other constructs and reliable and valid assessment instruments.
And in contrast to job and work analysis, the basic constructs are not bound to
specific occupations or work tasks or the detailed analysis of specific jobs.
Nonetheless, Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) also identify difficulties when
coping with the changes in the work environment via basic psychological constructs
alone. Looking at specific complex and non-routine problem situations and the
resulting requirements for individuals, the combination of all potentially relevant
constructs becomes a complex problem itself. Consequently, straightforward answers
to the changes of the work environment are hard to find (e.g., establishing strategies
for organizations), a problem that is also underlying calls for a clarification of the
paths between basic psychological constructs, such as intelligence and personality
and actual OP-related behavior (Brouwers & Van De Vijver, 2012; Oswald & Hough,
2012). When looking at research focusing on the basic psychological constructs
themselves, the disparity between actual decision processes and basic psychological
research has also fueled the calls to take real-life decision processes more seriously
in (cognitive) research (e.g., in NDM, see G. Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood, &
Zsambok, 1993).
Additionally, there are also requirements resulting from the changes in the
work environment, such as the need to actively explore and monitor the interplay of
multiple influencing factors, the need to cope with one’s emotions during problem
solving, or the need to elaborate and balance multiple conflicting goals that are not
included in basic psychological constructs in a straightforward way (e.g., J. Funke,
2010). This lack of including features and requirements of complex and non-routine
problems into the assessment of basic psychological constructs becomes even more
relevant when taking their importance for the work environment into account (as the
research from NDM has impressively shown, e.g., G. Klein, 2008; Zsambok & Klein,
1997).
Compared to the previous approaches of application-oriented constructs and
the use of job and work analysis, the interrelation of CPS with basic psychological
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constructs, such as intelligence and personality has been the focus of considerable
research efforts (see Chapter 2). Interestingly enough, similar problems as
highlighted for the basic psychological constructs above, such as the call for an
integration of more heterogeneous aspects and actual problem solving processes
have been also raised for CPS research itself, (e.g., Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J.
Funke et al., in preparation). So while the consideration of complex and non-routine
problem environments lies at the heart of CPS research (e.g., J. Funke, 2010), the
connection to actual problem solving efforts in the domain of OP might require similar
efforts as identified for basic psychological constructs.
4.2.2.

Exploring Areas of Application

To facilitate this exploration of the role of CPS in the domain of OP, Neubert,
Mainert et al. (2015) identify potential consequences and insights for researchers in
several areas of application within OP: Personnel selection, career development, and
organizational change and leadership. In personnel selection, Neubert, Mainert et al.
(2015) see a potential role for CPS in the context of achieving congruency between
the attributes of an individual and the work environment, the so-called personorganization fit (P-O fit, Chan, 1996; see Caplan, 1987; Edwards, 1991; Kristof, 1996,
for reviews). P-O fit has been linked to organizationally relevant outcomes such as
commitment and turnover, highlighting it’s practical relevance (e.g., Adkins, Russell,
& Werbel, 1994; Chatman, 1989; O’Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991; Rynes &
Gerhart, 1990). A potential role for CPS can be seen in offering an integrative
perspective towards the different elements leading to a high fit between an individual
required to handle complex and non-routine problems and an organization in need of
capable members (i.e., integrating meta-cognitive skills and emotion regulation, see
J. Funke, 2010). From the perspective of CPS research, interesting questions arise
when looking at the role of organizational environments and practices influencing the
process of individual problem solving in non-routine and complex problem situations
(Foss & Weber, 2016; Nickerson & Zenger, 2004; see also the organizational
literature on task complexity, Hærem et al., 2015; Pentland & Hærem, 2015, which
might serve as a point of departure for further integration). In this view, the
adaptability of problem solving efforts to different organizational environments and
thus, the context dependence of adaptive problem solving strategies should lead to
interesting insights for CPS research.
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Similarly, the trend in the career literature towards new career paradigms,
emphasizing the transferability of skills, the role of lateral mobility, and the need of
adapting to different roles and organizations offers promising avenues for
collaboration (e.g., M. B. Arthur & Rousseau, 1996; Bird, 1994; Greenhaus, Callanan,
& Kaplan, 1995; Hall & Mirvis, 1996). The rising importance of so-called transversal
skills and transferable knowledge in the career literature (Anakwe, Hall, & Schor,
2000; P. Griffin et al., 2012) has overlaps to similar discussions in education, where
the findings from CPS are already receiving some attention (e.g., P. Griffin et al.,
2012; Neubert et al., 2017; OECD, 2014). CPS might indeed serve as an indicator of
different elements allowing individuals to cope with complex and non-routine problem
situations across different work environments or integrating with different professional
knowledge structures (see Fischer & Neubert, 2015; Neubert et al., 2017). And as in
the case of personnel selection, important prerequisites for successfully handling
complex problems throughout an individual’s career can be highlighted and
strengthened via CPS.
Again, the collaboration with researchers and practitioners from OP and career
research might allow for interesting insights within the domain of CPS research as
well. The different trajectories of an individuals’ capabilities in handling complex
problems are only beginning to surface (e.g., Frischkorn, Greiff, & Wüstenberg, 2014)
and the question of transferability between different settings or in this case jobs,
occupations, or work tasks is certainly an interesting avenue for CPS research, given
the history of investigations into transferability within the domain of cognitive research
(e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Holyoak, 2005; Reed, 2012). The question of
transferability becomes even more prevalent, when taking into account recent models
of CPS competency incorporating different aspects of complex problems and their
requirements (e.g., Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation), as well
as the high relevance of (knowledge) transfer for organizations (e.g., Ashworth, 2006;
Osterloh & Frey, 2000; Szulanski, 2000; Szulanski, Cappetta, & Jensen, 2004). It
remains to be seen, whether the different prerequisites to successfully handling
complex problems highlighted for example in the KSAO-model of CPS competency
(Fischer & Neubert, 2015) can be transferred equally well to new contexts and
problems and the investigation of career patterns might offer valuable insight in this
regard.
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The examples of P-O fit and the career literature also point towards potential
roles of CPS for HR development and learning on a strategic level. The strategic
importance of having human resources capable of dealing with complex problems
has been highlighted recently (e.g., Metcalf & Benn, 2012; Raffiee & Coff, 2016), and
viewing CPS competency as an (additional) indicator of Human Capital (HC)
therefore promises an indicator of this strategic resource detailing the circumstances
and boundaries of transfer between different settings (Gathmann & Schönberg,
2010). Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) point towards the notion of detailing HC beyond
firm specific knowledge and general abilities as usually handled in HC theory (see
also e.g., Yamaguchi, 2012). For CPS research, the link to the strategy and HC
literature offers new views on the importance of the research topic and highlights the
need to develop practically applicable concepts, instruments, and research findings.
Also, the question of whether and how CPS competency can be trained becomes
even more important given these contexts and should focus future efforts in this
regard.
The fourth and final exploration of combining CPS and OP in Neubert, Mainert,
et al. (2015) considers the case of leadership and the potential role for CPS in that
area of application. Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) highlight previous research efforts
highlighting the role of leadership in enabling employees to deal successfully with
problems (Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004) as well as efforts dedicated to the problem
solving of the leader (Mumford, Zaccaro, Harding, Jacobs, & Fleishman, 2000;
Zaccaro et al., 1997). Interestingly, there seems to be quite some overlap with regard
to important elements, such as problem construction, information encoding, and
implementation and monitoring in CPS (e.g., Fischer et al., 2012) and leadership
research (e.g., Mumford, Mobley, Reiter‐Palmon, Uhlman, & Doares, 1991).
With regard to OP and leadership research, CPS research might provide hints
at differentiating complex problems and the corresponding competency models. At
least as interesting are the potential insights generated for CPS research. Leadership
research has shown the importance of accounting for the social and collaborative
side of problem solving, emphasizing social context and social skills for successfully
dealing with complex and non-routine problems (Guarana & Hernandez, 2015;
Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014; Zaccaro, Mumford, Connelly, Marks, & Gilbert, 2000). And
while recent developments in the area of Collaborative Problem Solving are taking
these aspects seriously as well (Greiff, Holt, & Funke, 2013), the impact of social
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elements on individuals handling complex problems certainly deserves more
attention (e.g., Hesse, Care, Buder, Sassenberg, & Griffin, 2015; Hutchins, 1996).
The insights generated in leadership research might provide blueprints for CPS
research in this regard, integrating the social side of problem solving in applied
contexts.
In summary, the paper by Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) provided a
discussion of the intersection between research dedicated to CPS and OP.
Alternatives for coping with the changing work environment from the domain of OP
were discussed and areas of application were explored. Both, alternatives and areas
of application already show the potential for further mutual learning, for example by
strengthening the link between actual work tasks and CPS. As the article was meant
to start a discussion with researchers and practitioners from OP, the corresponding
comments published in the same issue of Industrial and Organizational Psychology
are an at least as important part of the exchange that will be discussed in the
following.
4.3. Starting the discussion with researchers and practitioners from OP: The
comments on Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015)
The article by Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) was written from the perspective
of CPS research with the organizational domain of application in mind. One of the
noteworthy features of the journal the article was published in, Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, is the possibility for researchers and practitioners from
OP to publish comments to focal articles. As such, the comments by De Fruyt, Wille,
and John (2015), Morelli, Illingworth, and Handler (2015), Oh (2015), Riggio and
Saggi (2015), Sliter (2015), Su, Golubovich, and Robbins (2015), and Varghese,
Lindeman, and Santuzzi (2015) present a first reaction from the domain of OP to the
thoughts and proposals laid out in Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) and should provide
some valuable input on future directions of inquiry and inter-disciplinary learning.
Generally speaking, there are three major directions visible in the comments
with high relevance for CPS research: (1) Agreement with the observation of a
general trend towards non-routine and complex problems in the world of work, (2)
proposals for an expansion of the broader picture towards competencies and other
important 21st century skills, and (3) critical remarks towards the general utility of
introducing CPS to the domain of OP. With regard to the general trends in the world
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of work towards non-routine and complex problems, almost all authors agree with the
analysis in Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015). For example, the comment by Morelli et al.
(2015) emphasizes the need to deal with the changes proactively from a practitioners
point of view in a “future facing orientation” (Morelli et al., 2015, p. 269f). Similarly, De
Fruyt et al. (2015) point towards the need of “connecting differential psychologists’
models of human differences and functioning with human resources professionals’
interest in understanding and predicting behavior at work” (De Fruyt et al., 2015, p.
276f) in light of the changes in work from a researcher’s perspective. Generally
speaking, these assertions underline the importance of the general topic for both
sides of the exchange between CPS research and OP on a general level and fall in
line with a consideration of the strategic aspects of handling complex problems in the
CPS literature. But while the general trend towards non-routine and complex
problems is acknowledged by De Fruyt et al. (2015), they also point towards the
second general trend throughout the comments, the need to take the broader picture
into account, and specifically the literature on competency modeling.
Similar to De Fruyt et al. (2015), the comment by Sliter (2015) agrees with
Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015) with regard to the changes in the world of work, while
highlighting the utility of competence-based models to cope with these changes
based on currently available models, tools, and findings from OP. And while De Fruyt
et al. (2015) argue for the inclusion of more constructs and broader taxonomies from
the network of 21st century skills in OP under the umbrella of competency modeling,
Sliter (2015) points to the practical utility and the long and successful history of
already established competency models in the tradition of McClelland (1973) in OP.
Specifically, she highlights recent advancements in competency modeling by
Campion et al. (2011) merging different models into a comprehensive KSAO model
and the successful handling of non-routine and complex problems and their
requirements on the basis of competency models in OP (Rodriguez, Patel, Bright,
Gregory, & Gowing, 2002).
Similar trends towards incorporating the notion of competencies and the
accompanying conceptions and research findings have surfaced within CPS research
recently (Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation), proving the
potential for insights through interdisciplinary exchange. Specifically, the model
introduced by Fischer and Neubert (2015) is utilizing the very differentiation of
knowledge, skills, abilities and other components brought together by Campion et al.
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(2011) in the domain of OP to get to a more encompassing picture of human
interaction with complex problems in the domain of CPS research. It remains an open
question, whether competency models developed in the area of CPS develop similar
potential for additional insights in the domain of OP.
One important point that is raised by Sliter (2015) is the possibility to handle
the needs resulting from the changes in the world of work via competency models
building on already established psychological constructs, such as intelligence,
personality, and interests. This skepticism towards the unique contribution of CPS
compared to already established constructs is also mirrored in the comments by Su
et al. (2015), Varghese et al. (2015), and Oh (2015). Specifically, Su et al. (2015)
point towards the underlying conceptual problems in some models of 21st century
skills and ask for a critical evaluation of new constructs in this regard. Following an
evaluation by the National Research Council (NRC), they view 21st century skills
(including CPS) as a combination of already established elements, rather than new
constructs altogether (National Research Council, 2012). From the perspective of
CPS research, this comment highlights the value of efforts, such as those by
Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) or Greiff and Neubert (2014), differentiating CPS
from basic constructs, such as intelligence or personality (see Chapter 2).
An interesting direction of thought following a similar line of reasoning is put
forward by Varghese et al. (2015), who highlight the potential and need to account for
mediating factors when exploring the relation between constructs, such as
intelligence and personality and performance indicators in OP. Specifically, they point
towards the findings on the role of job skills for the relation of intelligence and job
performance and the role of situational factors in determining the effect of personality
traits in organizational environments (Hunter, 1986; Motowildo, Borman, & Schmit,
1997). In terms of CPS research, the question of mediating factors corresponds with
the notion of ‘complex cognition’ as a combination of different underlying factors
necessary for the handling of complex problems as raised by Funke (2010) and
competency models of CPS incorporating different underlying factors including those
raised by Varghese et al. (2015). The debates on the construct validity of different
assessment approaches within CPS research also point in the direction of further
need for clarification on the role and positioning of CPS in the larger picture of (non)cognitive skills and abilities (see J. Funke, 2014a; Greiff & Martin, 2014; Schoppek &
Fischer, 2015).
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Similarly related to a clarification of alternatives, Oh (2015) points towards the
need to compare the contribution of CPS research to established tools from the area
of Assessment Center (AC) research that already includes very similar content on a
descriptive level while also drawing together contributions from basic psychological
constructs. For example, she mentions the dimension “problem solving” given within
the AC model presented by Arthur, Day, McNelly, and Edens (2003) that has a
definition with considerable overlap to the elements included in models on CPS (cf.
the dimensions described in Dilchert & Ones, 2009; Fischer et al., 2012). And indeed,
there seems to be lot of opportunities for researchers from the domain of CPS to
learn from the area of AC research on the combination of different constructs within a
single session of assessment, especially given the competency-oriented models of
CPS.
Importantly, previous efforts in the domain of CPS research, such as those
presented in Chapter 2, have already established the close connection, but also
distinctness of CPS from other factors of intelligence. Even more, first explorations
into the utility of microworlds developed in CPS research in personnel selection have
highlighted the beneficial features in terms of acceptance by applicants as a central
advantage of microworlds compared to standard tests of intelligence (e.g., Kersting,
1999). But as mentioned above, the need to clarify the relation and positioning of
CPS within these nomological networks remains, especially in light of argumentbased models of validity (e.g., Kane, 2001, see Chapter 2.2).
In addition to highlighting the role and importance of basic psychological
constructs for performance in the domain of OP, Varghese et al. (2015) also notes
models accounting for the situational influences on job performance, such as those
proposed by Tett and Burnett (2003). For example, the influence of personality
factors has been shown to depend on the specific situation an employee is in;
Varghese et al. (2015) mention the varying influence of a high need of autonomy
depending on the supervision ranging from thriving under democratic leadership to
withering under authoritarian leadership. With regard to CPS research, this
observation of the context dependence of the effects of specific behaviors or traits
can be also observed for the case of strategies. Fischer and Neubert (2015) point to
the example of the VOTAT strategy being applicable in a broad range of scientific
settings (e.g., Scherer & Tiemann, 2012), while exhibiting detrimental effects in
situations of interpersonal conflicts. Models such as those put forward by Tett and
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Burnett (2003) might serve as a guideline of how to include situational factors into the
examination of CPS (for a broader discussion of the need to include contextual
factors see e.g., Johns, 2001).
In summary, the comments published in reaction to the focal article by
Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) offer some valuable insights on potentially relevant
developments for CPS research, thereby completing the discussion of the potential
benefits of CPS assessment from the perspective of OP. Among the most important
aspects raised by the comments are certainly the confirmation of the general trend
towards non-routine and complex problems also in the domain of OP and the
acknowledgement by some commenters, that CPS might indeed offer a valuable
perspective in this regard. Furthermore, a number of comments reference
competency models as an important framework within the domain of OP that might
accommodate the investigation of the broad range of constructs relevant for the
handling of complex problems in actual work situations. Some of these observations
have already found their way into CPS research, such as the introduction of
competency models, while others require further attention, such as the calls for an
incorporation of a broader set of influencing factors mediating the influence from
basic psychological constructs to job performance or the consideration of situational
influences determining the effect of specific behaviors or traits. But at least as
important as the development of future avenues for research is the beginning of an
interdisciplinary discussion between the domains of CPS research and OP.
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5. Discussion and outlook
Relating the domain of CPS research to research in OP was the overarching
goal of this dissertation. Following the general observation of a world developing
towards complex problems and a short look at the history of CPS, inquiries were
structured around three strands directed at the construct of CPS and its nomological
network (see Chapter 2 and Kretzschmar, Neubert, et al., 2016), the construct’s
assessment with the help of finite state automata (Chapter 3 and Neubert,
Kretzschmar, et al., 2015), and finally the connection to research and practice in OP
(Chapter 4 and Neubert, Mainert, et al., 2015).
Supporting the core papers of the dissertation, a range of additional efforts
was undertaken, integrating a broader range of constructs into the nomological
network of CPS, specifically ICT literacy and personality (Greiff et al., 2014; Greiff &
Neubert, 2014). Furthermore, in addition to the discussion of the potential of CPS
research for OP, the utility of CPS was also explored within other domains of
application, namely education in schools, vocational education, lifelong learning and
education, and career research (Greiff, Neubert, Niepel, & Ederer, 2015;
Kretzschmar et al., 2014; Mainert, Kretzschmar, Neubert, & Greiff, 2015; Neubert et
al., 2017). Finally, an integrative theoretical position was developed, the KSAO model
of CPS competency, presenting a first attempt at a competency-based model building
on established differentiations in OP (Fischer & Neubert, 2015). In the following, the
contributions provided in the different strands of inquiry will be discussed from a
broader perspective, including the evaluation of critical remarks and limitations and
an outlook on the potential for future research efforts will be given.
5.1. The construct of CPS: Towards a comprehensive nomological network
With regard to the construct of CPS, the clarification of the relation to
intelligence in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016), as well as those directed at
additional (psychological) constructs in Greiff and Neubert (2014) and Greiff,
Kretzschmar, et al. (2014) seem like a valuable contribution to the nomological
network of CPS. Specifically for the case of intelligence, the work presented in
Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) and the empirical evaluation of the redundancy
and distinctness perspective represents an important extension of previous research,
especially in light of the overarching importance of intelligence in OP (see also the
critical remarks by Oh, 2015, which fall into line with the redundancy perspective).
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Specifically, the article went beyond existing research in combining the MCS
approach to CPS assessment with a broad operationalization of intelligence, while
also accounting for external criteria and different measurement models. Thereby,
strengths of previous efforts from the two perspectives that could explain differences
in previous results were integrated.
The results of Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) give support to the
distinctness perspective, in highlighting distinct and stable variance not captured in
broad operationalizations of intelligence, although the close connection between
intelligence and CPS is undeniable (see also Kretzschmar, 2015). Thereby, the
findings presented in the first core paper of the dissertation relate to one of the
fundamental problems in CPS research in clarifying the role and relation of CPS to
intelligence. Similar to the findings in the article by Kretzschmar, Neubert et al.
(2016), the two additional papers targeting personality and ICT literacy found
evidence for distinct features of CPS, compared to the established constructs (see
Greiff et al., 2014; Greiff & Neubert, 2014).
From the perspective of OP and the close relation between intelligence and
CPS in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016), it seems important to note that sub-facets
of intelligence with a similarly strong relation to the overarching construct have
historically been lacking in additional predictive power with regard to external criteria
in OP (e.g., Brown, Le, & Schmidt, 2006; Lang et al., 2010). This finding might
question the claims of a higher utility of a dedicated CPS assessment compared to
intelligence when focusing on predictive power alone. Interestingly, the results for the
external criterion included in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) point towards similar
problems, that is, a lack of explaining additional variance through CPS compared to a
broad operationalization of intelligence, although with regard to an external criterion
from the educational domain. Furthermore, the close relation between CPS and
intelligence identified in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) also point towards the
need to position CPS more clearly in its relation to intelligence, for example as a
distinct sub-facet of intelligence in CHC-models of intelligence (e.g., McGrew, 2009)
or as a distinct construct going beyond intelligence altogether (see also Kretzschmar,
2015).
Importantly, recent developments in CPS research towards competency
models of CPS (Fischer & Neubert, 2015; J. Funke et al., in preparation) were not
part of the considerations in Kretzschmar, Neubert et al. (2016) and it remains to be
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seen whether developments in this regard will lead to additional insights on the
relation of CPS and intelligence in the future (see also Schoppek & Fischer, 2015).
Positioning CPS as a sub-facet of intelligence versus a combination of different skills,
abilities, knowledge and other components has important conceptual implications (J.
Funke, 2010; see also Kluge, 2008b; Tricot & Sweller, 2014).
For example, the question of malleability and trainability should be strongly
influenced by the view taken on the importance and positioning of CPS and
intelligence. That is, if performance in CPS is seen as being largely determined by
intelligence, interventions targeted at the general capability of individuals to handle
complex problems successfully are facing obstacles similar to those directed at
strengthening reasoning ability or other sub-facets of intelligence (e.g., Klauer &
Phye, 2008; see also the discussion of application-oriented constructs in Neubert,
Mainert, et al., 2015). In contrast, if CPS competency is seen as a combination of
knowledge, skills, abilities and other components sensu Fischer and Neubert (2015),
training interventions can be targeted at elements that problem solvers are lacking in
different complex problem situations and that are known to be malleable, for example
explicit knowledge structures.
Similarly, the importance of psychometric criteria and the associated
evaluations of constructs and their measurement has been questioned by
researchers focusing on competency models in light of training and development
(e.g., Sanchez & Levine, 2009), highlighting differences in goals along different
dimensions.28 From this perspective, the strong focus on psychometric features in
recent CPS assessment might actually be counter-productive for an application in OP
via competency models of CPS, as it obstructs straightforward pathways to training
and development.
In summary, interesting implications are resulting from a positioning of CPS
and intelligence in one way or the other, thereby increasing the importance of
reflecting on the choice of approach and modeling taken. The results in the first core
article of this dissertation are only a first step towards systematically embedding CPS
in this respect (see also Kretzschmar, 2015). CPS research might actually benefit

28

For example, the purpose of assessment being description vs. influence, the focus on the
enactment of roles vs. objective description, an orientation towards past or future performance and so
on (e.g., Sanchez & Levine, 2009).
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from the collaboration with the domain of OP through an explication of perspectives
and associated assumptions in an applied setting.
Comparing the specific focus on individual problem solvers in current CPS
assessment to theory and empirical research in OP might also point towards areas of
future development for CPS research at large. As the comments on Neubert, Mainert
et al. (2015) show, there are also different positions within OP concerning the
importance and role of ‘classical’ psychological constructs. For example, Varghese et
al. (2015) are highlighting the importance of established constructs for assessment
and theory, while also pointing towards the need to understand intermediating factors
and their impact in specific circumstances. What seems interesting in that regard is
the potential arising from a more direct application of CPS in specific domains,
connecting research on CPS closer to actual needs of practitioners in the respective
field. In this sense, the first core paper of the dissertation represents a contribution to
one perspective of exploring the interrelation between CPS and intelligence, while
also pointing to the need to consider the relation in more detail and from additional
theoretical and empirical perspectives.
Specifically related to CPS, given recent disputes on adequate approaches to
the measurement of CPS (J. Funke, 2014a; Greiff & Martin, 2014), an explication of
differences in underlying assumptions might offer remedy in explaining different
positions while also offering a way forward (see also Schoppek & Fischer, 2015). At
the core of the debate, there seem to be differences, into what could and should be
regarded as complex problem, how to conceptualize the construct of CPS, and how
to identify CPS competency in an assessment situation (see also below). Similarly,
Hafenbrädl, Waeger, Marewski, and Gigerenzer (2016) have highlighted the
importance of reflecting on the conceptual lens when looking at human behavior,
especially in applied settings, by translating ideas brought forward by Allison (1969)
to the area of human problem solving. In their view, the explication of a framework of
assumptions via a conceptual lens leads from description to explanation, prediction,
and prescription.29 This development towards contributing to a better handling of
complex problems by individual problem solvers seems to be a worthwhile
undertaking in the case CPS in a world developing towards complexity.

29

Interestingly, this view also aligns with an argument-based view on validity (e.g., Chapelle et al.,
2010; Kane, 2001, 2006), see also Chapter 5.2.
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In this regard, the contributions to understanding the relation of CPS to
established (psychological) constructs, such as intelligence is an important extension
of a specific perspective on CPS, especially given the high relevance of the construct
in the domain of OP, while also requiring further efforts in the future, especially in
terms of explicating the underlying conceptual lens and the associated framework of
assumptions (see also Chapter 5.3).30 On the other hand, there is also need for
additional explorations into the actual translation of constructs into empirical
investigations, and hence, the need for research into the assessment side of CPS.
5.2. The assessment of CPS: Combining finite state automata and multiple
complex systems.
The second core paper of the dissertation is even closer related to current
application of CPS and more specifically, the development and evaluation of specific
measurement instruments (see also Fischer, 2015; Kretzschmar, 2015). As laid out in
Chapter 3, the combination of MCS and FSA facilitates the development of CPS
instruments going beyond the strong focus on VOTAT as found in previous
instruments building on MCS. With the introduction and empirical evaluation of a set
of MICROFIN tasks, Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) have shown the possibility of
extending the measurement of CPS to exploration beyond VOTAT within the
framework of MCS, while retaining the advantages of the MCS-approach, such as
multiple independent indicators. Even more, the empirical results presented in
Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) also point towards the psychometric viability of
this approach in terms of reliability and convergent validity in relation to already
established instruments building on LSE. So in summary, the extension of current
CPS assessment via the combination of finite state automata and multiple complex
systems seems successful. Similarly, in view of an application in the domain of OP,
the availability of a broad set of tasks targeting the construct seems worthwhile as
well, as a valid and reliable assessment of the construct can be seen as a
prerequisite to contributions in the domain (see e.g., Neubert, Mainert, et al., 2015).
Nevertheless, there are also aspects related to the assessment of CPS that
are not as positively looking in comparison, especially when extending the view
beyond the focus on current assessment-oriented approaches and the refinement of
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The work by Hærem, Pentland, and Miller (2015) in the area of task complexity might provide an
interesting starting point in that respect, see Chapter 5.3.
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instruments within the given formal frameworks. Specifically, there are problems
related to the sampling of complex problems, the role of prior knowledge, and the
general approach taken in current CPS assessment.
Importantly for an application in OP, the contribution by Neubert, Kretzschmar
et al. (2015) is not building on a (representative) sampling of complex tasks and their
requirements. Twenty years ago, Heinz-Martin Süß (1996) has highlighted the need
to build CPS research and assessment on a more comprehensive overview on the
tasks and requirements found in actual instances of complex problem solving and the
issue has not been solved sufficiently to this date (see also Kluwe, Misiak, & Haider,
1989).
Specifically, Süß (1996) raised the possibility and need to work with an actual
sampling of complex problems in real-life settings, contrasting to the ad-hoc creation
of artificial problem simulations typically found in CPS research. In this respect, the
development of MICROFIN represents an example of selecting and refining different
elements of CPS assessment (see Kretzschmar, 2015, for more details), while the
more general problem of selecting appropriate complex problems in the first place
was not tackled systematically.
The interaction with researchers and practitioners from the domain of OP
might provide valuable insights in this respect, as research from OP and more
specifically, work and task analysis has a long and successful history of
systematically sampling work tasks and job requirements in all sorts of occupations
(see also Chapter 4.2). Overarching frameworks of work tasks, such as those
available in the already mentioned Occupational Information Network (O*NET; N. G.
Peterson & American Psychological Association, 1999, see www.onetcenter.org) can
provide CPS research with a point of departure for future inquiries.
On the one hand, these frameworks provide an established frame of reference
and methodological guidance for the evaluation and comparison of different problem
situations embedded in a specific context (see also Süß, 1996). Recent
developments towards comprehensive models of CPS competency (e.g., Fischer &
Neubert, 2015) have already begun to incorporate the theoretical frameworks
differentiating and describing work situations for the benefit of CPS research and a
utilization of the methods used in work and task analysis seems straightforward.
On the other hand, the data already being collected within frameworks, such
as the O*NET might also provide insights for CPS research more directly. For
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example, the inclusion of ‘complex problem solving’ in the O*NET offers the possibility
to look for occupations and tasks where work analysts see heightened importance to
handle novel, ill-defined problems and use these occupations as a starting point for
the sampling of complex problems in the world of work. Methodological differences
with regard to the measurement of requirements and the identifications of
interindividual differences make a direct transfer difficult, as current approaches to
CPS assessment feature a performance-based rating of CPS skills compared to the
rating of work tasks by a third person included in the O*NET. Nevertheless, the
evaluation of requirements from the perspective of work analysis and the respective
data collected there might provide useful empirical hints for an initial sampling of the
type of tasks and problems individuals face when being confronted with complex
problems in the domain of OP.
Future research will have to tell, whether a closer connection to research and
practice in OP can help in overcoming the problem of sampling an adequate set of
complex problems for CPS assessment. Interestingly, the emphasis on different
contexts of application arising from the interaction with research in OP corresponds
to the demand from argument-based validity approaches, calling for greater
emphasis on the domain of application when evaluating the validity of measurement
instruments (e.g., Chapelle et al., 2010; Kane, 2006). Historical instances of research
closely connected to both, research in CPS and OP, such as the efforts by Wallach
(1998) or Ackerman (1992) give hope for fruitful interaction between the domains in
this respect.
A problem of similar importance to the quest of sampling representative
complex problems that is also related to the connection of CPS assessment to the
‘outside world’ and that has not been tackled with the introduction of MICROFIN is the
role and importance of prior knowledge and experience for the handling of complex
problems within the framework of MCS. A range of researchers from different
domains of psychology have established the overarching importance of prior
knowledge for subsequent knowledge acquisition and other problem solving
processes (see e.g., Dunbar, 1998; J. Funke, 1992; Kuhn et al., 1995, for first
overviews).
Similarly, earlier instances of CPS research working with larger computer
simulations have invested considerable time and effort into the clarification and
assessment of knowledge during complex problem solving (e.g., Elio & Scharf, 1990;
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J. Funke, 1992; Kersting, 2001; Kersting & Süß, 1995; Süß, 1996). In contrast, CPS
research building on the MCS approach considers typical instruments employed in
CPS assessment to be ‘knowledge-lean’ (J. Funke, 2014a; see also Quesada et al.,
2005), thereby largely neglecting these insights on the role and importance of
knowledge for problem solving features and processes in specific problem solving
environments (e.g., Roth, 1998; but see e.g., Beckmann & Goode, 2013; McElhaney
& Linn, 2011) as well as the complex relation between understanding a problems
components and relations and selecting fit explorations strategies (e.g., Gaschler,
2009; Levy & Wilensky, 2011).
Future investigations will have to tell, whether the MCS approach can be also
extended to problems that require a deeper understanding of different fields, and
therefore, take the knowledge requirements of actual complex problems more
seriously in assessment. Taking a more positive view, the combination of different
problem solving scenarios within the MCS approach might also facilitate the
exploration of this interplay between specific knowledge structures and problem
solving processes (see e.g., J. Funke, 2008; Wittmann & Hattrup, 2004). Recent
explorations in the domain of vocational education give hope for a fruitful interaction
with the domain of OP in the future (see Neubert et al., 2017).
On a more general level, there are also more fundamental issues with the
approach of MCS as realized in current assessment instruments targeting CPS
besides the sampling of tasks and the role of prior knowledge: When looking at
typical problems serving as a justification for a high relevance of CPS research, such
as

climate

change,

complex

leadership

problems or

recent

technological

developments, all of them require quite comprehensive efforts in tackling the
associated complex and dynamic challenges (e.g., Amelung & Funke, 2013; Geels,
2002, 2010; Geels & Schot, 2007; Kallerud et al., 2013; Mumford et al., 2000; H. C.
Peterson, 2009; Vester, 2007; Wissenschaftsrat, 2015). In short, these problems
cannot be handled via ‘simple’ domain-independent strategies (see also Ohlsson,
2012, and the critical reflections on general problem solving strategies there). For
example, tackling complex leadership problems via the VOTAT strategy is headed for
failure, as the (cost-free) return to a given situation is not possible in this type of
situation (see already Rittel & Webber, 1973, and their thoughts on the impossibility
to tackle social problems with scientific methods). Instead, these highly complex
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problems require, for example, dealing with ambivalence and different contextual
interpretations (Guarana & Hernandez, 2015; Mumford et al., 2000).
Furthermore, according to Funke (2014a), the MCS-based instruments are
built on a restricted conceptualization of CPS altogether, where participants can and
should explore all potential relations exhaustively and have to deal with relatively
well-defined problems (i.e., clear states, goals, and problem elements, see J. Funke
et al., in preparation, for a discussion of different views on complexity). In this sense,
the work by Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) is an extension of the MCS-approach
while also suffering from the same drawbacks as established instruments building on
the same framework (see already Ebbesen & Konečni, 1980).
In contrast, historical instances of problem simulations more closely aligned
with research in OP and the task and work analysis literature, such as the
POWERPLANT mentioned in Chapter 2 (see Wallach, 1998; Wallach & Tack, 1998)
were built on a much closer connection between actual problem solving processes
and assessment instruments (see also the efforts by Jonassen, 2004).31 A closer
dialogue between the research traditions in OP and CPS might be beneficial for
future CPS assessment in this respect and enable a broader picture on assessment.
For example, research in OP provides an established set of approaches to the
analysis of specific problem situations (see above), which in turn might serve as a
point of departure for the creation of problem solving scenarios aligned with specific
complex problem situations (see also Neubert et al., 2017; and the call for more
complex descriptions in OP by Tsoukas & Dooley, 2011).
Interestingly, some instances of CPS research also took a lot of interest in the
details of specific problem solving processes, for example via detailed case studies
or the fine-grained analysis of problem solving in specific computer simulated
scenarios (e.g., Rollett, 2008). Similar explorations into actual processes of problem
solving “in action” instead of prior conceptions of rational problem solving were
performed in the domain of OP as well, for example the already mentioned studies
targeting the problem solving efforts of managers (Metcalf & Benn, 2012; Mintzberg,
1973; Mumford et al., 2000; Wagner, 1991; Yukl, 2010). These studies exploring the

31

Interestingly, the process of dealing with DYNAMIS-based tasks has been analyzed in detail by
Rollett (2008) on multiple levels, ranging from single inputs to chains of interactions. And while the
analysis seems applicable to MCS-based tasks building on LSE, such as MICRODYN or GENETICS LAB
and even MICROFIN to some extent, systematic analyses have not been undertaken to my knowledge.
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decision making of managers and other organizational members have repeatedly
highlighted the heterogeneity and non-compliance with rational modes of problem
solving; a finding that might very well benefit the understanding of actual individuals
faced with complex problems in CPS research compared to the notion of ‘just’
comparing their exploration to VOTAT as an idealized mode of handling complex
problems (e.g., Isenberg, 1986; Keegan & Kabanoff, 2007; Mezias & Starbuck, 2003;
Mintzberg, 1973; Smith, 1997; Wagner, 1991).
In summary, the work by Neubert, Kretzschmar et al. (2015) can be certainly
considered a contribution to CPS assessment building on the framework of MCS,
refining and extending currently available measurement instruments. Nevertheless,
the discussion and interaction with research and practitioners from OP has also
highlighted a range of open questions concerning CPS assessment, some of them
requiring further thought on a more fundamental level and inviting further explorations
between both domains.
5.3. Complex Problem Solving and Organizational Psychology: Connecting
discourses
The interaction and discussion with practitioners and researchers from the
domain of OP lies at the heart of the third core paper of the dissertation. In contrast to
earlier transfer between the domains of CPS research and OP, the developments in
CPS research towards fleshing out the nomological network of the construct (see
Chapter 2) or the development of psychometrically oriented assessment instruments
(see Chapter 3) were not taken up in the discourse in OP on a broader scale. The
focal article itself and the following comments from the domain of OP therefore
represent an interesting exchange of ideas and insights between the domains of CPS
research and OP (see also Neubert et al., 2017).
Specifically, Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) contrasted the development of
assessment instruments building on MCS and formal frameworks in CPS research
with alternative approaches already established in OP. By comparing CPS
assessment to approaches building on application-oriented constructs, work and task
analysis, and basic psychological constructs, the specific features and promises of
CPS assessment were discussed and the potential of utilizing CPS assessment in a
range of sub-domains of OP was explored. In the following, the comments featured in
the same issue of Industrial and Organizational Psychology provide an interesting
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view from the perspective of OP on the thoughts presented in the focal article by
Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015). Interestingly, the general importance of dealing with
complex problems for the domain of OP is emphasized throughout the comments,
highlighting the relevance of the general topic for the domain of OP. At the same
time, critical factors are raised by the practicioners and researchers that highlight the
need of further efforts in the future.
The pointer towards competency models as a viable path to tackle the
challenge of preparing individuals for complex problems proactively has already been
taken up in recent theoretical considerations within the domain of CPS research (see
Chapter 4), highlighting the benefit of crossing the boundaries of individual disciplines
(see also e.g., Alvesson & Sandberg, 2014, for a more general discussion of this
endeavour). Similarly, some of the critical accounts, such as the exploration of the
intersection between assessment center research and CPS or accounting for
situational factors could offer valuable opportunities for collaboration in the future
(see Chapter 4.3).
Going beyond the points raised in the comments to Neubert, Mainert, et al.
(2015), there are also interesting observations to be made when comparing the
approach taken to the construct of CPS in CPS research to research in OP from a
broader perspective (see also the requirement of explicating assumptions raised in
Chapter 5.1). Building on a long tradition of (cognitive) research into individuals
handling problems, CPS research is built around several assumptions on the
important aspects to look for when researching CPS (see Chapters 1 and 2). Current
CPS research thereby shares the assumptions with what Hærem et al. (2015) term
“old assumptions” for the case of task complexity: Separability of task from behavior
and context is assumed, focus is put on an individual level of analysis, predefined
“types” or in the case of CPS features of complexity are analyzed, and a linear
relation between task components and complexity is anticipated (see e.g., Stadler,
Niepel, & Greiff, 2016, for a recent example).
Interestingly, this differentiation between assumptions in classical views on
task complexity and contrasting newer developments, mirrors those between
classical problem solving research and the developments summarized under the
label of Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM, e.g., Ebbesen & Konečni, 1980; G. Klein,
2008; G. Klein et al., 1993; Lipshitz, Klein, Orasanu, & Salas, 2001). Similar to the
case of task complexity in Hærem et al. (2015), researchers in NDM have tried to
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extend decision making research by building on a different set of assumptions,
thereby embedding decision making research closer in the respective context of
application. For example, NDM research has brought attention to factors influencing
problem solving in specific real-life settings, such as perceived uncertainty, thereby
blurring the line between task, behavior, and context (e.g., G. Klein et al., 1993;
Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997; see G. Klein, 2008, for an overview on NDM). The relation
between NDM and CPS has already been discussed in CPS research by some
authors recently (e.g., J. Funke, 2010, 2014b; Schoppek & Fischer, 2015) and the
interrelation of the construct from CPS research with an application in the domain of
OP might stimulate the development of similar analytical progress for the case of
CPS. Following the naming scheme in decision making research, these efforts could
be organized under a label of “Naturalistic Problem Solving” or NPS. But how can
one approach the effort of describing "Naturalistic Problem Solving"?
In OP, there is a long tradition of looking at one and the same problem from
different perspectives (e.g., Volmerg et al., 1995) and in comparison, the (cognitively
oriented) perspective on problems in CPS research could be extended by a range of
features. For example, different conceptual lenses on complex problems have been
proposed in the literature (see also J. Funke et al., in preparation), highlighting for
example different features of complex, ill-defined, large-world, or wicked problems,
each with their own and specific characteristics (see also Denison, Hooijberg, &
Quinn, 1995). In comparison, current (empirical) CPS research is largely focused on
the narrow set of features proposed by Buchner in Frensch and Funke (1995b),
namely complexity, interconnectedness, intransparency, dynamics, and politely and
their operationalization in rather technical ways (e.g., counting variables and relations
Stadler et al., 2016, see also Chapter 2.1).
Approaches taking a more narrative route to the exploration of complex
problems, such as those proposed by Jonassen (2004), Shore, Bernstein, and Lazer
(2015) or Tsoukas and Hatch (2001), looking at very different groups of problems, the
ambiguity inherently included in some complex problems, or including different
perspectives in the description of singular cases, have been largely ignored in
contrast (see also Dörner, 1989a). Additional candidates for potentially enriching
perspectives would be recent developments in cognitive science summarized under
the labels of situated (e.g., Robbins & Aydede, 2008; Roth, 2001), embodied (e.g.,
Wilson & Golonka, 2013), and distributed cognition (e.g., Hutchins, 1996; Zhang &
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Norman, 1994) that have been already integrated in OP to some extent, but much
less so in current discussions on CPS (e.g., Baron, 2014, see also the proposal of
NPS above).
In OP in comparison, the heterogeneity of theoretical lenses of looking at
complex problems has been integrated more closely into theoretical and empirical
explorations (e.g., Aken, Berends, & Bij, 2010). For example, different perspectives
on complexity have been discussed in OP, ranging from the detailed exploration of
specific cases (e.g., van der Schaaf, 1993) to more complex theoretical models in
work analysis (e.g., Hærem et al., 2015; Liu & Li, 2012; Wood, 1986). Similarly,
researchers in OP have discussed different methodological approaches (e.g.,
Elqayam & Evans, 2011; K. J. Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994; Sandberg & Tsoukas,
2011) and reflected on the role of the observer and environment in the determination
of complexity and individuals handling them (e.g., Kämmer, Gaissmaier, &
Czienskowski, 2013; Norman, 2013; Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001), together leading to the
establishment of interdisciplinary research programs (e.g., P. Anderson, 1999; Axley
& McMahon, 2006; Mainzer, 2009). And while some of these questions have been
tackled in CPS research as well, the anchoring of the domain in a specific area of
application has resulted in much more palpable outcomes.
Specifically, the question of whether research findings can be translated into
relevant insights in practice has been tackled in the domain of OP in various ways
(e.g., Kieser, Nicolai, & Seidl, 2015), even including the use of simulation methods for
the purpose of training (e.g., Fisch & Beck, 2004; Wood, Beckmann, & Birney, 2009)
or the influence of the work environment on the capacity to handle complex problems
(e.g., Kohn & Schooler, 1978). CPS research might benefit from the experience
gathered in OP, when trying to set up research that benefits actual problem solvers
confronted with complex problems in addition to tackling problems related to the
psychometric scaling of assessment instruments (see Chapter 4.3). On this rather
superficial level, it seems like CPS research could actually learn a lot from
considerations concerning the handling of complex problems in the domain of OP.
In summary, the interaction with researchers and practicioners from OP via the
focal article by Neubert, Mainert, et al. (2015) and the following comments has raised
a lot of interesting points when looking at the intersection of CPS research and OP
(see also Neubert et al., 2017). Interestingly, the nomological network and thus, the
relation to and differentiation from other (psychological) constructs was also raised as
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an important issue in the comments, as well as the need for reliable and valid
assessment instruments (e.g., Oh, 2015; Su et al., 2015). So indeed, the efforts
presented in the first and second core paper of the dissertation (see Chapters 2 and
3) seem to be of some relevance to researchers and practicioners from the domain of
OP as well (see also Neubert et al., 2017). Additionally, the dialogue (fortunately)
also raised a broad set of further questions and remarks that might serve as a point
of departure for future exchange and interdisciplinary research.
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6. Synopsis
The point of departure for the dissertation was the comparably low amount of
interaction between current CPS research and an important area of application, the
domain of OP. In light of overarching trends towards complexity in the world of work,
as well as the lively exchange between a different area of application, namely that of
education and current CPS research, this lack of transfer and translation seemed
curios. Therefore, the dissertation was oriented towards three areas of importance
when looking at the interaction between CPS research and OP, namely the
nomological network of CPS, the availability of reliable and valid assessment
instruments, and the exploration of the connection between CPS and OP in a
discussion with researchers and practicioners from the domain of OP.
The efforts dedicated towards each of these three directions have resulted in
very different scientific endeavours: The efforts presented in Chapters 2 to 4 have
clarified the nomological network of CPS with regard to the distinction between CPS
and intelligence and other important constructs, they have developed and validated a
measurement instrument targeting CPS by building on finite state automata, and they
have established a dialogue with researchers and practicioners from the domain of
OP in Industrial and Organizational Psychology. Taken together, these contributions
to each strand of inquiry have (hopefully) led to useful insights on the human
handling of complex problem situations in their own right. Nevertheless, taking the
broader picture of OP into account has also highlighted limitations present in current
CPS research in each of these areas (see Chapters 5.1 to 5.3). So in summary, the
connection between CPS research and the domain of OP has resulted in a range of
interesting findings and maybe even more important, a set of additional perspectives
and future research opportunities.
Each of these possiblities for further research, as well as the assemblage of
pointers to additional exploration throughout this work promises interesting insights
and innovation for the domains of CPS and OP in the future. Different doors of
perception await their opening or in the words of Neubert, Mainert et al. (2015): Let’s
get started!
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Original Article

Extending the Assessment
of Complex Problem Solving
to Finite State Automata
Embracing Heterogeneity
Jonas C. Neubert, André Kretzschmar, Sascha Wüstenberg, and Samuel Greiff
University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Abstract. Recent advancements in the assessment of Complex Problem Solving (CPS) build on the use of homogeneous tasks that enable the
reliable estimation of CPS skills. The range of problems featured in established instruments such as MicroDYN is consequently limited to a
specific subset of homogeneous complex problems. This restriction is problematic when looking at domain-specific examples of complex
problems, which feature characteristics absent from current assessment instruments (e.g., threshold states). We propose to utilize the formal
framework of Finite State Automata (FSA) to extend the range of problems included in CPS assessment. An approach based on FSA, called
MicroFIN, is presented, translated into specific tasks, and empirically investigated. We conducted an empirical study (N = 576), (1) inspecting
the psychometric features of MicroFIN, (2) relating it to MicroDYN, and (3) investigating the relations to a measure of reasoning (i.e., CogAT).
MicroFIN (1) exhibited adequate measurement characteristics and multitrait-multimethod models indicated (2) the convergence of latent
dimensions measured with MicroDYN. Relations to reasoning (3) were moderate and comparable to the ones previously found for MicroDYN.
Empirical results and corresponding explanations are discussed. More importantly, MicroFIN highlights the feasibility of expanding CPS
assessment to a larger spectrum of complex problems.
Keywords: complex problem solving, finite state automata, MicroFIN, MicroDYN, multitrait-multimethod

Due to their relevancy for dealing with the challenges of
our times, an individual’s skills in coping with complex
problems are generally considered as part of the so called
21st century skills (cf. Griffin, McGaw, & Care, 2012).
Scientifically, these skills in coping with complex problems
are investigated under the label of Complex Problem Solving (CPS; e.g., Buchner, 1995; Sternberg & Frensch, 1991),
sometimes also called Dynamic Problem Solving (e.g.,
Greiff, Wstenberg, & Funke, 2012), Dynamic Decision
Making (e.g., Brehmer, 1992), or Interactive Problem
Solving (e.g., OECD, 2013; see Greiff et al., 2013, for a
discussion of different names). In the following, we will
use the term CPS to refer to the construct.
Recently, CPS has been added to a range of high-profile
studies as representatives of domain-general and transversal
skills, for example to the Programme for International Student Assessment in its 2012 cycle (PISA; OECD, 2013), the
arguably most important large-scale assessment world
wide.
One of the defining characteristics of the complex
problems employed within CPS assessment in large-scale
efforts and in general are their changes in reaction to
user interaction and/or passage of time. Additionally,
they demand active interventions and feature a multitude
of interrelated factors (see Buchner, 1995). Dealing
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing

successfully with such complex problems has been shown
to be related to, but separable from other (cognitive) constructs, such as reasoning ability and working memory
capacity, both, conceptually and empirically (e.g., Schweizer, Wstenberg, & Greiff, 2013; Sonnleitner, Keller, Martin, & Brunner, 2013; Wstenberg, Greiff, & Funke,
2012; see also Bhner, Krçner, & Ziegler, 2008; Wittmann
& Sß, 1999).
On the side of the problem solver, the dynamic,
interactive, and complex problems result in characteristic
requirements with regard to processes of knowledge acquisition and knowledge application (for details see Fischer,
Greiff, & Funke, 2012; Osman, 2010). An individual’s
skills to deal with such problems are called CPS skills
and within this study we aim at broadening the view on
their assessment.

Assessment of Complex Problem
Solving
Looking for a viable assessment of CPS, essential elements
are the utilization of formal frameworks and the application
of several multiple complex systems within these formal
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frameworks (cf. Greiff et al., 2012). Formal frameworks
allow for the analysis of the underlying structure of problems instead of surface features and hence, the systematic
examination and comparison of assessment instruments
(Funke, 2001; Greiff et al., 2012). Multiple complex systems built on a formal framework and employed within
one assessment instrument are a viable and straightforward
way to meet the psychometric requirement of stochastically
independent indicators to estimate the target constructs (cf.
Greiff et al., 2012; Wstenberg et al., 2012).
Currently, CPS assessment instruments combining formal frameworks and multiple complex systems are mainly
based on one specific formal framework: Linear Structural
Equations (LSE).1 In LSE, problems are formally described
as a set of linear equations of quantitative variables. That is,
the problems are formalized as several input and output
variables that are connected by linear relations between
each other (e.g., the amount of different fertilizers changing
the growth of flowers). Within the assessment, participants
have to explore several of these relations by manipulating
the input variables, observing the resulting changes in the
output variables and, from this, deriving the causal relations
between input and output variables (knowledge acquisition;
cf. Novick & Bassok, 2005).
Subsequently, participants have to use their knowledge
to reach target values in the output variables (knowledge
application).
Historical instances of instruments targeting CPS with
the help of LSE featured a singular complex problem
(e.g., MultiFlux; Bhner et al., 2008) and consequently suffered from psychometric problems due to one-item-testing
(Greiff et al., 2012). To overcome this problem, CPS
assessment nowadays employs multiple problems in succession and is consequently able to reliably estimate a persons CPS skills. Examples of instruments combining LSE
as formal framework with multiple complex systems are
Genetics Lab (Sonnleitner et al., 2012), MicroDYN (e.g.,
Greiff et al., 2012), and the assessment of CPS in PISA
2012, that is partially based on MicroDYN (OECD, 2013).
The utilization of the framework of LSE in combination
with multiple complex systems has resulted in reliable
instruments targeting core features of CPS with a focus
on psychometrics requirements (e.g., Greiff & Wstenberg,
2014). But when comparing the range of problems
employed in assessment with the original breadth of the
construct, instruments relying on LSE and, thus, on quantitative relations between a set of variables, are necessarily
restricted as they have to follow a predefined, rather narrow
pattern of relations between elements (cf. Funke, 2010).
Consequently, the problems presented to participants are
rather homogeneous with regard to the kinds of relations
that have to be explored.
Complex problems found in specific domains, on the
other hand, for example within the domain of chemistry,
include features that are absent from current CPS assessment based on LSE. Examples are relations between input
1

and output variables, which feature strong interactions
between input variables as found in Le Chatelier’s principle
of chemical equilibria (e.g., Scherer & Tiemann, 2012) and
qualitative changes in the problem after reaching a threshold (e.g., water freezing to ice). These and other features
not present in current LSE-based CPS assessment are also
part of historical notions of CPS (e.g., Dçrner, Kreuzig,
Reither, & Studel, 1983; Funke, 2010) and real-world
examples of complex problems (e.g., Ackerman, 1992).
As a consequence, LSE-based assessment instruments
are currently unable to assess differences and commonalities with regard to a range of problem characteristics and
corresponding requirements on the side of the problem
solver. To give an example: Vary-one-thing-at-a-time
(VOTAT; Tschirgi, 1980) can be considered an sufficient
and optimal strategy in the LSE-based tasks mentioned
above (Vollmeyer, Burns, & Holyoak, 1996; see Rollett,
2008, for a comprehensive discussion of strategies in
LSE-based tasks), but not in the case of problems featuring
threshold or equilibrium states (cf. McElhaney & Linn,
2011). Hence, we have to draw conclusions on general
exploration behavior in complex problem situations based
on one specific strategy (i.e., VOTAT) when using LSEbased tasks, whereas broader sets of strategies and an adaptive use of them are necessary to deal with complex problems in general (see Levy & Wilensky, 2011, for an
example of adaptive exploration strategies).
To counter the limitation in the breadth of problems
included in instruments and facilitate a greater heterogeneity
in tasks, we propose to expand CPS assessment to include
tasks based on another formal framework introduced by
Buchner and Funke (1993), Finite State Automata (FSA).

The Formal Framework of Finite
State Automata
In FSA, problems are formalized as predefined states with
transitions between these states triggered by events such as
user interactions or passing of time. In contrast to LSE, the
type of relation formalized as transition does not have to
follow a specific pattern (i.e., quantitative relations).
Consequently, FSA-based CPS assessment can easily
include a variety of features that overcome the current
homogeneity of LSE-based tasks, for example by including
complex problems that require different exploration strategies. That is, the use of FSA allows for the inclusion of heterogeneous causal relations in CPS assessment, thereby
leading to a broader assessment of CPS skills.
At the same time, FSA-based CPS assessment can preserve advantages of established instruments based on LSE
such as multiple tasks comparable by their causal structure
and a general layout resembling that of established
instruments (e.g., relating input variables to output variables). Additionally, FSA-based tasks were already utilized

Please note that researchers focusing on basic human processes and a modeling of complex problems following real-world examples are
successfully utilizing a much broader range of complex problems (see for example the work by Gonzalez, Vanyukov, & Martin, 2005).
For the sake of brevity, we focus on instruments directed toward skill assessment here.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the MicroFIN task Fish-o-mat. The three containers at the bottom represent the input variables,
the aquarium on top the output variable. Input variables’ values can be varied by pressing the plus and minus signs next
to them. Each of the input variables features four input values (empty, low, medium, high).

in laboratory studies targeting CPS, providing elaborations
on the FSA framework itself and ways of mathematical and
abstract representation (e.g., Buchner & Funke, 1993;
Funke, 2001). Outside the realm of CPS research, FSAs
are commonly used to formalize the workings of a broad
range of appliances, for example for the purpose of programming vending machines, combination locks, and
turnstiles (e.g., Anderson, 2006; Rich, 2008).
Empirical applications combining FSA and multiple
complex systems, have not surfaced, yet (for a notable
attempt, see the PISA framework for Problem Solving in
2012; OECD, 2013, 2014). To empirically investigate the
utility of the combination of FSA with the approach of multiple complex systems, we therefore developed a set of
tasks that represent different options exceeding the limitations of LSE-based instruments. The resulting approach is
called MicroFIN, a label coined by Greiff and Funke
(2009; see also Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013).
Like other assessment vehicles and along the theoretical
understanding of CPS (e.g., MultiFlux, Bhner et al., 2008;
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing

MicroDYN, Greiff et al., 2012; Genetics Lab, Sonnleitner
et al., 2012), MicroFIN tasks are structured into two separate phases: Tasks begin with the (1) knowledge acquisition
phase, where participants can freely explore the simulation,
followed by an assessment of the acquired knowledge.
In the following (2) knowledge application phase, participants are then asked to reach given target states, assessing
their capabilities in applying the acquired knowledge.
An illustration of a MicroFIN task, called ‘‘Fish-omaton,’’ is depicted in Figure 1, showing the layout of
the task as presented to participants. The corresponding
state-transition diagram, an abstract formal representation
of the underlying finite state automaton can be found in
Figure A1 in the Appendix.
The ‘‘Fish-o-maton’’ includes three ordinal input variables,
each with four input values and an output variable visualized as
an aquarium (nominal variable with ordinal elements).
The output variable has five possible output values:
Empty, soiled, few fish, moderate number of fish, and
many fish. Whereas the general structure of the task is
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015; Vol. 31(3):181–194
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Notes. Table intended to give an overview of the features varied between MicroFIN tasks.
Number of input variables and possible values per variable. Example: 2 · 3 means one variable with two possible values and another variable with three possible values.
b
Number of different states, the finite state automaton can be in (i.e., combinations of input and output variables).
c
Input/Output variables are about qualitative (i.e., dichotomous or nominal) or quantitative (i.e., ordinal) variation, or combinations of both.
d
Other features of the task, representing unique characteristics; Opposite subsystems: The task features two subsystems with opposite reaction to input variation. Relative positioning:
Relative position of subelements as relevant input for transitions between output states. Start button: Effects of input manipulation are only observable after pressing a button
(comparable to MicroDYN). Threshold values: The tasks behavior changes if one variable is put above a certain level. Equivalence: The task features equilibrium states as relevant
input. For further information please refer to the detailed description of tasks in the Appendix. The commonalities between task features as shown in the table are considerably lower
in FSA than for tasks based on LSE, where a comparable line in Table 1 for all items would read: Number of input variables ranging from two to four with up to 20 values per input
variable (i.e., finer granulation in inputs). Quantitative inputs and outputs and a start button as other feature.

27
3·3·3
Task 5: Flooz-o-maton

Quantitative (ordinal)
and qualitative (nominal)

24
64
64

a

Start button and threshold
values

Relative positioning
Threshold value
Equivalence

Qualitative (dichotomous)
Qualitative (nominal)
Quantitative (ordinal)
and Qualitative (nominal)
Quantitative (ordinal)
and Qualitative (nominal)

Quantitative (ordinal)

Quantitative (ordinal) and
qualitative (dichotomous)
Qualitative (nominal)
Quantitative (ordinal)
Quantitative (ordinal)
4·4·4·4
4·4·4
4·4·4

The latent dimensions of CPS as assessed via MicroFIN
are expected to capture the same underlying constructs as
established instruments based on LSE, pointing to convergent validity (i.e., knowledge acquisition and knowledge
application). Therefore, a latent multitrait-multimethod
model is expected to hold with instruments based on FSA
and LSE loading on the same latent variables. Again,

Task 2: Plan-o-maton
Task 3: Plant-o-maton
Task 4: Fish-o-maton

(2) Relating MicroFIN to an established instrument of
CPS assessment

Task

A solid psychometric foundation is essential for assessment. Therefore, proficient levels of reliability and adequate item difficulty are expected when assessing the
dimensions of CPS (Hypothesis 1a). With regard to these
dimensions of CPS, a well-proven differentiation in CPS
research is anticipated (e.g., Funke, 2001) with separable
empirical dimensions for (1) knowledge acquisition and
(2) knowledge application (Hypothesis 1b).

Table 1. Features of the utilized MicroFIN tasks

(1) Securing psychometric properties and a measurement
model for MicroFIN

No. of input variablesa

No. of statesb

The inquiries of the empirical study are directed toward the
exploration of the empirical features of MicroFIN. Specifically, attention is directed toward three main directions.

12

Focus of the Empirical Study

2·2·3

Input functioningc

Output functioningc

Other featuresd

similar to LSE-based items, with input variables related to
output variables, the specific relation between input and
output variables is unfeasible to implement within LSE:
Transitions are triggered when all input variables are
moved into equivalent states and out of them. To give an
example, if a participant brings all input variables to a
low amount of input, few fish are displayed in the aquarium. If she moves the first input variable out of this equilibrium by increasing its value, the output variable changes to
a display of a soiled aquarium, that is, a qualitative change
in the output variable not feasible within LSE-based
instruments.
Consequently, an exploration behavior following the
application of VOTAT, which would be successful in the
case of LSE-based tasks, that is, varying the inputs in isolation from zero to three, would lead to the omission of the
central states of the ‘‘Fish-o-maton.’’ Hence, the task is an
example of expanding the range of necessary exploration
behavior, while maintaining general features of established
CPS assessment instruments.
Table 1 gives an overview of the features of all five utilized MicroFIN tasks. As explicated above for the ‘‘Fish-omaton,’’ the table includes information on the specific kind
of relations between input and output variables realized in
each task, differentiating the tasks from each other, as well
as from established instruments based on LSE such as
MicroDYN. Furthermore, a detailed description of all utilized MicroFIN tasks is given in the Appendix.

Opposite subsystems

J. C. Neubert et al.: Extending CPS Assessment to Finite State Automata

Task 1: Concert-o-maton
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576 German high school students (262 males) attending
grades 8–12 participated in the study (age between 13
and 18, M = 14.95, SD = 1.30). Participants attended one
of three school tracks within the same school, together covering all educational tracks in German high schools. Participation was voluntary and we received informed consent
from parents. With regard to incentives, participants
received monetary compensation on a per-class basis that
was given to the class inventory. Data of two participants
had to be excluded from analyses due to technical problems
during assessment.

‘‘Fish-o-maton’’ has already been given (see also Table 1
and the Appendix).2 Instructions on MicroFIN included
an additional trial task that was excluded from analysis.
Generally, all MicroFIN tasks feature separate phases for
the exploration of the problem’s relations and the assessment of (1) knowledge acquisition and (2) knowledge
application, each dimension targeted with the help of specific items. Overall, each MicroFIN task takes approximately 5 min to complete.
More specifically, after participants freely explore the
task, items in the knowledge acquisition phase target the
gathered knowledge. Within each item, an outcome state
and a transition is given, and the initial state of the task
needs to be selected by the participant (constructed
response items, cf. Buchner, 1995). In the example of the
‘‘Fish-o-maton,’’ such items would present a specific
manipulation of an input variable (e.g., raising the level
of the first input variable from two to three) and the resulting state of the task (e.g., a soiled aquarium, with the input
of the remaining two input variables being two). Participants are then asked to construct the initial state of the
‘‘Fish-o-maton’’ prior to the manipulation from given elements (e.g., all inputs being on the level of two and an
aquarium displaying a medium amount of fish). The item
type was successfully introduced to CPS research in laboratory applications of FSA-based tasks, making them a natural choice to assess participants’ knowledge (e.g., Buchner
& Funke, 1993). Two constructed response items are included per task.
In the knowledge application phase, items are featuring
the task in a specific state and participants are asked to
manipulate the input variables (i.e., trigger transitions) to
reach a goal state that is presented visually and verbally
at the beginning of each item (e.g., a specific amount of
fish). Two of these items are included per task.
Scoring of knowledge acquisition: Participants receive
credit for correctly constructing the initial state of an item
and no credit if they fail to do so. A sum score over the
two items ranging from 0 to 2 per task is utilized as a manifest indicator in latent analyses to reduce the number of
estimated parameters.
Scoring of knowledge application: Participants receive
credit for reaching the target state. No credit is given, when
participants fail to reach the target state. Again, a sum score
for both knowledge application items is used as manifest
indicator with a range of 0 to 2 for each MicroFIN task.

Measures

MicroDYN

Complex Problem Solving

The MicroDYN approach assesses CPS based on the formal
framework of LSE and has been covered extensively
elsewhere (e.g., Greiff & Funke, 2009; Greiff et al.,
2012; Greiff & Wstenberg, 2014; Schweizer et al.,
2013; Wstenberg et al., 2012). Tasks are defined by up
to three quantitative input variables relating to one or

separate dimensions for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application as indicated by both instruments are
expected. Additionally, method factors for both dimensions
in MicroFIN are anticipated, emphasizing the specific
requirements resulting from the broader range of problems
implemented in MicroFIN (Hypothesis 2).
(3) Exploring the relations to reasoning
An important concept to check the instrument against in
terms of discriminant validity is reasoning ability (cf.
Sonnleitner et al., 2013; Wstenberg et al., 2012). Extending the findings of Wstenberg et al. (2012) for an
LSE-based instrument, a positive relation but also separability is expected between reasoning and the dimensions
of CPS as measured by the multitrait-multimethod model
introduced in Hypothesis 2 (Hypothesis 3).

Materials and Methods
To empirically test these hypotheses, we conducted a study in
the educational context, relating MicroFIN tasks to
MicroDYN, an established instrument targeting CPS and
based on LSE (Greiff et al., 2012). To inquire the relations
to reasoning we employed the nonverbal scale of the
Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT; German adaptation by
Heller & Perleth, 2000). All instruments were fully
computer-based.

Participants

MicroFIN
The features of the set of five MicroFIN tasks employed in
this study, as well as a detailed description of the task

2

The MicroFIN tasks utilized in the study can be obtained from the first author upon request for academic purposes.
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several output variables in a linear quantitative way. The
connections between these variables have to be discovered
and, subsequently, used to reach target values. The distinction between (1) knowledge acquisition and (2) knowledge
application implemented in MicroFIN can also be found in
MicroDYN.
Scoring of both phases of CPS assessment follows the
recommendation of Wstenberg et al. (2012), with credit
given for correct models and no credit for wrong models
in knowledge acquisition. In knowledge application, credit
is given for reaching the target values and no credit otherwise. There were eight MicroDYN tasks employed in the
study, each taking an average of 5 min to complete, plus
an instructional task that was excluded from analysis.
The underlying linear equations of the eight MicroDYN
tasks can be found in Table A2 in the Appendix.

Reasoning
For the reasoning assessment, participants completed a
computer-adapted version of the nonverbal scale of the
Cognitive-Abilities Test (CogAT; Heller & Perleth,
2000). There, participants are asked to identify a figure,
completing a 3 · 3 matrix of figures related by combination rules (similar to Ravens Advanced Progressive
Matrices, Raven, Raven, & Court, 1998). Credit is given
for correct solutions and no credit for wrong answers.
Two items (item 9 and 14) of the 25 items included in
the CogAT have been shown to be insolvable due to ambiguous solutions (Segerer, Marx, & Marx, 2012) and were
excluded from analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted in MPlus Version 7
(Muthn & Muthn, 2012) utilizing descriptive analyses
(Hypothesis 1a), confirmatory factor analysis (Hypothesis
1b), and structural equation modeling for the estimation
of latent factors and their relations (Hypotheses 2 and 3).
The empirical evaluation of constructs and instruments
was done within multitrait-multimethod models (cf. Eid,
Lischetzke, Nussbeck, & Trierweiler, 2003) allowing for
the estimation of method specific effects for instruments
targeting the same construct. As our indicators are ordered
categorical variables, we used weighted least squares with
means and variances adjusted estimation (WLSMV;
Muthn, du Toit, & Spisic, 1997). Global goodness-of-fit
was evaluated by v2-tests, Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit Index (CFI),
and Tucker Lewis Index (TLI).
According to Hu and Bentler (1999), a v2 to df ratio < 2
and RMSEA values  .06 indicate a good global fit, as do
values  .95 for CFI and TLI. For the comparison of models, we utilized a specific procedure for WLSMV estimation integrated in MPlus to compute v2-difference values
(Muthn & Muthn, 2012, p. 451).
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015; Vol. 31(3):181–194

Results
Hypothesis 1a: Psychometric Properties
of MicroFIN
Descriptive analyses for MicroFIN were the basis for analyzing item difficulties and reliability for both phases of
CPS as targeted in Hypothesis 1a. In knowledge acquisition, the average success rate of participants (i.e., item difficulty) ranged from p = .18 to .49 (M = .34, SD = 0.14)
across the five tasks. In knowledge application item difficulty ranged from p = .63 to .77 (M = .70, SD = 0.06), that
is, items targeting knowledge application were easier compared to items targeting knowledge acquisition. Reliability
for both dimensions was acceptable with McDonalds’s
omega (Zinbarg, Revelle, Yovel, & Li, 2005) of x = .79
and x = .78 for knowledge acquisition and knowledge
application, especially when taking the number of only five
MicroFIN tasks into account. The results supported
Hypothesis 1a, confirming adequate item difficulty and reliability for MicroFIN.

Hypothesis 1b: A Measurement Model
for MicroFIN
As laid out under Hypothesis 1b, we expected a
2-dimensional measurement model differentiating between
knowledge acquisition and knowledge application for
MicroFIN. Results indicated a good model fit for this
model (v2(34) = 52.684, p = .021, RMSEA = 0.031,
CFI = 0.989, TLI = 0.986) with a latent correlation
between dimensions pointing to strongly related, but
nonetheless separable dimensions of CPS as measured by
MicroFIN (r = .81, p < .001).
An alternative measurement model conflating the two
dimensions resulted in significantly worse model fit
(v2(35) = 90.118, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.053, CFI =
0.968, TLI = 0.958, v2D(1) = 24.398, p < .001). Therefore, Hypothesis 1b, which assumed a measurement model
with separate dimensions for knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application for MicroFIN, was supported.

Descriptives and Measurement Models
for the Remaining Instruments
MicroDYN
For the eight MicroDYN tasks item difficulty for knowledge acquisition was in the range of p = .08 and .68
(M = .42, SD = 0.26) and p = .05 to .50 (M = .33,
SD = 0.14) for knowledge application. Item difficulties
were comparable to the ones reported in other applications
of MicroDYN (e.g., Schweizer et al., 2013). Reliability was
excellent with x = .93 (knowledge acquisition) and
x = .88 (knowledge application).
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Replicating previous findings (e.g., Schweizer et al.,
2013; Wstenberg et al., 2012), a 2-dimensional model
with separate dimensions for knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application resulted in the best fitting measurement model for MicroDYN (v2(103) = 225.982, p < .001,
RMSEA = 0.047, CFI = 0.979, TLI = 0.976; latent correlation of dimensions r = .82, p < .001).
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MicroFIN items can be found in Table A1 in the Appendix.
An alternative model (not presented) with MicroFIN as the
reference method yielded comparable results with regard to
correlations and loadings. In summary, Hypothesis 2, which
assumed the assessment of the same constructs by both
instruments, was supported, with method specific factors
differentiating their assessment through MicroFIN from
MicroDYN.

CogAT
Reasoning
For the CogAT, item difficulty ranged from p = .41 to .81
(M = .67, SD = 0.12) and reliability can be considered
good with x = .95. Due to the large number of 23 items,
we used item-to-construct parceling according to Little,
Cunningham, Shahar, and Widaman (2002) to reduce the
number of estimated parameters. Three parcels were constructed with comparable average loading of the items on
the parcels between Mk = .64 and .66 and mean item
difficulty ranging from Mp = 0.67 to .70. An essentially
tau-equivalent measurement model (e.g., Novick, 1966)
assuming equal loadings for parcels, but allowing for differences in intercepts fitted the data well (v2(2) = 3.908,
p = .142, RMSEA = 0.042, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.997).

Hypotheses 2 and 3: Structural Models
Complex Problem Solving (CPS)
Hypothesis 2 was directed toward the relation of MicroFIN
and MicroDYN and the question, whether both instruments
empirically target the same construct. Figure 2 shows the
multitrait-multimethod model utilized to test the hypothesis, a correlated trait-correlated method minus one model
(CT-C(M-1); Eid et al., 2003), including the same latent
dimensions measured by both instruments and method factors for the number of methods minus one (i.e., one method
served as reference method). This way, both instruments
were assumed to target the same dimensions of CPS,
namely knowledge acquisition and knowledge application,
while specific aspects of MicroFIN resulting from the
broader range of included problem features being explicitly
modeled via method factors for both dimensions of
CPS. MicroDYN as the established instrument served
as the reference method. The resulting model fitted the
data well (v2(285) = 445.247, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.031,
CFI = 0.980, TLI = 0.978). Results of alternative structural
models with latent factors for both dimensions of CPS and
both instruments estimated separately can be found at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1160505.
Similar to the results for the separate measurement
models of MicroFIN and MicroDYN, the latent indicators
for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application correlated significantly in the CT-C(M-1) model (r = .82,
p < .001, see Figure 2). Both method factors for MicroFIN
were significantly correlated, pointing toward a somewhat
generalized method effect (r = .54, p < .001, see Figure 2).
Loadings of individual MicroFIN and MicroDYN items on
the latent factors of CPS and on the method factors for the
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing

Targeting Hypothesis 3, we included a separate latent
factor for reasoning in the multitrait-multimethod model
described above (see also Figure 2). The resulting
model fitted the data well (v2(361) = 540.359, p < .001,
RMSEA = 0.029, CFI = 0.978, TLI = 0.976) and featured
significant correlations between knowledge acquisition and
reasoning (r = .63, p < .001) and knowledge application
and reasoning (r = .60, p < .001). The method factors of
MicroFIN were also significantly correlated with reasoning
(knowledge acquisition, r = .34, p < .001, knowledge
application, r = .28, p < .001).
The correlations of the CPS dimensions with reasoning
did not indicate identity of the two concepts: For knowledge acquisition the 99% confidence interval of the correlation was [.55, .71], for knowledge application [.50, .71],
both of them far and significantly different from values near
one. Again, utilizing MicroFIN as the reference method led
to similar results (not presented). In summary, the results
supported Hypothesis 3, pointing to a moderate relation
between the dimensions of CPS and reasoning but not identity and an influence of reasoning on the method specific
factors.

Discussion
The extension of CPS assessment to include multiple tasks
formalized as finite state automata led to a broader range of
problem features to be included in our assessment, thereby
overcoming the homogeneity of current instruments building on LSE-tasks (see Table 1 and the detailed description
of tasks in the Appendix).
(1) Securing psychometric properties and a measurement
model for MicroFIN
The reliability of MicroFIN naturally decreased with
the range of included features not shared between
tasks and the rather low number of tasks. However,
adequate reliability could still be achieved for both
dimensions of CPS. Together with the reasonable item
difficulties, these findings highlight the empirical viability of including a broader range of problem features
in CPS assessment via MicroFIN (Hypothesis 1a supported). On the other hand, the results also underline
the benefits in terms of reliability when utilizing
homogeneous tasks in assessment as in MicroDYN
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015; Vol. 31(3):181–194
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Figure 2. CT-C(M-1) multitrait-multimethod model. The model depicts the latent relations between the dimensions of
CPS, knowledge acquisition and knowledge application, two method factors modeling specific aspects of MicroFIN for
both dimensions, and a latent factor indicating participants’ reasoning ability. Latent correlations for the method factors,
error variances, and manifest indicators for some MicroFIN and MicroDYN tasks were omitted from the figure for better
accessibility. The factor loadings of the model are available in Table A1 in the Appendix.

(e.g., Greiff & Wstenberg, 2014). With regard to
dimensionality, empirical results indicated the separability of knowledge acquisition and knowledge application in MicroFIN, thereby supporting our
expectations of an assessment allowing for the differentiation of both theoretically derived dimensions of
CPS (Hypothesis 1b supported).
(2) Relating MicroFIN to an established instrument of
CPS assessment
Combining MicroFIN with MicroDYN showed the
expected proximity of both instruments when analyzed with the help of a multitrait-multimethod model.
The approaches indicated the same latent traits, with
method effects differentiating both instruments and
their specific features (Hypothesis 2 supported).
While MicroFIN generally targeted the same skills
as MicroDYN, we also saw specific problem features
realized within MicroFIN leading to differently accentuated requirements (e.g., a different set of necessary
exploration strategies as in the case of the ‘‘Fish-omaton’’). This finding is represented in the substantial
loadings on the method factors for MicroFIN. Looking at the heterogeneity of the underlying construct
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015; Vol. 31(3):181–194

and the general goal of this study, the expansion of
heterogeneity in assessment instruments to new problem relations with high real-world importance,
method effects like these come as no surprise. On
the contrary, they show the need for a broader assessment of CPS that also includes heterogeneous sets of
tasks not covered within LSE-based instruments
alone. We would expect these additional elements
included in MicroFIN and represented in the method
factors to be generally useful, for example by providing additional value when predicting real- life indicators of successful problem solving.
(3) Exploring the relations to reasoning
he correlations between the dimensions of CPS as
resulting from the multitrait-multimethod model and
the CogAT as an indicator for reasoning ability were
significant and in the range reported for MicroDYN
by Wstenberg et al. (2012). Both method factors of
MicroFIN were also significantly correlated to reasoning, even though the relation was weaker than the
relation between reasoning and the dimensions of CPS.
That is, the additional requirements introduced by
the more heterogeneous assessment of CPS were also
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing
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associated with reasoning, as could be expected, but not
exclusively due to a higher influence of reasoning in MicroFIN. In summary, both dimensions of CPS and the
method factors of MicroFIN showed substantial relations
to reasoning, but not identity (Hypothesis 3 supported).
Naturally, there are also limitations to take into account
when considering the results of our study. Bearing in mind
the enormous possibilities of the FSA framework, the sample of MicroFIN tasks was not representative of either
restrictions or focus of FSA-based CPS assessment in general. We combined the framework of FSA with the
approach of multiple complex systems, highlighting some
first steps of how to exceed the margins of current
LSE- based CPS assessments (see Table 1) and establishing
the empirical feasibility of such an endeavor, but an
exhaustive analysis of different problem features was beyond the scope of this study. Furthermore, an analysis of
exploration strategies, necessary in response to the broader
range of problem features implemented in MicroFIN, was
not included here (see for example Rollett, 2008, for a comprehensive account on strategies in LSE-based tasks).
The analyses of participants’ process data certainly offers
ample opportunity to dive into differences in terms of
underlying process requirements in response to differently
structured complex problems of various sizes (e.g., featuring a variety of possible states and problem features).
And the availability of heterogeneous problem features
combined in one approach of assessment might highlight
interindividual differences in the adaptability of strategies
across differently structured problems (see McElhaney &
Linn, 2011). Future studies will also have to show whether
the additional requirements introduced by MicroFIN allow
for a better prediction of external outcomes of successfully
handling complex problems outside of assessment contexts
and how MicroFIN compares to the broader range of complex problems utilized in research (i.e., also in relation to
instruments not focusing on assessment, e.g., Gonzalez,
Vanyukov, & Martin, 2005). Finally, the question remains
to be answered whether the semantic embedding used in
MicroFIN represents a problem by triggering the formation
of hypotheses that are not systematically tested during
exploration (cf. Beckmann & Goode, 2013). Effects of
semantic embedding as identified by Beckmann and Goode
(2013) for LSE-based tasks and potential ways to minimize
them remain to be researched for MicroFIN and other
instruments building on FSA.
Looking at the assessment of CPS, MicroFIN represents
the expansion of instruments to a formal framework
that was previously limited to applications in laboratory
settings, namely finite state automata. The framework is
opening up the possibility of formalizing a broad range of
problem features previously excluded from CPS assessment, thereby paving the way toward more heterogeneity
of complex problems included in large-scale assessments, such as PISA or national school monitoring
efforts. And by combining the formal framework of finite
state automata with the use of multiple complex systems,
the MicroFIN approach is facilitating a CPS assessment
overcoming the current homogeneity of tasks building on
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing
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LSE, while maintaining their advantage of a psychometrically sound foundation. In this paper we established the
empirical applicability of the MicroFIN approach in a context of assessment and our findings give hope for a CPS
assessment reaching out to a more valid reflection of the
complex problems we encounter in the real world.
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Appendix

Figure A1. State-transition diagram of the MicroFIN task Fish-o-mat. Each rectangle represents one state of the task,
with the numbers indicating the input levels for all three input variables (see Figure 1). Arrows represent transitions
between states due to changes in input variable values. Gray states in the state-transition diagram are indicating states
with equilibrium in input values, and hence, fish in the aquarium.
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Table A1. Standardized trait and method factor loadings, consistency, and method specificity of MicroFIN and
MicroDYN items
CPS dimensions
Instrument

Task
Task 1: Concert-o-maton
Task 2: Plan-o-maton

MicroFIN

Task 3: Plant-o-maton
Task 4: Fish-o-maton
Task 5: Flooz-o-maton
Task 1: Cat
Task 2: Moped
Task 3: Game night

MicroDYN

Task 4: Perfume
Task 5: Gardening
Task 6: Handball team
Task 7: Spaceship
Task 8: First aid

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Method factors
MicroFIN

Knowledge
acquisition

Knowledge
application

Knowledge
acquisition

Knowledge
application

.502

.358

.572

.557

.510

.339

.351

.502

.499

.355

.458

.606

.511

.430

.442

.582

.332

.308

.374

.439

.842

.623

.777

.817

.810

.898

.897

.910

.896

.804

.729

.525

.590

.315

.750

.570

Consistency

Method
specificity

.435
.292
.678
.313
.543
.255
.572
.353
.441
.330
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.565
.708
.321
.687
.457
.745
.428
.647
.559
.670
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Notes. All loadings reported in the table are significant on a p < .01 level. The differences in loadings between MicroFIN and
MicroDYN on the latent dimensions of CPS reverse when the reference method is changed from MicroDYN to MicroFIN.
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Table A2. Linear structural equations, system size, and type of effects for the MicroDYN tasks
Task

Linear structural equations

Task 1: Cat
Task 2: Moped
Task 3: Game night

Task 4: Perfume

Task 5: Gardening

Task 6: Handball team
Task 7: Spaceship

Task 8: First aid

Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 0*At + 2*Bt
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 0*At + 2*Bt
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 2*At + 2*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 0*At + 2*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 2*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Zt + 1 = 1*Zt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 2*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 0*At + 2*Bt + 2*Ct
Zt + 1 = 1*Zt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 2*At + 2*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 0*At + 2*Bt + 0*Ct
Zt + 1 = 1*Zt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1.33*Xt + 2*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1.33*Yt + 2*At + 2*Bt + 0*Ct
Zt + 1 = 1*Zt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct
Xt + 1 = 1*Xt + 2*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Yt + 1 = 1*Yt + 2*At + 0*Bt + 0*Ct
Zt + 1 = 1.33*Zt + 0*At + 0*Bt + 2*Ct

System size

Effects

2 · 2 – System

Only effects of inputs

2 · 3 – System

Only effects of inputs

3 · 3 – System

Only effects of inputs

3 · 3 – System

Only effects of inputs

3 · 3 – System

Only effects of inputs

2 · 3 – System

Effects of inputs and outputs

3 · 3 – System

Effects of inputs and outputs

3 · 3 – System

Effects of inputs and outputs

Notes. Features of the MicroDYN tasks. Linear Structural Equations: Values of the output variables (X, Y, Z) at time t + 1 depending
on input and output (A, B, C) variables at time t. System size: Number of input and output variables. Effects: Only effects of input
variables on output variables or effects of both, input and output variables on output variables (e.g., including Eigendynamics).

Detailed Description of the MicroFIN
Tasks
Task 1: Concert-o-maton
The task ‘‘Concert-o-maton’’ features combinations of the
input variables ‘‘music group’’ (two qualitatively different
options) and ‘‘stage’’ (two options). Both can be varied
independently. Additionally, the factor ‘‘admission fee’’
can be varied (three ordinal options).
Based on the combination of ‘‘music group’’ and
‘‘stage,’’ the influence of ‘‘admission fee’’ on the number
of visitors (outcome variable, three ordinal values) is varied. One option of both input variables is matched to
another one, leading to variations in consequence to the
height of the admission fee for a specific combination of
‘‘music group’’ and ‘‘stage.’’ The effect of admission fee
is reversed for a second combination of ‘‘music group’’
and ‘‘stage,’’ while other combinations result in no influence of admission fee on the output variable at all.

Task 2: Plan-o-maton
Four input values (depictions of different buildings) are presented in a 2 · 2 matrix format. The position of the values
can be exchanged on a bilateral level (e.g., changing the
position of the picture from top left to top right, and vice
 2014 Hogrefe Publishing

versa) by pressing a button. Output values (four variables,
each with two options) are presented between the pictures,
their value based on the combination of the pictures (two
pairs of the buildings can be matched). The combination
of pictures leads to output values independently of the place
the pictures are shown, just based on the combination.

Task 3: Plant-o-maton
Three input variables (four ordinal values each) are related
to one output variable (three ordinal values). One of the
input variables features a threshold value, after which the
direction of influence on the output variable is changed
from positive to negative. The other two variables are
related to the output variable in a continuous positive and
negative way.

Task 4: Fish-o-maton
Three input variables (four ordinal values each) can be
manipulated, leading to different values in one output variable (an aquarium, five values). Variations in the output
variable occur, if the input variables are brought to equivalent values (e.g., all input variable on medium setting leading to the display of a medium amount of fish). See also the
article for a detailed description.
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Task 5: Flooz-o-maton
Combinations of three different inputs with three values
each (ordinal) have to be explored to create a cocktail.

European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015; Vol. 31(3):181–194

Three types of cocktails with different features (e.g., the
amount of sugar) can be created, while some input combinations lead to no cocktail at all (i.e., threshold values).
The microworld features a start button.
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a b s t r a c t
Although complex problem solving (CPS) has attracted increasing amounts of attention in recent years (e.g., in
the PISA study), the role of CPS in the nomological network of intelligence is controversial. The question of
whether CPS is a distinct construct is as old as CPS research itself, but previous studies have had speciﬁc shortcomings when addressing the question of whether CPS is a separable or independent construct. The aim of the
present study was, therefore, to combine the advantages of previous studies to facilitate a less biased view of
the relation between CPS and established intelligence constructs. A sample of 227 German university students
worked on a comprehensive measure of intelligence (Berlin Intelligence Structure test) and two CPS assessment
tools (MicroDYN and MicroFIN). Furthermore, ﬁnal school grades (GPA) served as an external criterion. We applied conﬁrmatory factor analyses and structural equation modeling to investigate the relation between CPS and
established intelligence constructs on the basis of different psychometric approaches (i.e., ﬁrst-order model,
nested factor model). Moreover, we examined the incremental validity of CPS in explaining GPA beyond
established intelligence constructs. Results indicate that CPS represents unique variance that is not accounted
for by established intelligence constructs. The incremental validity of CPS was found only when a commonly
used narrow operationalization of intelligence was applied (i.e., ﬁgural reasoning) but not when a broad
operationalization was applied.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

In spite of the increasing popularity of complex problem solving
(CPS),1 especially in the educational sciences and international largescale assessments such as the Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA; OECD, 2014), the status of CPS in the nomological
network of intelligence is still controversial. Problem solving, in general,
is seen as an essential part of intelligence (Gottfredson, 1997). However,
there is a long-standing debate about whether CPS is just a new label
for established constructs such as reasoning (ﬂuid intelligence;
e.g., Kröner, Plass, & Leutner, 2005; Süß, 1996) or a distinct cognitive
construct not yet covered by established intelligence theories
☆ We are grateful to the TBA group at DIPF (http://tba.dipf.de) for providing the
authoring tool CBA Item Builder and technical support. We would also like to thank the
various student assistants who assisted with the data collection and the data
preparation and Philipp Sonnleitner for his comments on an earlier version of the
manuscript. The data collection was part of the ﬁrst author's dissertation.
☆☆ This research was partly funded by a grant from the Fonds National de la Recherche
Luxembourg (ATTRACT “ASKI21”).
⁎ Corresponding author at: ECCS Unit, University of Luxembourg, 11, Porte des
Sciences, 4366 Esch-Belval, Luxembourg.
E-mail address: kretzsch.andre@gmail.com (A. Kretzschmar).
1
Although we use the term complex problem solving, there are several synonyms in the
literature, for example, interactive problem solving (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015), dynamic
problem solving (e.g., Greiff et al., 2012), creative problem solving (e.g., OECD, 2014), or
even dynamic decision making (e.g., Gonzalez, Thomas, & Vanyukov, 2005).

(e.g., Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013; Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke,
2012).
CPS describes the ability to solve unknown problem situations that
are intransparent, dynamic, and interactive (e.g., Dörner, Kreuzig,
Reither, & Stäudel, 1983, Frensch & Funke, 1995). This means, for instance, that relevant information needed to solve the problem is hidden
from the outset (e.g., a new technical device without a manual). In order
to solve the complex problem situation, the problem solver therefore
needs to actively explore the problem situation to acquire knowledge
(e.g., the functionality of controls). In a subsequent step, he or she can
then use the acquired information to actually solve the problem
(i.e., apply knowledge; Fischer, Greiff, & Funke, 2012). Accordingly,
Wüstenberg et al. (2012) and Greiff, Fischer, Stadler, and Wüstenberg
(2014) stated that the cognitive requirements associated with these dynamic interactions make CPS a separable construct as opposed to, for
example, reasoning, which is usually measured with static tasks
(e.g., all information needed to solve the problem is present and, thus,
no new knowledge has to be acquired by interacting with the problem
at hand).
On the other hand, the status of CPS in the nomological network of intelligence can also be viewed from a different angle (e.g., Kersting, 2001,
Kröner et al., 2005, Süß, 1996). From this perspective, CPS is basically
understood as a new label for or a conglomerate of already established

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.intell.2015.11.004
0160-2896/© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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cognitive constructs. Reasoning, deﬁned as “the use of deliberate and
controlled mental operations to solve novel problems that cannot be
performed automatically” (McGrew, 2009, p. 5), is thereby seen as a
major cognitive ability that already includes the cognitive processes
necessary to solve complex problems, including requirements such as
the need to actively acquire knowledge. Consequently, some argue
that the nomological network of intelligence does not need the distinct
cognitive construct of CPS.
These two different perspectives (i.e., the arguments for a distinct
CPS construct vs. the redundancy of CPS) have resulted in a controversial discussion that has existed since the beginning of CPS research
(e.g., Dörner et al., 1983, Funke, 1999, Süß, 1996, Wüstenberg et al.,
2012). Although both perspectives appear reasonable, previous studies
from each perspective have their drawbacks. For example, the generalizability of previous ﬁndings is limited by psychometrically suboptimal
CPS assessment tools, restricted operationalizations of intelligence, a
lack of analyses on relations between CPS and external criteria, and a
focus on speciﬁc psychometric approaches.
The purpose of the present study was to overcome these limitations
and, thus, to shed further light on the issue of a distinct CPS construct,
both theoretically and empirically. To do so, we address the origins of
both perspectives and their empirical ﬁndings in the next section before
presenting our empirical investigation.
1. Complex problem solving and intelligence: two perspectives
1.1. Redundancy perspective: complex problem solving as intelligence
From a theoretical point of view, it can be argued that there is a substantial overlap between CPS and established constructs of intelligence,
in particular, reasoning. Mental operations such as drawing inferences,
generating and testing hypotheses, identifying relations, comprehending
implications, problem solving, extrapolating, and transforming information are seen as the core processes of reasoning (McGrew, 2009). At the
same time, these operations closely correspond with the main mental
operations applied in CPS (see Fischer et al., 2012; Greiff, Fischer, et al.,
2014). Accordingly, Süß (1996, 1999) explicated that primarily processes
of inductive and deductive reasoning are necessary to solve complex
problems (e.g., detecting relations between a set of variables in a complex and dynamically changing system). However, the overlap between
intelligence constructs and CPS is not limited to aspects of reasoning. Süß
(1996) mentioned that additional intelligence constructs such as mental
speed and crystallized intelligence (i.e., general and domain-speciﬁc
knowledge) might also be involved if time constraints exist or if
domain-speciﬁc problems need to be solved. In summary, CPS could be
seen as a new (but redundant) label for established intelligence
constructs or a conglomerate of them but not as a new construct that
justiﬁes the extension of current theories of intelligence.
This view has been empirically underpinned by several studies. For
example, Süß (1996) demonstrated manifest correlations between a
comprehensive operationalization of intelligence (i.e., reasoning, mental speed, memory, and creativity on the Berlin Intelligence Structure
Test, BIS; Jäger, Süß, & Beauducel, 1997; Süß & Beauducel, 2015; as
well as several tests of crystallized intelligence) and CPS (assessment
tool: Tailorshop; Putz-Osterloh, 1981) up to r = .65, an overall amount
of variance explained in CPS in a multiple regression with different
facets of intelligence of up to 51%, and no signiﬁcant correlation
between two measures of CPS at different points in time when controlling for these facets of intelligence. Other studies (Süß, 1999; Wittmann
& Süß, 1999) found manifest correlations between established intelligence constructs (BIS test) and several instruments targeting CPS
(assessment tools: LEARN!, Milling, 1996; Tailorshop, Putz-Osterloh,
1981; PowerPlant, Wallach, 1997) of up to r = .56 and about 32% variance
explained in CPS. Again, the correlations between CPS measurement
instruments were nonsigniﬁcant when the broad operationalization of
intelligence using the BIS test was controlled for. Other studies from this

perspective did not even distinguish between CPS and intelligence but
rather used CPS assessment tools as interactive measures of reasoning.
For instance, Kröner et al. (2005) interpreted manifest correlations between CPS (assessment tool: MultiFlux; Kröner, 2001) and reasoning
(BIS subscale) of r = .67 as evidence for convergent validity between
two different intelligence measures—one using a classical paper-pencil
test and one using a computer-based dynamic assessment environment.
In summary, studies from the redundancy perspective have reported
(mainly manifest) high correlations between established intelligence
constructs and CPS. In fact, these correlations were described as being
as high as “[…] one would expect from a typical correlation between
conventional intelligence tests” (Kröner et al., 2005, p. 365). In addition,
it was argued that systematic variance in CPS could be fully explained
with established intelligence constructs (Kersting, 2001; Süß, 1996,
1999). Both criteria (i.e., the high correlation between intelligence
measures and CPS and the absence of systematic CPS variance) led to
the conclusion that there was no evidence for a speciﬁc CPS construct.

1.2. Distinctness perspective: complex problem solving as a separate
construct
Acknowledging the studies mentioned above, proponents of the
distinctness perspective conﬁrmed an overlap between CPS and
established intelligence constructs but emphasized the unique cognitive
requirements of CPS. According to this perspective, solving a complex
problem requires the problem solver to deal with a lack of information
at the outset, actively generate information, deal with dynamic interactions, and use procedural knowledge (Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2014a;
Putz-Osterloh, 1981). Thus, more complex cognitions must be involved
in CPS to handle the dynamic interactions in complex problems—in
particular in comparison with simple cognitions (e.g., processing capacity, mental speed; see Funke, 2010), which would be fairly well-covered
by traditional intelligence tests such as Raven's Advanced Progressive
Matrices (APM; Raven, 1958). In other words, the argument is that
established constructs of intelligence might not be sufﬁcient to cover
the mental processes involved in CPS. Hence, CPS is seen as a distinct
construct: located in the nomological network of intelligence but
separable from established constructs such as reasoning. It is important
to note that agreement has not been achieved about exactly where to locate CPS in concurrent theories of intelligence (see Danner, Hagemann,
Schankin, Hager, & Funke, 2011; Wüstenberg et al., 2012).
The distinctness perspective has also been empirically supported by a
number of studies. For example, Wüstenberg et al. (2012) reported a latent correlation between ﬁgural reasoning (APM) and CPS (assessment
tool: MicroDYN; Greiff, Wüstenberg, & Funke, 2012) of up to r = .63
and a proportion of variance explained in CPS of up to 39%. Furthermore,
a signiﬁcant and strong correlation between tasks targeting CPS and
even between two CPS subprocesses (i.e., knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application; Fischer et al., 2012) were also found when controlling for ﬁgural reasoning ability. In contrast to previous studies,
Wüstenberg et al. (2012) additionally reported incremental predictive
validity2 for CPS. CPS explained incremental variability in ﬁnal school
grades (grade point average; GPA) beyond ﬁgural reasoning (6%
additional explained variance), indicating an incremental utility of
CPS beyond an established intelligence construct. Other studies have
replicated these ﬁndings several times (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013;
Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013). In a different study, Danner,
Hagemann, Holt, et al. (2011) reported manifest correlations between
ﬁgural reasoning (APM) and two instruments targeting CPS (assessment
tools: Tailorshop, Putz-Osterloh, 1981; HEIFI, Wirth & Funke, 2005) of up
to r = .55 and interpreted this ﬁnding as indicative of separable
2
The term predictive intuitively belongs to longitudinal studies, but it is often used in
cross-sectional studies as well (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012). Following this practice, it
is also used here for statistically explaining variance in criteria.
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constructs. In addition, the manifest correlation between the two CPS
measures remained signiﬁcant (r = .20) when controlling for ﬁgural reasoning. Furthermore, an incremental prediction of supervisory ratings
with one of the CPS assessment tools beyond ﬁgural reasoning was
established (r = .22). Finally, Sonnleitner, Keller, Martin, and Brunner
(2013) reported latent correlations between reasoning (three tasks of
IST-2000R; Amthauer, Brocke, Liepmann, & Beauducel, 2001) and CPS
(assessment tool: Genetics Lab; Sonnleitner et al., 2012) of up to r =
.62. In addition, a speciﬁc CPS factor (i.e., independent of a g-factor)
was established in a nested factor model. However, the speciﬁc CPS
factor hardly predicted school grades beyond reasoning when a nested
factor measurement model was applied.
In summary, studies from the distinctness perspective have reported
(mainly latent) correlations, suggesting “[…] that reasoning ability and
CPS may represent distinct cognitive abilities […]” (Sonnleitner et al.,
2013, p. 300). In addition, systematic variance in CPS was not fully explained by the employed intelligence assessments, and CPS often incrementally explained variance in external criteria beyond reasoning.
These ﬁndings led to the conclusion that there was substantial evidence
for a distinct CPS construct in the nomological network of intelligence.
1.3. Similarities and differences between the two perspectives
From a methodological point of view, the empirical studies from the
two perspectives differ in a variety of features such as CPS assessment
tools, operationalizations of intelligence, the examination of relations
to external criteria, and applied psychometric approaches (see Table 1
for an overview). A direct comparison between the ﬁndings from the
two perspectives is therefore challenging. However, a closer look reveals some characteristics of the studies that might explain the different
ﬁndings and interpretations from the redundancy and distinctness
perspectives.
1.3.1. CPS assessment tools
In recent years, the assessment of CPS has evolved, and different
assessment tools have been used in the respective studies from the
two perspectives. Semantically rich and comprehensive microworlds
were predominantly applied in the beginning of CPS research and
can be found in particular in studies from the redundancy perspective
(e.g., Kersting, 2001, Süß, 1996, 1999). In such microworlds
(e.g., Tailorshop), the complex problem presented to test takers is
embedded in a real-world context (e.g., managing a company) to ensure
high ecological validity (Funke, 2001; Süß, 1999). As a consequence of
this embedding, such semantically rich microworlds rely heavily on
the problem solver's prior domain-speciﬁc knowledge (Funke, 1992b;
Süß, 1996). For instance, prior knowledge such as understanding the
principles of marketing is relevant for managing the Tailorshop simulation. Consequently, participants' CPS performance in such microworlds
is confounded with prior domain-speciﬁc knowledge (i.e., crystallized
intelligence), which, in turn, might interfere with a reliable and valid
assessment of a domain-general CPS ability (Greiff, 2012; Süß, 1996).
In an alternative approach (Funke, 1992a), the utility of prior knowledge is therefore strongly reduced by avoiding deep semantic meaning
when labeling input and output elements (e.g., by using abstract labels
such as “Control A”; see also Beckmann & Goode, 2014). In this way, CPS
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can be measured with only a minimal inﬂuence of prior knowledge in a
semantically poor approach. Another shortcoming of earlier CPS assessments, the rather low reliability of the measurement due to long testing
times and a small number of indicators, was overcome by developing
the multiple-task approach (Greiff, 2012). Instead of applying a comprehensive one-task assessment tool for at least 1 h, multiple small and
semantically poor complex systems (time-on-task for each task of
about 5 to 10 min) are used in assessment instruments such as the Genetics Lab (Sonnleitner et al., 2012) or MicroDYN (Greiff et al., 2012).
These assessment instruments exhibit good psychometric qualities in
terms of reliability while keeping the testing time within practical
limits, thereby improving upon the previously employed microworlds
that required immense amounts of time to yield acceptable reliability
(e.g., Süß, 1996, Wittmann & Süß, 1999).
The differences in the ﬁndings between the redundancy and
distinctness perspectives may be attributed to the use of different CPS
assessment tools. Recent studies, and in particular those from the
distinctness perspective, have mainly been conducted with the newly
developed assessment tools (e.g., Neubert, Kretzschmar, Wüstenberg,
& Greiff, 2015a, Sonnleitner et al., 2013, Wüstenberg et al., 2012). The
criteria used to evaluate the relation between CPS and established intelligence constructs could therefore have been biased by the suboptimal
psychometric features of early assessment tools.
1.3.2. Operationalization of intelligence
In addition to the selection of appropriate assessment tools for
targeting CPS, it is also important to consider the operationalization of
intelligence when studying the relation between established intelligence constructs and CPS. In the redundancy perspective, CPS has
often been examined with the comprehensive Berlin Intelligence
Structure (BIS) test (Jäger et al., 1997) and the corresponding theoretical approach of the BIS model (Jäger, 1984; for a description in English,
see Süß & Beauducel, 2015). In this model, intelligence is organized in a
faceted structure (see Fig. 1) featuring operation factors (i.e., reasoning,
mental speed, creativity, memory), content factors (i.e., ﬁgural, verbal,
numerical), and a general intelligence factor (g). The construction of
the BIS test was based on a nearly representative sample of all intelligence test tasks documented in the literature at that time. Therefore,
the BIS test can be considered a highly comprehensive and constructvalid operationalization of intelligence (Süß & Beauducel, 2015).
Studies from the distinctness perspective, however, have usually
applied narrow instead of broad and thus more time-consuming
operationalizations of intelligence (e.g., relying on ﬁgural reasoning
such as indicated by the APM; see Danner, Hagemann, Holt, et al.,
2011; Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013; Neubert et al., 2015a;
Wüstenberg et al., 2012). Although speciﬁc operationalizations such as
the APM or the Culture Fair Test 20-R (CFT; Weiß, 2006) are assumed
to be good indicators of g, the construct validity of g is reduced if only
such speciﬁc operationalizations are used (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,
2001; Süß & Beauducel, 2011). As seen in Fig. 1, the APM and CFT as
two tests that have been heavily utilized in CPS studies from the
distinctness perspective are located in one speciﬁc cell of the BIS
model (i.e., ﬁgural reasoning), contradicting the requirements for a
construct-valid operationalization of intelligence (see Gignac, 2015;
Jensen & Wang, 1994; Reeve & Blacksmith, 2009).

Table 1
Key characteristics of typical studies from the redundancy and distinctness perspectives and the present study.
Study characteristics

Redundancy perspective

Distinctness perspective

Present study

CPS assessment tools

Semantically rich microworlds

Semantically abstract multiple complex systems

Operationalization of intelligence
Incremental predictive validity
Measurement models

Broad
Rarely examined
Almost always ﬁrst-order factor model

Semantically abstract multiple complex
systems
Narrow
Almost always examined
Almost always ﬁrst-order factor model

Broad and narrow
Examined
First-order factor model and nested-factor model
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Fig. 1. The Berlin Intelligence Structure (BIS) Model. To demonstrate the narrow
operationalization of intelligence, the Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) and the
Culture Fair Test 20-R (CFT) are located in one speciﬁc cell of the BIS model.

The possible consequences of such narrow operationalizations
were impressively demonstrated by Beauducel, Liepmann, Felfe,
and Nettelnstroth (2007) in a different context: Whereas a broad
operationalization of intelligence led to signiﬁcant correlations between
intelligence constructs and personality dimensions, ﬁgural reasoning as
a widely used narrow operationalization did not result in any signiﬁcant
correlations with personality measures. Thus, the generalizability
of ﬁndings seems to be highly dependent on the breadth of the
operationalization of intelligence. Considering this dependency, the
rather moderate correlation between CPS and established intelligence
constructs in the studies from the distinctness perspective may have
been caused by the application of speciﬁc and narrow operationalizations
of intelligence.
1.3.3. Incremental predictive validity
Although evidence of convergent and discriminant validity is important when examining different constructs, incremental predictive validity
must also be examined (Kersting, 2001; Süß, 1999). In the context of CPS,
this would mean that CPS must be able to explain variance in external
criteria (e.g., school grades) that goes above and beyond other crucial predictors such as established intelligence constructs (see Kuncel, Hezlett, &
Ones, 2004). Even if the relation between two constructs is rather high,
the presence of incremental predictive validity can illustrate the utility
of an additional construct (for an example in the context of intelligence
and working memory, see Lu, Weber, Spinath, & Shi, 2011).
In CPS research, many studies from the distinctness perspective have
explored the incremental validity of CPS (and almost always found
evidence for it, e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013; Greiff, Kretzschmar,
Müller, Spinath, & Martin, 2014; Kretzschmar, Neubert, & Greiff, 2014;
Wüstenberg et al., 2012), whereas studies from the redundancy perspective have rarely examined the relation of CPS to external criteria
(for an exception, see Kersting, 2001). Therefore, it might be possible
that the redundancy perspective's arguments against a CPS construct
have been premature as the incremental predictive validity of CPS has
not been considered in those studies.
1.3.4. Measurement models
As the reader may have already noticed from the descriptions of
previous empirical ﬁndings, different statistical approaches were used
in different studies (e.g., manifest correlations vs. structural equation
modeling). Considering the advancements in statistical analyses

(e.g., Nachtigall, Kroehne, Funke, & Steyer, 2003), latent analyses as
applied in recent studies from the distinctness perspective seem to be
more suitable for examining the relation between CPS and intelligence
on a construct level as they were able to reduce the inﬂuence of
measurement error.
By applying latent analyses, Sonnleitner et al. (2013) emphasized
the impact of different measurement models in CPS research. Usually,
a ﬁrst-order factor model approach has been applied to examine the relation between CPS and established intelligence constructs (e.g., Kröner
et al., 2005, Wüstenberg et al., 2012). With this approach (see Fig. 2a),
individual performance on one instrument is ascribed only to the
corresponding construct (i.e., only to a CPS factor or to an intelligence
factor, respectively). To examine the relation between CPS and
established intelligence constructs, correlational analyses between the
two latent factors have often then been applied.
However, as Brunner (2008) noted, the ﬁrst-order factor model
approach might neglect the impact of g with crucial consequences.
From a theoretical point of view, it is widely accepted that there is a
g-factor underlying all cognitive abilities (see e.g., the BIS Model;
Jäger, 1984; or CHC Theory; McGrew, 2009). Following this line of argumentation, the CPS factor in a ﬁrst-order factor model would consist not
only of unique CPS variance but also of g-factor variance. Thus, the
relation between CPS and, for example, external criteria might be mainly caused by the g-factor variance rather than CPS variance. However,
the presence of a g-factor can be directly accounted for on the level of
measurement models by using a nested factor model approach
(Brunner, Nagy, & Wilhelm, 2012; Reise, 2012; see Fig. 2b). In this
approach, speciﬁc factors account for only unique variance that is independent of the g-factor. Therefore, the speciﬁc factors can be used to
examine “pure” speciﬁc ability (Murray & Johnson, 2013)—an issue
that is particularly important when examining incremental predictive
validity (see above).3
Notably, almost all of the studies from both the redundancy and
distinctness perspectives have used a ﬁrst-order factor model approach.
As an exception, Sonnleitner et al. (2013) additionally used the nested
factor measurement model. We will illustrate the potential consequences in the context of the incremental predictive validity of CPS.
Although the correlational pattern for a ﬁrst-order factor model for CPS
and GPA was higher in Sonnleitner et al.'s study (2013; R2 = 14–16%)
than in previous studies (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012; R2 = 10%),
Sonnleitner et al. found only a marginal incremental predictive power
of CPS when using a nested factor measurement model. Hence, it
might be possible that previous studies using the ﬁrst-order factor
model approach overestimated the distinctness of a potential CPS
construct due to their use of ﬁrst-order factor models.
1.4. The present study
The goal of the present study was to examine the role of CPS in the
nomological network of intelligence. To this end, we combined the
crucial advantages of studies from the redundancy and distinctness
perspectives, as outlined above, into one empirical study. More speciﬁcally, we used psychometrically sound CPS assessment tools from the
multiple-task approach (i.e., MicroDYN and MicroFIN) as applied in the
studies from the distinctness perspective. Furthermore, we used a comprehensive operationalization of intelligence (i.e., BIS test and crystallized
intelligence test) as done in the studies from the redundancy perspective.
To compare our results with those from the distinctness-perspective

3
Please note that several studies (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013; Wüstenberg et al.,
2012) used the residual variance of CPS in a latent stepwise regression in order to overcome the limitations of the ﬁrst-order factor model approach when studying the incremental predictive validity of CPS. However, the applied latent stepwise regression
approach and the nested factor model approach are not equivalent.
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Fig. 2. The ﬁrst-order factor model and the nested factor model approach with regard to reasoning and CPS. reas: reasoning ability; CPS: complex problem solving ability; reas_spec:
speciﬁc reasoning ability; CPS_spec: speciﬁc complex problem solving ability; g: general factor of intelligence (g-factor).

studies, we additionally included analyses that were based on a narrow
operationalization of intelligence (i.e., ﬁgural reasoning as a common
narrow operationalization). Moreover, we examined the incremental
predictive validity of CPS with regard to a widely used external criterion
(i.e., school grades). For all analyses, we used two different measurement model approaches (i.e., ﬁrst-order factor model vs. nested factor
model) to investigate their impact with regard to the following research
issues (see Table 1 for a summary).

1.5. Research issue 1: relation between CPS and established constructs of
intelligence
Our ﬁrst research issue comprises the relations between CPS and
established intelligence constructs. To ensure the comparability of our
ﬁndings with previous studies, we focused on two methods of analysis
commonly applied in previous CPS research: the amount of variance explained when CPS is statistically predicted by established intelligence
constructs using the ﬁrst-order factor model approach (e.g., Süß, 1996,
Wüstenberg et al., 2012) and the application of conﬁrmatory factor
analyses to investigate CPS using a nested factor model approach
(Sonnleitner et al., 2013).
Our ﬁrst method of analysis using the ﬁrst-order factor model
approach (see Fig. 2a) identiﬁed the amount of variance explained in
CPS performance statistically predicted by established intelligence
constructs. If a substantial amount of CPS variance were to remain unexplained in these analyses, the notion of a separable construct of CPS
would receive further support. However, we were unable to identify a
consistent criterion for representing a “substantial amount” of unexplained variance. A review of the CPS literature revealed a proportion
of unexplained variance in CPS of 58% as supportive of the redundancy
perspective (i.e., speaking for a common construct; Kröner et al., 2005;
Süß, 1996) but also 60% as favoring the distinctness perspective
(Wüstenberg et al., 2012). It is interesting that proponents of both
perspectives used almost the same criterion of roughly 60% of the
variance in CPS left unexplained as supporting their view of a redundant
or distinct CPS construct, respectively. As a consequence, we therefore
decided not to deﬁne a speciﬁc threshold for a distinct CPS construct
but rather to compare our ﬁndings with previous studies from both
perspectives. As we combined the advantages of different previous
studies (e.g., reliable assessment of CPS, broad operationalization of
intelligence) to facilitate a less biased view of the relations between
CPS and established intelligence constructs, we expected a smaller
proportion of unexplained variance in CPS than in previous research.

Hence, Hypothesis 1.1 predicted that less than 60% of the variance in
CPS would remain unexplained when predicting CPS with established
intelligence constructs.
The second method of analysis refers to the unique and systematic
variance in CPS in a measurement model that combines CPS and several
intelligence constructs. That is, if CPS is distinct from established intelligence constructs, unique and systematic variance should be demonstrable even when established intelligence constructs are controlled for.
To do so, we used conﬁrmatory factor analyses to apply a nested
factor model (see Fig. 2b). The model contained a g-factor and speciﬁc
(i.e., orthogonal) factors for speciﬁc cognitive abilities (see Brunner
et al., 2012; Reise, 2012). To test the assumption of a distinct CPS construct, we expected a nested factor model with a g-factor (i.e., common
variance between established intelligence constructs and CPS), speciﬁc
factors for established intelligence constructs (i.e., the unique variance
of mental speed, memory, etc.), and a speciﬁc factor for CPS (i.e., the
unique variance of CPS) to hold. Therefore, Hypothesis 1.2 predicted
that if a nested factor model was used to model CPS and established
intelligence constructs, a substantial speciﬁc CPS factor would emerge.

1.6. Research issue 2: incremental predictive validity of CPS
Incremental predictive validity can be taken as strong evidence of a
distinct construct. Hence, studies supporting the distinctness perspective have usually examined the incremental predictive validity of CPS
beyond established intelligence constructs in explaining variance in
external criteria. With regard to the choice of an external criterion, CPS
can be seen as providing an important cognitive foundation for academic
achievement, and thus, school grades have commonly been used as external criteria in previous CPS research (see Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al.,
2013; Kretzschmar et al., 2014; Sonnleitner et al., 2013; Wüstenberg
et al., 2012). Following this approach, we statistically predicted GPA
with CPS in addition to several intelligence constructs to investigate
the incremental predictive validity of a potential CPS construct.
As outlined above, the measurement model (i.e., ﬁrst-order model
approach vs. nested factor model approach, see Fig. 2) might have a substantial impact on the incremental predictive validity of CPS. Therefore,
we used both approaches to examine Research Issue 2. In the ﬁrst-order
factor model, we ﬁrst predicted school grades with established intelligence constructs only. In a second step, CPS was added as an additional
predictor of school grades. A signiﬁcant amount of additional variance in
school grades explained by CPS in the second model could then be
interpreted as evidence for the incremental predictive validity of CPS.
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Thus, Hypothesis 2.1 predicted that using the ﬁrst-order factor model
approach, CPS would be positively related to school grades and would
incrementally explain variance in school grades beyond established
intelligence constructs.
In the nested factor model approach, school grades were predicted
by the g-factor, the speciﬁc factors of established intelligence constructs,
and CPS. Testing the incremental predictive validity of CPS, we expected
that the speciﬁc factor of CPS would signiﬁcantly and positively predict
school grades beyond the g-factor and the other speciﬁc factors. Therefore, Hypothesis 2.2 predicted that using the nested factor model
approach, the speciﬁc CPS factor would be positively related to school
grades and would incrementally explain variance in school grades
beyond the g-factor and the other speciﬁc factors.
In summary, we used different methods and criteria to investigate the
role of CPS in the nomological network of intelligence. More precisely, we
applied a 2 × 2 × 2 research design with regard to (a) criteria to investigate a distinct construct (the relation between different established intelligence constructs and CPS vs. the incremental prediction of school grades
by CPS beyond the intelligence constructs), (b) the impact of the breadth
of the operationalization of intelligence (i.e., a broad operationalization
with several intelligence constructs vs. a narrow operationalization
with only ﬁgural reasoning), and (c) the inﬂuence of different measurement model approaches (i.e., ﬁrst-order factor model vs. nested factor
model) on our ﬁndings.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
The sample was part of a larger study that was conducted at the University of Heidelberg, Germany. The sample was comprised of N = 227
university students (73% female; age: M = 22.88, SD = 4.27) who
volunteered to take the CPS assessment. Participants received course
credit or 40€ for their participation.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Complex problem solving
CPS was assessed with two different computer-based assessment
tools (MicroDYN and MicroFIN) to ensure generalizability beyond the
speciﬁc operationalizations. Both measurements are based on a
multiple-task approach and formal frameworks (e.g., Greiff et al.,
2012, Neubert et al., 2015a). Furthermore, both cover the two core processes of CPS, namely, knowledge acquisition and knowledge application (see Fischer et al., 2012).

2.2.1.1. MicroDYN. The MicroDYN approach (Greiff et al., 2012) is based
on the formal framework of linear structural equations (Funke, 1985).
MicroDYN is a reliable (Cronbach's αs N .70; e.g., Wüstenberg et al.,
2012) measurement tool that has been utilized in large-scale educational assessments (e.g., OECD, 2014). Previous research has provided evidence for its construct (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013) and
incremental predictive (e.g., Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013;
Kretzschmar et al., 2014) validity. A typical MicroDYN task ﬁrst asks participants to explore an unknown system to detect and note causal relations between several input and output variables (i.e., knowledge
acquisition). Subsequently, they are asked to manipulate the system in
order to reach a given goal (i.e., knowledge application). Apart from
the introductory task, participants completed six MicroDYN tasks,
resulting in a total processing time of about 40 min for MicroDYN (see
Appendix Table A1 for formal task descriptions). Each task was scored
according to Wüstenberg et al.’s (2012) procedure (i.e., each knowledge
acquisition and knowledge application subtask was scored
dichotomously).

2.2.1.2. MicroFIN. The MicroFIN approach (Neubert et al., 2015a) adapts
the advantages of MicroDYN (i.e., especially high reliability due to multiple tasks) while simultaneously aiming for greater heterogeneity in
CPS assessment. It is based on the formal framework of ﬁnite state automata (Buchner & Funke, 1993). Previous research (e.g., Neubert
et al., 2015a) has indicated sufﬁcient reliability (McDonald's ω ≥ .78)
and an overlap with other instruments targeting CPS (i.e., correlation
between MicroDYN and MicroFIN: r ≥ .56). As in MicroDYN, participants
are ﬁrst asked to explore an unknown system. Afterwards, questions
about their acquired knowledge concerning the system are asked
(i.e., knowledge acquisition). Subsequently, participants have to reach
speciﬁc goals (i.e., knowledge acquisition). In this study, we used one introductory and six heterogeneous MicroFIN tasks (see Appendix B for
the task descriptions) resulting in a total processing time of about
60 min. Each task was scored according to Neubert et al.'s (2015a) procedure (i.e., subtasks were scored dichotomously, and a sum score for
each task was computed for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application, respectively).
2.2.2. Intelligence
Intelligence was assessed with the Berlin Intelligence Structure Test
(BIS-4 Test; Jäger et al., 1997). The test is based on the Berlin Intelligence
Structure Model by Jäger (1984). The BIS model describes a faceted
structure of intelligence with four operation factors (i.e., reasoning,
mental speed, memory, creativity), three content factors (i.e., ﬁgural,
numerical, verbal), and a g-factor (for an English description of the
model and the test, see Süß & Beauducel, 2015). The BIS test contains
45 tasks and takes a total of approximately 2.5 h. The test was administered and the scores were computed according to the test manual.4 In
line with our hypotheses, cognitive processes were of particular interest; hence, we included only the scores for the four operation factors
(i.e., reasoning, mental speed, memory, and creativity) in our analyses
and did not use the content factors.
General knowledge (in terms of crystallized intelligence; see Carroll,
1993; McGrew, 2009) is not part of the original BIS model or the BIS test
(Beauducel & Kersting, 2002; Süß & Beauducel, 2011). However, crystallized intelligence is an integral facet of several intelligence models
(e.g., CHC theory; McGrew, 2009). Therefore, we extended the
measurement of intelligence by using the Bochumer Knowledge Test
(BOWIT) as a measure of crystallized intelligence (Hossiep & Schulte,
2008) to ensure an even broader operationalization of intelligence.
We used the short 45-question version, which covers the two domains
social/society sciences and natural/technical sciences. The test takes
about 20 min and was scored according to the manual.
2.2.3. School grades
As in previous CPS research (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015, Wüstenberg
et al., 2012), academic achievement was measured with self-reported
ﬁnal school grade point average (GPA; for the validity of self-reported
grades, see Bahrick, Hall, & Berger, 1996; Sparfeldt, Buch, Rost, &
Lehmann, 2008). In German school systems, school grades range from
1 (excellent) to 6 (insufﬁcient). For our analyses, school grades were
reversed so that higher numbers reﬂected better performance.
2.3. Procedure
Testing was conducted in two successive sessions. The ﬁrst session
(approximately 2 h) included the assessment of CPS, school grades,
and demographic data. The second session (approximately 3 h) was
usually conducted within 1 week of the ﬁrst session. In this second

4
To score the creativity tasks, we used the scoring procedure for ﬂuency (U mode; Jäger
et al., 1997).
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session, participants worked on the intelligence tests and additional
questionnaires that were not part of this article.
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3. Results
3.1. Measurement models and descriptive statistics

2.4. Data analyses
We used the R software (version 3.0.2; R Core Team, 2013) with the
packages lavaan (version 0.5–17.711; Rosseel, 2012) and psych (version
1.5.1; Revelle, 2015) as well as Statistics Calculators (version 3.0; Soper,
2015) for our analyses. The data and R syntax for the following analyses
are publicly available via the Open Science Framework and can be
accessed at https://osf.io/qf673/.
We examined the measurement models by computing conﬁrmatory
factor analyses (CFA). Established measurement models from previous
research (i.e., MicroDYN and MicroFIN) as well as a measurement
model that was in line with the BOWIT test description were ﬁrst analyzed on the basis of single items. As all of the MicroDYN, MicroFIN,
and BOWIT items were dichotomous, we used weighted least squares
means and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimation (see Moshagen &
Musch, 2014). In a next step, parcel scores (i.e., mean scores of subsets
of items) that were designed according to the item-to-construct
principle (Little, Cunningham, Shahar, & Widaman, 2002) were created
for these measurement models for further analyses. For the BIS test's
measurement model, we calculated standard parcel scores on the
basis of the theoretical assumptions behind the BIS model (see Jäger
et al., 1997). We used parcels in order to increase the accuracy of the
parameter estimates and to better capture the latent construct (Little,
Rhemtulla, Gibson, & Schoemann, 2013). The measurement models
were identiﬁed by ﬁxing the variance of the latent factor to 1.00; all
other model parameters were estimated freely if not stated otherwise.
Building on the measurement models (based on parcels scores), we
tested our hypotheses with structural equation modeling (SEM) with
robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimation. All reported coefﬁcients
for CFA and SEM were based on completely standardized solutions.
The evaluation of model ﬁt was based on standard ﬁt indices and the
recommended cutoff values (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schermelleh-Engel,
Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). In detail, we consulted the χ2
goodness-of-ﬁt statistic with the Yuan-Bentler correction, Comparative
Fit Index (CFI N .95), Gamma Hat5 (Gamma N .95), Standardized Root
Mean Square Residual (SRMR b .08), Weighted Root Mean Square
Residual (WRMR b .90), and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC;
lower values indicate better model ﬁt). In order to compare different
models (see Hypothesis 1.2), we used the Satorra-Bentler-scaled χ2
difference test (i.e., nonsigniﬁcance indicates equal model ﬁt) and
differences between BIC values (ΔBIC N 10 indicates meaningful
differences; Raftery, 1995). For Hypothesis 1.2, we calculated the
reliability index omega speciﬁc (ωs) for the speciﬁc factors in the
nested factor model to evaluate whether a speciﬁc CPS factor provided
reliable variance (see Reise, 2012; Reise, Bonifay, & Haviland, 2013). According to Reise et al.'s (2013) preliminary recommendations, ωs N .50
indicates sufﬁcient and ωs N .75 good reliability for a speciﬁc factor
(i.e., a speciﬁc factor provides reliable information that is unique from
the g-factor).
A few participants took part in only the ﬁrst but not in the second
test session. Missing data on the intelligence test for 13% of the participants were due to this dropout. The percentage of missing data
(e.g., due to software errors) was below 8% for all other measurements.
We used the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) procedure to
adjust for missing data. In general, tests of signiﬁcance (α = .05) were
two-tailed except for the test of the direct hypothesis from Research
Issue 2.

5

Please note that Gamma is closely related to the more frequently reported Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), but Gamma is less sensitive to different model
types (Fan & Sivo, 2007).

First, we examined the measurement models for the different tests
and assessment tools. The ﬁt statistics and the range of factor loadings
for each measurement model are reported in Table 2. All factor loadings
were signiﬁcant. Descriptive statistics for each measurement and correlations are presented in Table 3.
For MicroDYN, we applied a higher order factor model with a
MicroDYN second-order factor at the top and two lower order factors
for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application (see Greiff &
Fischer, 2013; Kretzschmar et al., 2014). The factor loadings of the
lower order factors on the second-order factor were constrained to be
equal for identiﬁcation purposes. The measurement model showed a
good ﬁt (see Table 2, M01). Therefore, in further analyses, a model
with three parcels for knowledge acquisition and three parcels for
knowledge application was applied and also showed a good ﬁt (see
Table 2, M02).
We applied the same higher order measurement model with two
lower order factors for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application to MicroFIN (see Neubert et al., 2015a). However, the model did
not demonstrate an acceptable ﬁt (see Table 2, M03). Further modiﬁcations (e.g., one-dimensional model) did not improve the model ﬁt
sufﬁciently. Therefore, we examined a different measurement model in
which a sum score combining knowledge acquisition and knowledge application was calculated for each MicroFIN task. The resulting six scores
(i.e., one for each task) were then used to generate a one-dimensional
model with a general latent MicroFIN factor. The one-dimensional
model showed a good ﬁt6 (see Table 2, M04) and, thus, a measurement
model with three parcels was applied (i.e., a just-identiﬁed measurement model).
Furthermore, we combined MicroDYN and MicroFIN into a general
CPS factor to account for systematic CPS variance between different
CPS assessment tools. That is, we tested a higher order factor model
that incorporated the MicroDYN and MicroFIN measurement models.
The factor loadings of the MicroDYN factor and the MicroFIN factor on
the general CPS factor were constrained to be equal for identiﬁcation
purposes. The model showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2, M05). All further
analyses involving CPS were conducted with this general CPS factor
model.
For the BIS test, we applied a ﬁrst-order factor model with four correlated latent factors (i.e., reasoning, mental speed, memory, creativity).
According to the BIS model and the recommended scoring procedure
(i.e., suppressing unwanted error variance within a parcel, see Jäger
et al., 1997), three to four theory-based parcels were used for each
latent factor. The measurement model showed a very good ﬁt (see
Table 2, M06). To examine the narrower operationalization of intelligence, we also tested an additional measurement model with only the
ﬁgural reasoning tasks from the BIS test. The one-dimensional model
for the ﬁve tasks showed a very good ﬁt (see Table 2, M07).
To our knowledge, no measurement model for the short version of
the BOWIT has been published in previous research. Therefore, we
applied a ﬁrst-order factor model with two correlated latent factors
(i.e., a social/society knowledge factor and a natural/technical knowledge factor) according to the theoretical assumptions of the test
(Hossiep & Schulte, 2008) as well as a one-dimensional model (i.e., a
general knowledge factor). Neither model showed an acceptable ﬁt
(see Table 2, M08 and M09). However, it was not our main interest to
develop a completely new measurement model for a speciﬁc test,

6
To ensure a unidimensional measurement model, we cross-validated the MicroFIN
measurement model from the present study with Neubert et al.'s (2015a) data. Although
somewhat different tasks were used in Neubert et al., the model ﬁt was good: χ2(5) =
10.131, p = .072, CFI = .992, Gamma = .995, SRMR = .018.
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Table 2
Goodness of ﬁt indices for different models and range of factor loadings for measurement models.
Models

χ2

df

p

CFI

Gamma

SRMR/WRMRa

BIC

λrange

M01: MicroDYN (item)
M02: MicroDYN (parcel)
M03: MicroFIN (item)
M04: MicroFIN: alternative (item)
M05: CPS (parcel)
M06: BIS (parcel)
M07: ﬁgural reasoning (item)
M08: BOWIT: two dimensions (item)
M09: BOWIT: Unidimensional (item)
H1.1: Intelligence → CPS (fom)
H1.2: Figural reasoning → CPS (fom)
H1.3: Intelligence + CPS (nfm)
H1.4: Intelligence + CPS (nfm; no speciﬁc CPS factor)
H1.5: Figural reasoning + CPS (nfm)
H1.6: Figural reasoning + CPS (nfm, no speciﬁc CPS factor)
H2.1: Intelligence → GPA (fom)
H2.2: Intelligence + CPS → GPA (fom)
H2.3: Figural reasoning → GPA (fom)
H2.4: Figural reasoning + CPS → GPA (fom)
H2.5: Intelligence + CPS → GPA (nfm)
H2.6: Figural reasoning + CPS → GPA (nfm)

66.379
13.882
78.260
13.473
54.797
80.351
3.972
1048.486
1126.222
358.523
105.005
394.883
417.457
104.971
124.795
126.843
381.248
10.030
129.346
416.834
127.933

53
8
53
9
25
71
5
944
945
282
74
282
283
73
74
121
302
9
86
302
85

.103
.085
.014
.142
.001
.210
.553
.010
.000
.001
.010
.000
.000
.008
.000
.340
.001
.348
.002
.000
.001

.996
.989
.886
.956
.961
.993
1.000
.834
.711
.969
.969
.954
.945
.968
.949
.996
.969
.995
.958
.954
.957

1.000
.991
.997
.994
.976
.992
1.000
.976
.943
.976
.981
.967
.958
.980
.969
.997
.977
.997
.976
.966
.975

.710a
.024
.798a
.036
.036
.042
.023
1.008a
1.082a
.052
.039
.066
.074
.039
.062
.042
.052
.034
.043
.065
.043

–
593
–
2963
1715
4645
3300
–
–
8880
4968
8917
8934
4973
4987
7641
9305
3748
5411
9341
5416

[.26; .93]
[.68; .83]
[.27; .77]
[.32; .56]
[.55; .82]
[.64; .85]
[.39; .75]
[.03; .73]
[.03; .62]

Note. df = degrees of freedom; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; Gamma = Gamma Hat; SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual; WRMR = Weighted Root Mean Square Residual;
BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion (only for MLR estimator); λrange = range of factor loadings from observed indicators to latent factors; χ2 and df estimates are based on MLR and
WLSMV, respectively. M = Measurement models; H = Models according to our hypotheses, fom = ﬁrst-order model, nfm = nested factor model; a = WRMR.

especially because developing a new measurement model requires a
more comprehensive approach with several data sources (SchermellehEngel et al., 2003). Therefore, we calculated three parcels across the 45
items to reduce any noisy variance that was not assumed to be part of
the representation of the latent construct (Little et al., 2013). A onedimensional, just-identiﬁed measurement model showed signiﬁcant
and substantial factor loadings (all λs N .68).

3.2. Research issue 1: relation between CPS and established constructs of
intelligence
Hypothesis 1.1. CPS and intelligence in the ﬁrst-order factor model
approach.
In our ﬁrst analysis, we expected that less than 60% of the variance in
CPS would remain unexplained when CPS was regressed on established
intelligence constructs using the ﬁrst-order factor model approach. The
corresponding ﬁrst model in which CPS was statistically predicted by a
broad operationalization of intelligence showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2,
H1.1). Reasoning (β = .85, SE = .36, p b .01) and creativity (β = −.34,
SE = .26, p = .04) were signiﬁcant predictors of CPS, whereas mental
speed (β = −.02, SE = .26, p = .94), memory (β = .19, SE = .21,
p = .16), and general knowledge (β = −.06, SE = .17, p = .56) were
not. The negative relation between creativity and CPS combined with
the low zero-order correlation (see Table 3) indicated that creativity
had a suppressor effect in this model (Pedhazur, 1997). Overall, 60.2%
(95% CI [52.4, 68.0]) of the variance in CPS was explained, leaving
39.8% unexplained.
In the next model, we used a narrow operationalization of intelligence comprised of only ﬁgural reasoning to predict CPS so that we
could compare our results with the previous ﬁndings from the distinctness perspective. The model ﬁt was also good (see Table 2, H1.2). Figural
reasoning (β = .70, SE = .21, p b .01) explained 48.6% (95% CI [39.4,
57.8]) of the variance in CPS and, thus, 51.4% of the variance remained
unexplained.
In line with Hypothesis 1.1, less than 60% of the variance in CPS
remained unexplained by established intelligence constructs. In fact,
combining the advantages of previous studies led to only 39.8% of the
variance in CPS remaining unexplained by established intelligence constructs, whereas a narrow operationalization of intelligence yielded a

proportion of unexplained variance that was similar to the amount
found in previous studies. In summary, Hypothesis 1.1 was supported.
Hypothesis 1.2. CPS and established intelligence constructs in the
nested factor model approach.
Hypothesis 1.2 predicted that a speciﬁc CPS factor would emerge if
CPS and established intelligence constructs were modeled in a nested
factor model. We applied a nested factor model according to Eid,
Lischetzke, Nussbeck, and Trierweiler's (2003) modiﬁcations. More
speciﬁcally, rather than modeling speciﬁc factors for each ability, one
speciﬁc factor was set as a reference construct and was thus not
modeled as a speciﬁc factor. Consequently, the g-factor was explicitly
determined by the variance shared between the reference construct
and the speciﬁc abilities (Eid et al., 2003). In line with the prominent
role of reasoning in intelligence research (e.g., Carroll, 1993, Wilhelm,
2005), it seemed adequate to deﬁne reasoning as the reference
construct. In doing so, the g-factor was determined by reasoning, and
the speciﬁc factors contained the unique systematic variance of each
speciﬁc construct independent of reasoning.7
The resulting model (see Fig. 3) showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2,
H1.3). Factor loadings on the g-factor were all signiﬁcant and substantial
(Mdn λ = .51) except the one for creativity (λ = .26, p b .01). Factor
loadings on the speciﬁc factors (including a distinct CPS factor) were
all signiﬁcant and substantial in the following order: general knowledge
(Mdn λ = .68), memory (Mdn λ = .62), creativity (Mdn λ = .59), CPS
(Mdn λ = .59), and mental speed (Mdn λ = .53). In addition, we calculated the speciﬁc reliabilities ωs of the speciﬁc factors. The reliability was
acceptable for the speciﬁc factors of memory (ωs = .53), creativity
(ωs = .56), and general knowledge (ωs = .58), but it was below the recommended benchmark for mental speed (ωs = .41) and CPS (ωs = .41).
To examine whether the existence of a CPS factor was justiﬁed, we
compared this model with a model without a speciﬁc CPS factor
(i.e., the CPS indicators loaded on the g-factor alone). This latter model
showed an acceptable (see Table 2, H1.4) but signiﬁcantly worse

7
Please note that a nested factor model without Eid et al.'s (2003) modiﬁcation provided generally similar ﬁndings. However, the speciﬁc factor for reasoning tended to collapse
in some models (i.e., the factor loadings for the speciﬁc factor of reasoning decreased
substantially).
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics, reliability estimates, and correlations.
Measure

Min

Max

M

SD

ω

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

1) Reasoning
2) Mental speed
3) Memory
4) Creativity
5) General knowledge
6) CPS
7) GPA

42
101
54
56
7
−3.1
3

120
338
147
161
41
1.54
6

79.42
241.86
99.16
94.44
20.74
0.00
5.20

16.01
37.62
17.84
18.77
6.18
0.85
0.64

.86
.80
.77
.79
.77
.87
–

–
.57
.48
.47
.46
.51
.41

.70
–
.53
.52
.23
.32
.13

.56
.66
–
.34
.26
.35
.33

.56
.64
.43
–
.15
.10
.25

.54
.29
.31
.18
–
.29
.20

.72
.47
.49
.20
.39
–
.24

.44
.17
.37
.30
.23
.31
–

Note. Descriptive statistics are based on single items and their total scores. CPS is based on z-values. GPA was reverse-coded as 6 = excellent, 1 = insufﬁcient. ω = McDonald's Omega
(internal consistency). Manifest Pearson correlations (based on total scores) are reported below and latent correlations above the principal diagonal. Nonsigniﬁcant correlations are
written in italics.

model ﬁt: Δχ2 = 27.866, df = 1, p b .01; ΔBIC = 17. Therefore, a model
with a speciﬁc CPS factor ﬁt the data better.
To ensure that we could explicitly compare our ﬁndings with
previous studies from the distinctness perspective, the second
nested factor model involved ﬁgural reasoning (as a narrow
operationalization of intelligence) and CPS. The model showed a
good ﬁt (see Table 2, H1.5). Figural reasoning was set as the reference construct, and thus, the model contained a g-factor and only
one speciﬁc CPS factor. Factor loadings were all signiﬁcant and substantial (Mdn λ = .58 for the g-factor; Mdn λ = .59 for the speciﬁc
CPS factor). The speciﬁc reliability ωs of the speciﬁc CPS factor was
again below the recommended benchmark (ωs = .41). For a model
without a speciﬁc CPS factor (which is equivalent to a onedimensional model with a single latent factor for ﬁgural reasoning
and CPS), the model ﬁt was acceptable (see Table 2, H1.6) but signiﬁcantly worse: Δχ2 = 26.201, df = 1, p b .01; ΔBIC = 14. Thus, a
model with a speciﬁc CPS factor ﬁt the data better.
In summary, the ﬁndings supported Hypothesis 1.2. A g-factor
based on reasoning could not fully explain the variance in CPS. In
fact, a speciﬁc CPS factor—independent of the g-factor and other speciﬁc
factors—accounted for unique variance in the CPS measures. However,
the speciﬁc reliability of the CPS factor was rather weak. The ﬁndings
were independent of the breadth of the operationalization of intelligence. Hence, Hypothesis 1.2 was supported.
3.3. Research issue 2: incremental predictive validity of CPS
Hypothesis 2.1. CPS and GPA in the ﬁrst-order factor model approach.

Hypothesis 2.1 predicted that CPS would be positively related to GPA
and would incrementally explain variance in GPA beyond established
intelligence constructs when the ﬁrst-order factor model approach
was used. In order to examine this hypothesis, we used a baseline
model in which only established constructs of intelligence predicted
GPA. In a subsequent model, we used CPS as an additional predictor
of GPA to examine the incremental predictive validity of CPS beyond
intelligence constructs.
When a broad operationalization of intelligence was used, the baseline model showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2, H2.1). GPA was statistically signiﬁcantly predicted by reasoning (β = .52, SE = .09, p b .01), memory
(β = .37, SE = .07, p b .01), creativity (β = .22, SE = .06, p = .01), and
mental speed (β = −.58, SE = .10, p b .01), but not by general knowledge
(β = −.05, SE = .07, p = .33). The negative relation between mental
speed and GPA in combination with the low zero-order correlation between them (see Table 3) indicated that mental speed functioned as a
suppressor in this model (Pedhazur, 1997). The amount of variance explained in school grades was 31.9% (95% CI [22.2, 41.6]). In the subsequent model with a good ﬁt (see Table 2, H2.2), established intelligence
constructs and CPS simultaneously predicted GPA (see Fig. 4). As a result,
only reasoning (β = .57, SE = .15, p b .01), mental speed (β = −.58,
SE = .10, p b .01; again as a suppressor), and memory (β = .39, SE =
.07, p b .01) were signiﬁcant predictors, but creativity (β = .20, SE =
.08, p = .05), general knowledge (β = −.05, SE = .07, p = .32), and
CPS (β = −.04, SE = .08, p = .41) were not. The amount of variance explained in GPA was 32.6% (95% CI [22.9, 42.3]), indicating no incremental
predictive power of CPS beyond established intelligence constructs:
ΔR2 = 0.7%; F(1, 220) = 2.28, p = .13.

Fig. 3. Nested factor model for established intelligence constructs and CPS based on Eid et al.'s (2003) modiﬁcations. Reasoning was set as the reference construct. g: general factor of intelligence (g-factor); speed_spec: speciﬁc mental speed ability; memo_spec: speciﬁc memory ability; creativ_spec: speciﬁc creativity ability; know_spec: speciﬁc general knowledge ability; CPS_spec: speciﬁc CPS ability; r1–r4: parcel scores for reasoning items; s1–s4: parcel scores for mental speed items; m1–m3: parcel scores for memory items; c1–c4: parcel scores for
creativity items; k1–k3: parcel scores for general knowledge items; Dyn: latent factor for MicroDYN; Fin: latent factor for MicroFIN. Standardized model solution is shown. Error terms are
not depicted.
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Fig. 4. Structural model including established intelligence constructs, CPS, and GPA in the ﬁrst-order factor model approach. Reas: reasoning; speed: mental speed; memo: memory;
creativ: creativity; know: general knowledge. The standardized model solution is shown with standard errors in parentheses. Dashed lines indicate nonsigniﬁcant relations. Manifest variables are not displayed.

To compare these ﬁndings with the ones obtained in previous studies from the distinctness perspective, these analyses were repeated with
a narrow operationalization of intelligence. In the baseline model, only
ﬁgural reasoning predicted GPA. The model showed a good ﬁt (see
Table 2, H2.3), and ﬁgural reasoning was a statistically signiﬁcant
predictor of GPA (β = .25, SE = .04, p b .01), explaining 6.2% (95% CI
[0.2, 12.2]) of the variance. In the subsequent model, ﬁgural reasoning
and CPS predicted GPA simultaneously. The model also showed a good
ﬁt (see Table 2, H2.4). It is interesting that only CPS (β = .25, SE =
.07, p = .04) was signiﬁcantly positively related to GPA, but ﬁgural reasoning was not (β = .09, SE = .08, p = .24). However, ﬁgural reasoning
and CPS explained 10.1% (95% CI [2.8, 17.4]) of the variance in GPA; that
is, ΔR2 = 3.9% of the variance in GPA was incrementally predicted by
CPS beyond ﬁgural reasoning. This difference in explained variance
was statistically signiﬁcant, F(1224) = 9.78, p b .01.
In general, the ﬁndings only partly supported the prediction that CPS
would incrementally explain variance in school grades beyond
established constructs of intelligence. Using the ﬁrst-order factor
model approach, CPS incrementally explained variance in GPA beyond
established intelligence constructs only when ﬁgural reasoning was
used. However, no signiﬁcant incremental variance was explained
when a broad operationalization of intelligence was considered. Therefore, Hypothesis 2.1 was not supported.
Hypothesis 2.2. CPS and GPA in the nested factor model approach.
Hypothesis 2.2 predicted that CPS would incrementally explain
variance in school grades beyond established intelligence constructs in
a nested factor model approach. Therefore, we applied the nested factor
model from Hypothesis 1.2 to predict GPA. The model utilizing a broad
operationalization of intelligence showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2, H2.5).
GPA was signiﬁcantly predicted by the g-factor (β = .43, SE = .04,
p b .01) and the speciﬁc factors of mental speed (β = −.31, SE = .05,
p b .01), memory (β = .21, SE = .05, p b .01), and creativity (β = .14,
SE = .05, p = .03) but not by the speciﬁc factors of general knowledge
(β = −.02, SE = .06, p = .42) and CPS (β = −.02, SE = .07, p = .43).

This model explained 34.4% (95% CI [24.7, 44.1]) of the variance in
GPA.
Similar to the results for Hypothesis 2.1, the ﬁndings changed when
only ﬁgural reasoning was used to operationalize intelligence. The corresponding nested factor model showed a good ﬁt (see Table 2, H2.6).
In this model, the g-factor (β = .26, SE = .04, p b .01) and the speciﬁc
CPS factor (β = .18, SE = .07, p = .04) were both positively and significantly related to GPA. Figural reasoning and CPS explained a total of
10.1% (95% CI [2.8, 17.4]) of the variance in GPA.
In summary, CPS incrementally predicted school grades beyond
established intelligence constructs only when intelligence was operationalized narrowly. A broad operationalization of intelligence led to
an absence of an incremental prediction of school grades by the speciﬁc
CPS factor. Thus, Hypothesis 2.2 was not supported.
4. Discussion
The present study examined the role of CPS in the nomological
network of intelligence and, thus, whether CPS should be seen as a
distinct cognitive construct or not. For the ﬁrst time in CPS research,
we combined the advantages of several studies from two different perspectives (i.e., redundancy perspective vs. distinctness perspective). In
detail, we used two psychometrically sound CPS assessment tools and
compared a broad and a narrow operationalization of intelligence to
investigate the relation between CPS and established intelligence
constructs. Moreover, we examined the incremental predictive validity
of CPS beyond established intelligence constructs with regard to an external criterion (i.e., school grades). For all analyses, we applied different
measurement models (i.e., ﬁrst-order factor model vs. nested factor
model) to ensure the robustness of our ﬁndings.
4.1. Relations between CPS and established constructs of intelligence
In line with previous research, we found a strong relation between
CPS and established intelligence constructs. More precisely, only 39.8%
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of the variance in CPS could not be explained by established intelligence
constructs in the ﬁrst-order factor model approach. The proportion of
unexplained variance was substantially smaller in comparison with
earlier ﬁndings in which up to 58% of the variance was unexplained
when a broad operationalization of intelligence in combination with
suboptimal psychometric CPS assessment tools were used from the
redundancy perspective (e.g., Süß, 1996). It was also smaller than the
value of up to 60% of the variance in CPS that was unexplained when a
narrow operationalization of intelligence in combination with stateof-the-art CPS assessment tools were used in studies from the distinctness perspective (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012). Therefore, the present
ﬁndings demonstrate the impact and importance of our approach in
which we combined the advantages of previous studies from both perspectives in order to obtain a more comprehensive view of the relation
between CPS and established intelligence constructs. More speciﬁcally,
our ﬁndings suggest that future studies should use a construct-valid
operationalization of intelligence and psychometrically sound CPS assessment tools when their relation on a construct level is the primary
research question.
It is noteworthy that the ﬁndings from the ﬁrst-order factor model
approach provided only limited information with regard to whether
CPS should be considered a distinct construct or not. In fact, a relation
similar in magnitude to the one found in our study (i.e., 51.4% of the variance left unexplained with a narrow operationalization of intelligence)
was interpreted to indicate either convergent (e.g., Kröner et al., 2005,
Süß, 1996) or discriminant (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012) validity in
different studies. Even our ﬁnding of 39.8% of the variance in CPS left
unexplained (with the broad operationalization of intelligence) could
be interpreted as substantially different from zero (i.e., equivalent to
the often used criterion r = 1.00 for construct identity; e.g., Neubert
et al., 2015a; Sonnleitner et al., 2013). Therefore, this ﬁnding could be
taken as evidence for a distinct construct or as sufﬁcient to assume construct identity because different intelligence tests usually do not share
more common variance (e.g., Heller, Kratzmeier, & Lengfelder, 1998).
Thus, it seems to be difﬁcult to deﬁne an unambiguous criterion for
determining whether two latent factors represent the same construct
in the ﬁrst-order factor model approach8—although the vast majority
of previous CPS research has been based on that approach.
Overcoming the shortcomings of the ﬁrst-order factor model approach, the nested factor model approach seems to be more appropriate
in this context. In this approach, speciﬁc factors representing “pure”
variance independent of a g-factor and other speciﬁc factors can be
examined and evaluated according to objective criteria (Murray &
Johnson, 2013). Our analyses with the nested factor model approach
showed a speciﬁc CPS factor in addition to the established intelligence
construct factors of reasoning, mental speed, memory, creativity, and
general knowledge (i.e., crystallized intelligence). Therefore, our results
supported the notion that CPS measures cover speciﬁc, systematic
variance that is independent of established intelligence constructs.
Further analyses of the reliability of the speciﬁc CPS factor (i.e., omega
speciﬁc) demonstrated that 41% of the total variance in CPS measures
was independent of the g-factor. This general pattern of ﬁndings was
independent of whether a broad or narrow operationalization of intelligence was used. Although a magnitude of at least 50% was recommended for a meaningful interpretation of construct-related variance (Reise
et al., 2013), similar ﬁndings for the established constructs in the BIS
model (i.e., from 41% to 56%; see also Brunner & Süß, 2005) emphasize
the preliminary nature of that recommendation.
In summary, our ﬁndings on the relations of established intelligence
constructs and CPS as highlighted in Research Issue 1 support the

8
Please note that the multitrait multimethod approach (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; for an
application in CPS reserach, see Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013) also does not provide such a criterion other than to compare the relations between convergent and discriminant measures. The decision of whether a measure is used for convergent or discriminant validity
depends on the researcher.
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distinctness perspective by indicating that the construct of CPS can be
separated from established intelligence constructs. Even though the
amount of variance in CPS left unexplained was lower than in previous
studies, and its speciﬁc factor demonstrated rather low reliability, it
seems that measures of CPS cover a speciﬁc ability that is not wellincorporated in traditional tests of intelligence (Greiff, Fischer, et al.,
2013; Sonnleitner et al., 2013; Wüstenberg et al., 2012).
Although not the focus of this study, the cognitive requirements for
CPS were further illuminated by our results for Hypothesis 1.1 (see Fig.
4). Whereas reasoning played a major role in differentiating successful
from unsuccessful complex problem solvers, mental speed, memory, creativity, and general knowledge did not help to differentiate between
problem solvers of different proﬁciency (based on the operationalization
used in the present study). This pattern is in line with previous ﬁndings
(based on traditional CPS assessment tools; see Süß, 1996; Wittmann &
Süß, 1999) in which reasoning showed the highest relation to CPS performance compared with other intelligence constructs.
However, our results provide only preliminary insights into the cognitive requirements for CPS. More ﬁne-grained empirical research on
the cognitive processes of CPS—in particular, in distinguishing it from
established intelligence constructs—is rare (for a theoretical discussion,
see, e.g., Fischer et al., 2012, or Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2014). Therefore,
future studies should examine the cognitive requirements that make
CPS a distinct construct in the nomological network of intelligence. In
this respect, future research could, for example, investigate the relations
between CPS and cognitive learning processes (see Guthke, 1982), which
are considered highly relevant for solving complex problems (Greiff,
Fischer, et al., 2014). There are only a few studies with the abovementioned shortcomings that have reported modest (Beckmann, 1994)
or no substantial (Süß, 2001) correlations between intelligence tests
that cover learning processes and CPS. Therefore, a replication of
the present ﬁndings with psychometrically sound CPS assessment tools
and a broad operationalization of intelligence that includes the assessment of learning processes could provide further evidence for the
distinctness perspective.
4.2. Incremental predictive validity of CPS beyond established intelligence
constructs
The second important issue in investigating the construct validity
of CPS was the incremental predictive validity of CPS. If CPS is a distinct construct, then it should incrementally explain external criteria
(e.g., school grades) beyond established intelligence constructs. In
line with a variety of previous studies (e.g., Greiff, Wüstenberg,
et al., 2013; Kretzschmar et al., 2014) that support the distinctness
perspective, we demonstrated the incremental predictive validity
of CPS beyond a narrow operationalization of intelligence in
explaining variance in school grades. However, no incremental
validity of CPS was found if a broad operationalization of intelligence
was used. Furthermore, the general pattern of ﬁndings was independent of the applied measurement model approach (i.e., ﬁrst-order
factor model vs. nested factor model). Therefore, the breadth of the
operationalization of intelligence seems to have an important impact
on the incremental predictive validity of CPS beyond established intelligence constructs.
A possible explanation for the impact of the breadth of the
operationalization of intelligence is the notion of the Brunswik symmetry principle (Wittmann & Süß, 1999). The basic idea underlying
Brunswik symmetry is that correlations are reduced if unequal levels
of aggregation (e.g., in terms of a hierarchy of cognitions) are used.
For example, GPA covers a variety of different cognitive (and noncognitive) processes in several domains (e.g., math, languages, arts) and,
thus, it can be considered rather highly aggregated. On the other hand,
ﬁgural reasoning is a very speciﬁc and, hence, not-so-aggregated
construct in the nomological network of intelligence (Wittmann &
Hattrup, 2004). Because of these unequal levels of aggregation between
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predictor (i.e., ﬁgural reasoning) and criterion (i.e., GPA), the relation
between them is reduced, and an additional cognitive predictor can
show additional predictive power (e.g., CPS). In contrast to ﬁgural
reasoning, a broad operationalization of intelligence can be assumed
to be highly aggregated (Wittmann & Hattrup, 2004). Thus, predictor
and criterion are more symmetrical, and the correlation is not reduced
by an unequal aggregation level. As a consequence, there is less variance
in the criterion left unexplained, leading to an absence of incremental
validity offered by CPS beyond established intelligence constructs. In
conclusion, it seems promising to consider Brunswik symmetry when
examining and interpreting the relations between CPS and other constructs as well as external criteria.
On the basis of our ﬁndings, we can conclude that CPS did not show
incremental validity in predicting school grades beyond established
intelligence constructs. This means that the distinctness perspective
was not supported with regard to incremental predictive validity.
In fact, previous ﬁndings on the incremental prediction of school
grades beyond narrow operationalizations of intelligence (i.e., ﬁgural
reasoning) might be the result of methodological effects with respect
to the Brunswik symmetry principle.
4.3. Limitations
There are several limitations to our study, and we would like to
emphasize three crucial issues. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study
to examine the relation between general knowledge (i.e., crystallized
intelligence) and CPS operationalized with state-of-the art CPS measurement tools (i.e., multiple-task tests). Our ﬁndings indicate that general
knowledge plays only a minor role in current operationalizations of
CPS (cf. Greiff, Stadler, Sonnleitner, Wolff, & Martin, 2015). Although
general knowledge was assessed with a common approach (i.e., verbal
knowledge tasks), previous research has shown that the domination of
verbal tasks in the measurement of crystallized intelligence might lead
to a confounding of knowledge and verbal abilities (Beauducel, Brocke,
& Liepmann, 2001). In addition, the psychometric quality of the applied
measure (BOWIT) should be examined further. Therefore, conclusions
with regard to general knowledge or crystallized intelligence, respectively, should be drawn only with caution and replicated with more sophisticated measures.
With regard to external criteria, the sufﬁciency of GPA as a criterion
for CPS could be questioned. As noted above, GPA is a conglomerate of a
variety of processes in different domains. And although CPS is generally
considered to be domain-general, there is some evidence that CPS
is more relevant in the science domain than in languages and art (e.g.,
Greiff et al., 2015, Kretzschmar et al., 2014). Hence, GPA and CPS
might not be sufﬁciently symmetrical in terms of the Brunswik symmetry principle, and thus, the correlation between them might be reduced.
Future studies should also consider the potential differential importance
of CPS in different domains (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013). Furthermore, an examination of the incremental validity of CPS should rely
on more than just school grades as a criterion. For example, CPS is
considered important in the occupational context (Neubert, Mainert,
Kretzschmar, & Greiff, 2015b), making professional success a promising
external criterion for CPS (see e.g., Danner, Hagemann, Holt, et al.,
2011).
Finally, as in previous CPS studies (e.g., Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013;
Greiff & Fischer, 2013; Süß, 1999; Wüstenberg et al., 2012; but for more
heterogeneous samples, see e.g., Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013;
Sonnleitner et al., 2013; Süß, 1996), a sample of university students was
used. For most German majors, admission depends on GPA, and as a result, our sample consisted of students with above-average cognitive and
academic performances. Although our sample (GPA: M = 1.8, SD =
0.64; original scale) is comparable to samples used in previous CPS studies
(e.g., GPA: M = 1.7, SD = 0.7; Wüstenberg et al., 2012), such homogenous
samples limit the generalizability of our ﬁndings. In fact, homogenous
samples are characterized by lower variance and, thus, tend to provide

reduced correlations (Kline, 1994). Consequently, the number of factors
in factor analyses might be arbitrarily increased, and the relations between CPS, established intelligence constructs, and GPA might be arbitrarily decreased. Thus, we highly encourage other researchers to
replicate our ﬁndings with more heterogeneous samples.
5. Conclusions
Since the beginning of CPS research (e.g., Dörner et al., 1983),
researchers have questioned whether CPS is different from established intelligence constructs and, thus, whether current theories of intelligence
should be extended by adding a CPS construct or even whether the notion
of a construct independent from intelligence is warranted. The present
study aimed to shed light on this controversial issue by combining several
advantages of previous studies and, thus, to present a profound view of
CPS in the nomological network of intelligence. Our ﬁndings provide evidence for both the redundancy and distinctness perspectives of CPS. First,
we found unique and systematic variance in CPS independent of
established intelligence constructs. However, we did not ﬁnd that CPS offered incremental validity in predicting school grades beyond established
intelligence constructs.
Of course, future studies will have to replicate our ﬁndings to
provide further support for these ideas. In this respect, the present
study offers important points that researchers would be wise to consider when investigating the construct validity of CPS in the future. First, a
narrow operationalization of intelligence (e.g., ﬁgural reasoning) is not
sufﬁcient for examining the role of CPS in the broader nomological network of intelligence. Instead, a comprehensive operationalization
(i.e., at least a broad operationalization of reasoning) is necessary for
investigating the construct validity of CPS. Second, as measurement
models including a g-factor (e.g., the nested factor measurement
model) better reﬂect contemporary perspectives on the structure of
intelligence (Brunner, 2008), studies targeting CPS, established intelligence constructs, and their unique contributions should include such
attempts at modeling. What is more, the nested factor model provides
more clearly separable criteria for evaluating a distinct CPS construct
compared with ﬁrst-order factor models. Therefore, we highly recommend the use of nested factor models in future research that aims to
address the question of whether CPS is a distinct construct. Finally,
neither the correlation between established intelligence constructs
and CPS nor an examination of the incremental predictive validity
alone is sufﬁcient for arguing for or against a distinct CPS construct.
The combination of both, optimally combined with diverse external
criteria (e.g., from professional settings, Neubert et al., 2015b), should
be considered. Considering these issues in future studies would provide
strong evidence for answering the question of whether CPS should be
included as a distinct construct in contemporary theories of intelligence.
Most important of all, we think one of the next crucial steps in CPS
research should be to face the scientiﬁc challenge of theoretically
explaining and empirically verifying the unique cognitive aspects of
CPS in comprehensive theories of intelligence.
Appendix B. Detailed descriptions of the utilized MicroFIN tasks
B.1. Task 1: Concert-o-maton
The “Concert-o-maton” has three input variables. They are labeled
“music group” (two qualitatively different values) and “stage” (two
values). In addition, the factor “admission fee” can be varied (three ordinal values). The outcome variable is the number of visitors (three ordinal values). All three input variables can be varied independently. Based
on the combination of “music group” and “stage,” the inﬂuence of “admission fee” on the number of visitors is varied according to speciﬁc
rules (e.g., reversed effect of admission fee for one combination; no inﬂuence of admission fee on the output variable at all in other
combinations).
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Appendix A
Table A1
MicroDYN tasks characteristics: Linear structural equations, system size, and type of effects for the MicroDYN tasks.
Task

Linear structural equations

System size

Effects

1: Wind engine

Xt + 1 = 1 ∗ Xt + 2 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 0 ∗ At + 0 ∗ Bt + 2 ∗ Ct
Xt + 1 = 1 ∗ Xt + 2 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 0 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 2 ∗ Ct
Z t + 1 = 1 ∗ Z t + 0 ∗ At + 0 ∗ B t + 2 ∗ Ct
Xt + 1 = 1 ∗ Xt + 2 ∗ At + 0 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 0 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct + 3
Xt + 1 = 1 ∗ Xt + 0 ∗ At + 0 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 2 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct + 3
Z t + 1 = 1 ∗ Z t + 0 ∗ At + 0 ∗ B t + 2 ∗ Ct
Xt + 1 = 1 ∗ Xt + 2 ∗ At + 0 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 2 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct + 3
Z t + 1 = 1 ∗ Z t + 0 ∗ At + 0 ∗ B t + 2 ∗ Ct
Xt + 1 = 1.33 ∗ Xt + 2 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Yt + 1 = 1 ∗ Yt + 0 ∗ At + 2 ∗ Bt + 0 ∗ Ct
Z t + 1 = 1 ∗ Z t + 0 ∗ At + 2 ∗ B t + 2 ∗ Ct

2 × 3 - System

Only effects of inputs

2 × 3 - System

Only effects of inputs

2 × 3 - System

Effects of inputs and outputs

3 × 3 - System

Effects of inputs and outputs

3 × 3 - System

Effects of inputs and outputs

3 × 3 - System

Effects of inputs and outputs

2: Factory

3: Logistic
4: Research

5: Team leading

6: Employee selection

Note. Linear structural equations: values of the output variables (X, Y, Z) at time point t + 1 depending on input (A, B, C) and output variables at time point t. System size: number of input
and output variables. Effects: only effects of input variables on output variables or effects of input and output variables on output variables (i.e., linear or exponential Eigendynamics).

B.2. Task 2: Exchange-o-maton
The “Exchange-o-maton” simulates the exchange of gifts between two persons, their well-being (three ordinal values per person) depending on
the gifts they receive (four gifts), as well as the well-being of the interaction partner. Each person's well-being is increased by only one type of gift and
decreased by another type. Additional rules have to be explored by the problem solver: The highest level of well-being can be achieved only if the
other person's well-being is at least at a certain level. If the well-being of one person drops to the lowest level, the other person's well-being is
reduced to a medium level if it was on the highest level before.

B.3. Task 3: Fish-o-maton
The “Fish-o-maton” features three ordinal input variables, each with four input values. The output variable, an aquarium, has ﬁve possible values:
Empty, soiled, a few ﬁsh, a moderate number of ﬁsh, and many ﬁsh (nominal variable with ordinal elements). Different values in the output variable
are shown to depend on the input variables and their relations to each other (e.g., when all input variables are set to equal levels, ﬁsh appear in the
aquarium, the number depending on the level of the input values).

B.4. Task 4: Plan-o-maton
In the “Plan-o-maton”, four different buildings (i.e., input values) are presented in a 2 × 2 matrix format. The position of the values can be
exchanged by pressing one of four buttons situated next to the matrix (one for each row/column, e.g., the one on the side of the bottom row changing
the position of the picture from the bottom left to the bottom right, and vice versa). There are four output variables, each with two values that are
presented between the pictures. The output values are based on the combination of the respective values in the cells of the matrix (i.e., pairs of
the buildings are matched). The combination of two pictures leads to one of two output values independent of where the pictures are shown.

B.5. Task 5: Green-o-maton
The “Green-o-maton” requires participants to explore and control a greenhouse. The greenhouse produces pumpkins of different sizes and colors
(one output variable with four values), depending on the settings of three input variables, which can be manipulated independently. One of the input
variables controls the temperature (four values representing two temperature levels), and the other two determine the use of two fertilizers (two
binary input variables). Pumpkin color is determined by temperature level alone and size is a result of the combination of fertilizers for a given
temperature level (i.e., only one fertilizer produces large pumpkins at each temperature level).

B.6. Task 6: Cook-o-maton
The “Cook-o-maton” simulates the creation of a soup (one output variable) with the help of three abstract ingredients (i.e., three input variables
with two values each). To operate the automaton, the problem solver has to select from the ingredients (binary selection of each ingredient) and
press a start button. Depending on the selected ingredients and speciﬁc combination rules (e.g., the omission of water leading to burnt ingredients),
one of three soups or burnt ingredients is displayed in a pot (four different output values after the ﬁrst run). In addition, adding the third ingredient in
a second step and pressing the start button again further modiﬁes one of the resulting output values (additional output value in the second run), so
changes in the problem environment have to be explored as well as combination rules.
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In this article, we highlight why and how industrial and organizational psychologists can take advantage of research on 21st century skills and their assessment.
We present vital theoretical perspectives, a suitable framework for assessment, and
exemplary instruments with a focus on advances in the assessment of human capital. Specifically, complex problem solving (CPS) and collaborative problem solving
(ColPS) are two transversal skills (i.e., skills that span multiple domains) that are
generally considered critical in the 21st century workplace. The assessment of these
skills in education has linked fundamental research with practical applicability and
has provided a useful template for workplace assessment. Both CPS and ColPS capture the interaction of individuals with problems that require the active acquisition
and application of knowledge in individual or group settings. To ignite a discussion
in industrial and organizational psychology, we discuss advances in the assessment
of CPS and ColPS and propose ways to move beyond the current state of the art in
assessing job-related skills.

When examining the tasks that people perform in their daily workplaces,
we see a trend in recent decades toward increases in the importance of nonroutine and interactive tasks. This trend is accompanied by a corresponding decline in routine operations. Jobs that previously entailed repetitive and
routine work have been either extended to include nonroutine tasks or removed altogether (e.g., Autor, Levy, & Murnane, 2003; Cascio, 1995). That
is, developments in the working world are emphasizing tasks that require
active problem solving and that include the need to collaborate with others.
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By contrast, the number of tasks that people can perform by relying on organizational routines and practices is declining. In economic research, these
broader trends have been labeled skill-based technological change, job polarization, and offshoring and have led to a range of insights into the enormous breadth and worldwide scope of the increases in nonroutine and interactive tasks (e.g., Autor, Katz, & Kearney, 2006; Autor et al., 2003; Baumgarten, Geishecker, & Görg, 2010; Becker, Ekholm, & Muendler, 2013; Goos
& Manning, 2007; Goos, Manning, & Salomons, 2009; Grossman & RossiHansberg, 2008; Spitz-Oener, 2006).
Widely visible examples of increasing workplace sophistication include
the expansion of the role of the modern secretarial staff, the emergence of
mechatronics engineers, and the recent extension of the board of directors to
include chief operating officers. Secretarial staff members have been taking
over former managerial tasks, such as planning, organizing, and supporting
meetings and conferences, which is even leading to adaptations of secretarial
vocational education. Mechatronics engineering combines several different
disciplines into one occupation (i.e., mechanical engineer, electric engineer,
and computer scientist), and this job profile itself is an answer to multidisciplinary job demands. On a structural level, organizations increasingly employ chief operating officers, who help to deliver operational excellence in a
work environment of increasing complexity. Across industries, chief operating officers have become common on most companies’ supervisory boards
because of the increase in the numbers of nonroutine and interactive problems. By contrast, only a relatively small number of companies employed
executives in this position just 2 decades ago.
As a result of the increasing numbers of nonroutine and interactive
tasks, individuals, groups, and organizations are faced with a host of new
challenges. Across a wide range of jobs, individuals need to engage in onthe-spot problem-solving behavior without the possibility of resorting to
well-defined organizational practices and routines (e.g., Middleton, 2002)
and without sufficient time and resources to make decisions about problemsolving measures by following rational models of problem solving (e.g., G.
Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood, & Zsambok, 1993; Zsambok & Klein, 1997).
In addition, problems increasingly involve the collaboration of multiple individuals from various backgrounds, thus leading to new job requirements; for
instance, the integration of diverse pathways toward problem solving within
a group comprising members from different backgrounds (e.g., Keane &
Nair, 2001; C. Klein, DeRouin, & Salas, 2006, Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004).
Organizations consequently need to select, guide, and train individual
employees, teams, and leaders who are capable of dealing with emerging job
requirements (e.g., Vargas Cortes & Beruvides, 1996). For instance, given the
broad range of challenges awaiting a mechatronics engineer taking care of an
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assembly-line robot in a manufacturing plant, he or she has to be able to anticipate, recognize, and communicate problems within a diverse team. Such
an engineer also has to quickly become acquainted with a vast array of complex systems that require immediate and creative solutions when problems
occur. In summary, this engineer has to cope with the increased importance
of nonroutine and interactive tasks.
As one result, this rise in the importance of nonroutine and interactive tasks has led to broad efforts on multiple levels to specify the accompanying shifts in requirements and skill sets and the facilitation of skills
summarized under the umbrella of so-called 21st century skills (e.g., Griffin, McGaw, & Care, 2012; National Research Council, 2012; Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development 2013c, 2013d). Widely visible, these trends toward nonroutine and interactive tasks have found their
way into prominent large-scale assessment efforts such as the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD’s) Programme for
the International Student Assessment (PISA; OECD, 2013c, 2013d), which
assesses the competencies of more than half a million students worldwide,
and the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies
(OECD, 2013b), which targets adult competencies. Whereas those engaged
in these efforts used to focus on assessing the skills that individuals acquired
during formal education in relation to classical domains such as mathematics and reading, these efforts increasingly feature the assessment of the skills
that enable individuals to successfully cope with the requirements of the 21st
century and a lifelong perspective.
The realm of general cognitive research has identified two 21st century
skills that are strongly related to the demands that have been produced by
the changes in the working lives of individuals (e.g., successfully addressing
new and complex problems and working collaboratively on a team). The two
concepts we deem especially relevant are complex problem solving and collaborative problem solving (CPS and ColPS), a view that is shared by the
OECD (OECD, 2013c, 2013d) and other stakeholders (e.g., National Research Council, 2012).
Whereas CPS deals with individuals’ transversal skill in successfully
handling complex and intransparent situations (i.e., those without a readily apparent solution), requiring the active acquisition and application of
knowledge in various domains, ColPS is directed toward problem solving
in group settings, adding the necessity of social skills to the ones captured
by CPS (e.g., Greiff, 2012; OECD, 2013d). For the mechatronics engineer,
these skills can be directly linked to the problems that require attention on a
regular basis. Not only do these problems require the gathering of knowledge
to generate the understanding of multiple interrelated problem features (e.g.,
technical and safety requirements, time for implementation, etc.), they also
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need to be solved in an environment in which vital information is distributed
across different members of teams and levels of hierarchies.
Together, CPS and ColPS assess aspects of performance in nonroutine
tasks (CPS) and interactive tasks (ColPS) that have been identified as important by Autor et al. (2003) and other researchers (e.g., Cascio, 1995;
Spitz-Oener, 2006, see also the literature mentioned above). In addition, researchers studying CPS and ColPS are also committed to conceptual integration and thorough operationalization and assessment, consequently offering solid theoretical and empirical foundations as well as valid assessment
methods for their work (e.g., Greiff, Wüstenberg, & Funke, 2012). To this
end, both constructs will serve as points of reference for the integration of
an assessment of 21st century skills in industrial and organizational (I-O)
psychology. In this article, we present CPS and ColPS, their assessment, and
potential avenues for the integration of both constructs and their assessment
into I-O psychology focusing on skills that enable successful reactions to the
challenges of the 21st century.
I-O psychology can be thought of as an applied science with the potential to address, inform, and advise important human-capital (HC) challenges
(Cascio & Aguinis, 2008), emphasizing guidance toward practical interventions based on a scientist–practitioner model (Bass, 1974; Dunnette, 1990;
Murphy & Saal, 1990; Rupp & Beal, 2007). We believe the field of I-O psychology would benefit from incorporating advances in the definition of 21st
century skills and their assessment.
Before taking a closer look at the two constructs of CPS and ColPS, a
discussion of three competing approaches to assessment already integrated
in I-O psychology is useful because existing assessment methods might in
principle allow for the handling of the requirements of the 21st century
without the need to resort to new constructs or ways of assessment. Instead of relying on CPS and ColPS, one might argue for the utilization of
application-oriented constructs, job-and-work-analysis-based instruments,
or well-established constructs targeting basic human functioning. In the following, we take a closer look at all three of these alternatives.
Paths to the Assessment of 21st Century Skills

As a first alternative for employing valid and reliable 21st century skill assessment, we look at constructs that originated from direct observations
of the work environment and that developed into nonroutine and interactive tasks. Generally speaking, there are a multitude of constructs addressing the questions of practitioners and business leaders in I-O psychology and management education in an application-oriented way (e.g., building on learning agility: De Meuse, Dai, & Hallenbeck, 2010; Eichinger &
Lombardo, 2004; Lombardo & Eichinger, 2000; or the notion of talent and
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talent management: Cappelli, 2008; Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Ready & Conger, 2007, to give two examples). The constructs and their empirical operationalizations are deeply embedded in their respective fields, and the constructs and operationalizations exhibit close links to practice and application. The point of departure in assessing and using these skills usually occurs
when there is an attempt to address a specific need or problem of high visibility and relevance to practitioners and organizations, and the focus of the
constructs is consequently related to ways to deal directly with these needs or
problems.
As an example, the construct of learning agility originated from the issue
of identifying high-potential employees who are capable of performing successfully within a dynamic environment (e.g., Eichinger & Lombardo, 2004;
Lombardo & Eichinger, 2000). The relation between learning agility and the
trend toward nonroutine and interactive features in the workplace is straightforward: A person confronted with a nonroutine task and the absence of
readily applicable routine solutions should directly profit from a higher level
of learning agility by being able to better learn from experience in new or
first-time conditions (cf. De Meuse et al., 2010).
Hence, selecting individuals on the basis of their learning agility and fostering this agility via training and development seems like a straightforward
answer to the trend toward the need to increase performance on nonroutine
tasks, thus addressing a highly relevant practical problem (e.g., Dries, Vantilborgh, & Pepermans, 2012). For example, it might be important to select
a mechatronics engineer with a highly developed learning agility that allows
him or her to actively adapt to changes in the various related domains, such as
mechanical and electrical engineering, and that allows him or her to take on
future leadership responsibilities. If new safety regulations are introduced, he
or she needs to be able to gather the necessary knowledge, assess the influences on various levels, and coordinate the appropriate actions, all of which
can be fostered by a high level of learning agility.
On the downside, application-oriented constructs oftentimes lack a clear
integration and an explicit connection to their nomological networks. That
is, a conceptual and empirical comparison of the commonalities of concepts such as learning agility with regard to well-established and validated
constructs and even other application-oriented constructs is largely missing
(e.g., for learning agility: Arun, Coyle, & Hauenstein, 2012; DeRue, Ashford,
& Myers, 2012; for talent management: Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Lewis &
Heckman, 2006; and for a general discussion of the separate discourses oriented toward practice and science: Cohen, 2007; Rynes, Giluk, & Brown,
2007). As an example, whereas learning agility is conceptually related to the
notion of reacting to the increasing importance of nonroutine tasks, according to Autor et al. (2003), the conceptual and empirical overlap of such tasks
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with constructs such as intelligence, personality, or cognitive styles remains
unclear (cf. DeRue et al., 2012). In the above example of the mechatronics
engineer, it remains unclear whether the successful adaptability of developments in the field can be attributable to a higher level of learning agility or
whether such adaptability is a consequence of higher general ability levels,
for example, as indicated by intelligence.
At first glance, this does not necessarily lead to problems in situations
in which the focus is on the issue of selecting the best fitting mechatronics
engineer or in other situations in which the application-oriented construct
appropriately meets the environment for which it was developed. However,
opportunities to gain more general insights, make long-term predictions,
and derive valid conclusions in areas outside the specific focus of the construct have been left unexploited, and theoretical and empirical integration
is largely missing. In the example of learning agility, the lack of empirically
scrutinized links to personality, intelligence, and other basic constructs leads
to doubts about the scientific value of the construct (DeRue et al., 2012)
and to missing insights into the range of influenced behaviors and effects
on performance. More important, if there is still doubt about whether there
is something else other than intelligence in the domain of learning agility,
interventions specifically tailored to foster the learning agility of a mechatronics engineer could face massive obstacles (i.e., via boundaries imposed
by general levels of intelligence).
Furthermore, and resulting partially from the lack of scientific integration, assessment problems have become widespread in application-oriented
constructs, especially with regard to performance measures, jeopardizing the
usefulness of the constructs on a fundamental level. When looking at typical
instruments that target learning agility, DeRue et al. (2012) identified considerable problems related to both the validity and reliability of the instruments.
Lewis and Heckman (2006) showed comparable problems when investigating assessment instruments that targeted the notion of “talent.” However,
if practitioners and researchers are not able to assess an individual’s learning agility in a reliable and valid way, they will not be able to trust practiceoriented advice or conclusions regarding the relations between agility and
other constructs and outcomes.
In summary, application-oriented constructs do not necessarily offer the
answers required to address the challenges associated with the changes in the
working world. Hence, we take a look at a second approach that begins with
the very tasks that are becoming less routine and more interactive. Job and
work analysis (e.g., Brannick, Levine, & Morgeson, 2007; Fleishman & Reilly,
1992; Rasmussen, Pejtersen, & Goodstein, 1994; Schippmann et al., 2000;
Vicente, 1999) offers a long tradition of guidance in matters of personnel
selection, training, and planning, going back to the work of Frederick Taylor
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(1911) and his Principles of Scientific Management, and job and work analysis
has been a major part of I-O psychology ever since.
Generally speaking, job and work analysis aims to specify the elements
and requirements of a specific job or occupation, usually focused on either
the work tasks (task-oriented job analysis, e.g., hierarchical task analysis; Annett & Duncan, 1967; Shepherd, 2001) or the individual performing on the
job (worker-oriented job analysis, e.g., position analysis questionnaire; McCormick, Jeanneret, & Mecham, 1972; see, e.g., Clifford, 1994; Dierdorff &
Wilson, 2003; Levine, Ash, Hall, & Sistrunk, 1983; Pearlman, 1980, for comparisons between approaches). Building on existing occupations and their
descriptions, these efforts have led to considerable knowledge about the elements and requirements of specific jobs and occupations, culminating, for
example, in the Occupational Information Network (O∗ NET) of the United
States Department of Labor (http://www.onetonline.org/).
Based on this knowledge of occupations and their associated tasks, job
and work analysis also allows for the construction of well-directed assessment instruments targeted precisely at the requirements of a specific job. If
researchers and practitioners know what kinds of tasks an individual will
most likely be performing in a specific job, they can assemble a corresponding assessment suite to target the associated requirements via job-based tests
and work simulations (e.g., Fleishman & Reilly, 1992). In the example of the
mechatronics engineer, such instruments may target, for example, the required mathematical skills, knowledge of engineering and technology, and
abilities related to deductive reasoning (see also the comprehensive profile of
the mechatronics engineer on O∗ NET, Standard Occupational Classification
Code 17-2199.05).
Building on an analysis of job contents and the resulting requirements
on the individual level can certainly help to address changes in the working world as it moves toward nonroutine and interactive tasks. Job and
work analysis can help researchers and practitioners to quantify the number of changes within jobs and the corresponding requirements (e.g., Cascio,
1995) and can help them to describe, compare, and support newly emerging jobs and work situations within established frames of reference (see, e.g.,
Naikar, Moylan, & Pearce, 2006; Vicente, 1999). For example, the occupation of mechatronics engineer was specifically added to the O∗ NET in an
effort to include new and emerging occupations in the 21st century (National
Center for O∗ NET Development, 2009), thereby allowing for an analysis of
the occupation’s tasks and comparisons between this occupation and other
(non)engineering jobs.
However, the bottom-up approach of job and work analysis also has its
downsides. First, there is the need for a detailed specification of the job and
work tasks and the corresponding requirements. There has been incredible
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progress in this area both in methodology and in content (e.g., the integration of normative and descriptive approaches by Vicente, 1999). Nonetheless, the nonroutine and interactive tasks that are increasing in importance
because of the developments in the working world are much harder to grasp
and specify specifically because of their nonroutine nature (e.g., Braune &
Foshay, 1983; Naikar et al., 2006; Schippmann et al., 2000). Consequently,
the effort needed to specify the characteristic tasks in assessment and evaluation is much higher and will increase even more with the ongoing trends
toward increases in nonroutine and interactive tasks.
Furthermore, a job-and-work-analysis-based approach to 21st century
work environments must rely on a perspective that focuses on already existing and formalized jobs and occupations (even though there are efforts to
increase the range to include future developments, e.g., Schneider & Konz,
1989). Because of accelerated technical and social developments and high
competitive pressure, there is a vital need to react to changes in work requirements in a proactive way, aligned with the strategic vision and the evolving
HC needs of the organization (e.g., Schippmann et al., 2000; but see, e.g.,
Cascio, 1998; Harvey & Bowin, 1996; and Siddique, 2004, for attempts to
integrate job analyses and human resource [HR] strategies). An approach
based on job and work analysis necessarily has its limits in this regard because the future jobs and occupations are not yet available for task analyses
and job simulations.
Finally, reacting to the increase in the number of nonroutine and interactive tasks based on job and work analysis is a time-consuming and expensive
approach (e.g., Levine, Sistrunk, McNutt, & Gael, 1988). Every new job has to
be analyzed in detail, and the typical tasks and requirements associated with
each job have to be identified. This analysis takes a lot of effort and requires
skilled analysts, especially with regard to jobs characterized by nonroutine
tasks. This investment can be reduced by efforts to utilize resources, such
as the O∗ NET (e.g., McEntire, Dailey, Osburn, & Mumford, 2006), but such
resources are generally not easy to obtain for small and medium-sized organizations, which provide roughly half of all jobs in Western economies (e.g.,
OECD, 2013a). The great effort necessary to specify the tasks and requirements of a specific job becomes even more problematic when changes in the
environment lead to shifting requirements and tasks within these jobs on a
regular basis.
The third approach that can be used to assess the challenges resulting
from the shifts in the working world toward 21st century skills is to target overarching transversal characteristics that span jobs, problems, and domains by building on established (psychological) research on basic human
functioning. The valid and reliable assessment of theoretically well-founded
psychological constructs (e.g., intelligence and personality) have historically
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allowed for extensive progress in I-O psychology (e.g., Barrick & Mount,
1991; Hunter & Schmidt, 1996; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Schmidt, Hunter,
Outerbridge, & Goff, 1988; Schooler, Mulatu, & Oates, 1999). Furthermore,
the constructs are also used as prominent and established markers to assess,
analyze, and address HC issues on an individual level (e.g., Barrick & Mount,
1991; Hogan & Holland, 2003; Jones & Schneider, 2006; Seibert & Kraimer,
2001; Weede & Kämpf, 2002). Consequently, these constructs will serve as
the third point of departure from which to investigate the consequences of
and the answers to the changes in the working world as nonroutine and interactive tasks increase independently of specific jobs or occupations (e.g.,
Scherbaum, Goldstein, Yusko, Ryan, & Hanges, 2012).
Generally speaking, constructs such as intelligence, personality, or
working memory capacity can be viewed as precursors of job performance
across a wide array of situations (e.g., Gottfredson, 1997). For example, one
would expect that a mechatronics engineer with higher intelligence and a
high level of conscientiousness would be generally better at deriving the necessary conclusions in a given problem situation resulting from the challenge
of constantly refined and changing technologies (e.g., learning faster and
making fewer mistakes when security guidelines related to a new software
framework need to be followed).
In contrast to application-oriented constructs, building on constructs
such as intelligence leads to theoretically and empirically integrated nomological networks and reliable and valid assessment instruments because the
roots of this work are in psychological research. In contrast to a job-andwork-analysis-based approach, the constructs do not have to be bound to
specific work tasks or the comprehensive analysis of an occupation to be of
considerable use.
Still, given the generality of the constructs and the unspecified interactions between them in concrete situations, personality, intelligence, and
other constructs targeting the foundations of human functioning offer only
limited help in concrete situations. When looking for individuals who cope
well in problem situations that are characterized by a combination of sheer
complexity; the need to engage in self-initiated learning behavior (e.g., Warr
& Bunce, 1995); and the prerequisite to interact with other individuals,
groups, and organizational processes (e.g., Brannick & Prince, 1997), the
combination of all potentially relevant constructs makes predictions cumbersome to say the least. Hence, the constructs that dominate current testing and assessment in work organizations as such do not offer the most
promising and straightforward solutions when dealing with the changes described by Autor et al. (2003). Awareness of this problem within the realm
of I-O research can be seen, for example, in the calls by Brouwers and Van
De Vijver (2012) and Oswald and Hough (2012) for the clarification of the
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pathways between intelligence and actual I-O-related behavior and the calls
to take real-life decision processes more seriously in (cognitive) research
(e.g., from researchers targeting naturalistic decision making, e.g., G. Klein
et al., 1993).
In addition, there are factors that influence the problem situation but
are not included in intelligence, personality, and other basic constructs
in direct and readily applicable forms. Invoking the mechatronics engineer, we note that he or she needs to analyze, merge, and assemble mechanical, electrical, and electronic components of different generations and
within unforeseeably alternating interactions. Furthermore, when production is at full capacity, the targets of production need to be balanced with
considerations of the durability of plants and the requirements of working creatively and innovatively with and within research and development
teams.
The array of these tasks results in requirements related to (a) the ability to actively generate the information that is needed to see a problem as a
complex interplay of developments in the first place, (b) the skills needed
to simultaneously balance the changing demands of multiple stakeholder
groups, and (c) the prerequisites to interact with various colleagues to pool
resources. None of these factors are included in either intelligence assessment or other basic ability tests in a straightforward way (e.g., Funke, 2010).
Consequently, targeting HC issues by building on basic constructs and their
assessment is restricted, as vital information on performance in situations
of rising importance is unavailable. These restrictions are especially relevant
when one takes into account the importance of the aforementioned features
of decision making in the work environment (G. Klein, 2008; Zsambok &
Klein, 1997).
In summary, the comprehensive answer needed to address the call
for the adequate assessment of 21st century skills cannot be found in
application-oriented constructs situated within I-O psychology or management education, in approaches building on job and work analysis, or
in constructs dealing with basic human functioning on a general level.
Consequently, we have to look for a direct assessment of 21st century
skills as required by the developments in the working environment to be
able to build practical advice. CPS and ColPS are considered two prominent representatives of 21st century skills specifically targeting the skills
of individuals in problem situations that are characterized by nonroutineness and interactivity. They also allow for an integration of insights across
domains and situations, thereby leading to fewer problems in transferring skills across changing environments. Finally, they promote integration into the broader discourse of research and build on solid assessment
instruments.
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Complex and Collaborative Problem Solving

CPS and ColPS are generally considered integral parts of 21st century skills
(Griffin et al., 2012; National Research Council, 2012; OECD, 2013c, 2013d)
and have recently been found to have a substantial impact in the area of education. For example, CPS and ColPS are employed in the arguably most
important large-scale assessment worldwide, the PISA in its 2012 and 2015
cycles, respectively (OECD, 2013c, 2013d). PISA assesses and compares the
skills of students in domains such as mathematics and science across a range
of countries to foster policy creation in education, and PISA recently adopted
CPS and ColPS as representatives of domain-general transversal skills with
clear connections to practice.
Intriguingly enough, whereas both concepts appear to fit the area of IO psychology rather naturally because they represent the skills necessary to
cope with complex and collaborative problems and, hence, the challenges of
this context, the widespread application of these concepts in research and
practice has mainly been restricted to the field of education. A noticeable
exception is the large-scale project “LLLight’in’Europe,” in which the CPS
skills of more than 4,000 employees of 70 companies in 15 countries are being assessed and analyzed with regard to their relations to income, lifelong
learning behaviors, and innovation across various industries, organizations,
and jobs (www.lllightineurope.com).
Complex problem solving. CPS targets how humans interact with problems that are characterized by complexity, intransparency, and dynamics,
which is sometimes also referred to as dynamic decision making (e.g.,
Brehmer, 1992; Buchner, 1995; Funke, 2001, 2010; Gonzalez, Lerch, &
Lebiere, 2003; Gonzalez, Vanyukov, & Martin, 2005; Schmid, Ragni, Gonzalez, & Funke, 2011). That is, in contrast to historical notions of problemsolving research, CPS targets problem situations featuring a multitude of interrelated elements that have to be actively explored to find a solution, thus
requiring the complex interplay of basic cognitive and noncognitive processes (e.g., Fischer, Greiff, & Funke, 2012; Funke, 2010; Osman, 2010).
More specifically, the defining characteristics of problems targeted in
CPS are the complexity of the problem structure (i.e., a multitude of interrelated elements), the dynamics of the system (i.e., changes due to time or
to interacting with the problem), the interconnectedness of elements (i.e., a
change in one part of the system has repercussions in other parts), the multiple goals requiring simultaneous consideration, and the intransparency of
the problem situation requiring active investigation (see also the classic definition of complex problems by Buchner, 1995). Naturally, such features are
also part of real-life problem solving in the world of I-O psychology in which
static problems with a fixed set of options are seldom seen (e.g., Cohen,
March, & Olsen, 1972; Smith, 1997). From the perspective of nonroutine
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tasks as utilized by Autor et al. (2003), there is also a large overlap between
the problems targeted in CPS and the larger trends in the working world:
Both emphasize the importance of adapting to new situations and problems
for which no routine solution is readily available.
With respect to the problem solver, the skills targeted in CPS are clustered around the basic processes of knowledge acquisition and knowledge
application (e.g., Fischer et al., 2012; Novick & Bassok, 2005; Osman, 2010).
In the example of the mechatronics engineer, knowledge acquisition is related to the gathering of information about a new tool (e.g., an instrument
indicating the amount of abrasion), whereas knowledge application can be
seen when this knowledge is put to use (e.g., when utilizing the new tool to
calibrate a manufacturing robot).
In contrast to basic abilities and constructs (e.g., intelligence or personality), measures of CPS assess performance with a focus on the interaction
of individuals in complex problem environments with the individuals’ need
to actively explore, build, and apply knowledge. In contrast to an approach
that builds on job and work analysis, the general importance of CPS constructs is clear and straightforward even without detailed information about
the respective jobs or occupations involved. Furthermore and in contrast to
application-oriented concepts such as learning agility, CPS is built on a tradition of theoretical and empirical research; thus, it is embedded in a comprehensive nomological network and is measured with reliable and validated
assessment instruments.
With regard to this nomological network, CPS has been shown to be
conceptually and empirically different from other basic, individual-level
constructs such as reasoning ability (Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013; Sonnleitner,
Keller, Martin, & Brunner, 2013; Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012), working memory capacity (Schweizer, Wüstenberg, & Greiff, 2013), and personality as measured by the five-factor model (Greiff & Neubert, 2014). Furthermore, CPS has been shown to be separable from constructs related to specific
requirements of the 21st century, such as literacy in information and communication technology, a construct targeting the basic knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed for dealing with computer technology (Greiff, Kretzschmar,
Müller, Spinath, & Martin, 2014). With regard to predictive validity, positive and distinct relations between CPS and indicators of successful problem
solving in various contexts, ranging from schools and universities to organizations from a range of industries, have been empirically shown on the
level of performance measures (e.g., Danner et al., 2011; Greiff, Fischer, et al.,
2013; Greiff, Wüstenberg, et al., 2013).
Collaborative problem solving. ColPS, the second construct presented
here, is an extension of CPS because it is also related to complex and illdefined problems. However, whereas CPS targets the skills of individual
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problem solvers in interacting with complex, intransparent, and dynamic
problems, ColPS is dedicated to the assessment of similar skills in interactive
settings (i.e., multiple problem solvers working on the same problem; O’Neil,
Chuang, & Chung, 2004).
Consequently, processes of knowledge acquisition have to be extended
to the group, thus resulting in specific requirements in terms of sharing the
understanding and effort required to come to a solution. Also, the pooling
of knowledge, skills, and efforts to reach a solution has become vital in both
phases of dealing with a problem: knowledge acquisition and application
(see, e.g., the definition of ColPS utilized by the OECD in their assessment
framework; OECD, 2013d). In the example of the mechatronics engineer
introduced before, tasks such as working with experts from other fields to
find and address the reasons for the failure of an assembly-line robot clearly
involve processes captured by ColPS (e.g., the need to construct a common
understanding of the problem at hand).
In line with the rise of collaborative tasks in everyday work environments (e.g., Cascio, 1995; C. Klein et al., 2006), interest in such interactive
aspects of problem solving has led to an increase in scientific efforts in recent years (e.g., Greiff, 2012; O’Neil et al., 2004; OECD, 2013d). Still, the
nomological network of ColPS and its empirical relations are not as well established as are those for CPS, leaving ample room for future research (e.g.,
OECD, 2013d). Nonetheless, current research on ColPS has emphasized the
connections of ColPS to basic constructs and viable routes for its assessment
and application, thereby addressing vital aspects of the problem-solving environments of our times (Greiff, 2012). In light of the rising importance of
interactive tasks in the work environment, the skills targeted by ColPS and
the assessment of these skills should certainly be incorporated into future
discussions in I-O psychology.
The Assessment of Complex and Collaborative Problem Solving

Even in large-scale assessments such as PISA, the assessment of both constructs, CPS and ColPS, has become practical with the help of computerbased microworlds that allow for the simulation of complex and collaborative problems that need to be actively explored and controlled (e.g., Greiff
et al., 2012). That is, the skills of individuals in addressing complex and
collaborative problems can be assessed directly as those individuals interact
with such problems as simulated on a computer or tablet.
To secure the systematic variation in problem features along theoretically derived dimensions (e.g., including a specific type and a specific number of problem features), one usually describes the problems used in these
microworlds according to formal frameworks. That is, the computer-based
assessment of both CPS and ColPS builds on formal descriptions that enable
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the construction and systematic variation of problem features in assessment
(e.g., a formalization via linear structural equations or finite state automata;
Funke, 2001; Greiff & Wüstenberg, 2014).
As a consequence, characteristic features of complex and collaborative problems can be systematically varied in assessment, building on the
construct in focus and following theoretically defined and empirically validated dimensions. For example, the number of goals and the number of
interconnections that need to be considered can be varied independently. In
assessment, these features can be combined systematically, and the characteristics can be compared between problems based on their formalization
(e.g., Greiff & Wüstenberg, 2014). By contrast, neither classical tests of intelligence nor job-based simulation instruments can account for these characteristic elements of nonroutine and interactive tasks on the basis of both
theoretically sound foundations and reliable and valid instruments.
Building on formally comparable problems and including a specific
range of these problem features, the integration of several computersimulated microworlds in one assessment session leads to the reliable estimation of individual performance levels across specific complex problems (e.g.,
Greiff et al., 2012). It is important to note that the assessment of CPS and
ColPS can tap into actual performance instead of relying on self-reported
preferences. The assessment of CPS and ColPS is therefore considerably
more closely related to actual performance than are assessment instruments
targeting learning agility, cognitive styles, or personality, in which the sole
source of information is typically questionnaires filled out by the people
themselves.
In addition, because of the use of computer-based assessment, data reflecting the processes of individuals (e.g., when exploring a collaborative
problem) become available for analysis. That is, in contrast to assessments via
questionnaires as traditionally employed in assessments of basic constructs
(e.g., intelligence) or application-oriented concepts (e.g., learning agility),
the final performance of individuals can be related to the specific challenges
and behavioral foundations of success and failure (e.g., inappropriate exploration strategies for the collaborative problem at hand).
For CPS, existing valid and reliable instruments allow for the estimation
of an individual’s skills in dealing with complex problems, thereby building
a solid foundation for further analyses and interventions in I-O psychology
(e.g., MicroDYN: Greiff et al., 2012; GeneticsLab: Sonnleitner et al., 2012;
Tailorshop: Putz-Osterloh, 1981; Danner et al., 2011). For ColPS, the development of assessment has progressed tremendously, partly building on the
experience already available from CPS assessment. Still, some assessmentrelated questions need further clarification; for example, how can one take
into account multiple problem solvers in one assessment setting (e.g., O’Neil
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et al., 2004). Nevertheless, we consider it essential to extend problem-solving
research to collaborative settings, especially when we keep in mind the rise
of related tasks within jobs.
In summary, assessments of CPS and ColPS build on innovative ways
for researchers and practitioners to assess the performance of individuals
who are dealing with complex and collaborative problems. Because of the
computer simulation of problems, requirements found in the example of the
mechatronics engineer (e.g., an active search for information when trying
to find the source of an error) are systematically included in such assessments and can be systematically varied. Consequently, assessments of CPS
and ColPS combine the solid theoretical and psychometric foundations of
basic constructs with innovative assessment methods and a focus on application as featured by application-oriented concepts.
Complex and Collaborative Problem Solving and Industrial and Organizational
Psychology

Building on the constructs of CPS and ColPS and reliable and valid assessment instruments, how can researchers and practitioners from I-O psychology profit from integrating CPS and ColPS into their toolkits? Answering
the call by Cascio and Aguinis (2008) for more HC-related I-O psychology
research, we explore the opportunities for and benefits of integrating CPS
and ColPS into I-O psychology. These opportunities address the trend in
the working world toward nonroutine and interactive tasks as laid out by Autor et al. (2003). To this end, the explorations are grouped around thematic
clusters loosely following the classifications of I-O psychology and the field
of organizational behavior (e.g., Armstrong, Cools, & Sadler-Smith, 2012;
Buchanan & Huczynski, 2010). Against the backdrop of CPS and ColPS,
how do individuals enter organizations, strive for career success, develop an
actionable transversal skill set, and eventually exceed organizational expectations under the guidance of good leadership?
More specifically, we identify the potential consequences and insights
for researchers and practitioners from increasing their attention toward a
utilization of CPS and ColPS within I-O psychology. We direct attention to
(a) occupational topics further delineated toward personnel selection and
career development, (b) human resource (HR) development and learning,
and (c) organizational change and the CPS and ColPS side of leadership.
Personnel selection and career development. Generally speaking, both
CPS and ColPS are transversal skills that offer researchers the opportunity
to better understand general, domain-unspecific problem-solving behaviors
that can be explicitly linked to workplace problem solving. Both are promising constructs for bridging the distance between abstract domain-unspecific
and general problem-solving skills and concrete work tasks, such as attentive
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planning, the implementation of complex hardware and software systems
(e.g., an assembly line in a milk plant), and the initiation of a system as a
team effort. It is important to note that these links can be built on solid foundations in terms of valid and reliable assessment and conceptually clarified
constructs, thus reducing the influence of measurement error and conceptual confusion. In the following, we discuss more specifically how personnel
selection strategies and career development can profit from a consideration
of CPS and ColPS as individual-level prerequisites.
Personnel selection: A matter of ﬁt between candidates and organizations.

When entering an organization, it is of great interest for both the new hire
and the organization to be compatible with each other in order to pave the
way toward successful employment. A fit on multiple organizational levels
between an individual’s prerequisites and the organization refers to the congruency between the attributes of the person and those of the work environment and encompasses task demands, group phenomena, and organizational features. This so-called person–organization (P-O) fit is of viable
interest to selection researchers (Chan, 1996) because certain facets of P-O
fit have empirically been shown to predict job-relevant outcomes such as
commitment and turnover (e.g., Adkins, Russell, & Werbel, 1994; Chatman,
1989; O’Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991; Rynes & Gerhart, 1990).
Most studies have analyzed whether personal values, goals, and interests are congruent with organizational culture, climate, and norms (Adkins
et al., 1994; Holland, 1985; O’Reilly et al., 1991; Vancouver & Schmitt, 2006),
whereas in general, the cognitive side and, in particular, an ability–demands
perspective on P-O fit (e.g., Caplan, 1987; Edwards, 1991; Kristof, 1996) have
fallen behind. Hence, it is worthwhile to delineate the contributions of CPS
and ColPS to the ability–demands perspective on P-O fit and the implications of these constructs for personnel selection.
Developed as one essential facet of P-O fit (Kirton, 1976; Taylor, 1989),
the construct of cognitive misfit, which is operationalized with an emphasis
on cognitive styles that range along a continuum from adaption to innovation, invites an exemplary integration of CPS and ColPS. According to Kirton (1976), adaptors solve problems on the basis of incremental change by
improving already existing practice, whereas innovators are more likely to
initiate change by applying previously unknown ways of doing things. According to empirical results by Chan (1996), cognitive misfit between an individual’s cognitive problem-solving style and the demands of the respective
work context eventually contributes to increased turnover rates. This style–
demands view perceives cognitive styles as unequivocally distinctive from
the ability–demands perspective (e.g., Riding, 1997).
A possible synthesis of the cognitive misfit construct with CPS and
ColPS and hence the quest for deeper insights into both CPS and ColPS
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and P-O fit could build on the adaption–innovation continuum and CPS
as the construct of choice for an ability–demands perspective. That is, if
one combines cognitive styles with CPS, the emerging cognitive-style-skill
matrix would highlight the innovator-high-CPS-skill profile as a promising
candidate for many 21st century jobs that confront the employee with constantly changing complex problems and require continuous learning of the
new. For mechatronics engineers with a drive to innovate, CPS skills and a
matching cognitive style are presumably required for creating practical solutions. That is, a mechatronics engineer, or another employee, might fail
to solve complex problems in his or her job because the engineer lacks CPS
skills even if he or she is equipped with a matching cognitive style and vice
versa.
Obviously, the questions of whether employees with a drive to innovate and high CPS skills are readily equipped for 21st century jobs and how
they are differentiated from other combinations require further empirical
research. However, certainly both CPS and ColPS can be used to increase
the efficiency of staff selection procedures and to optimize the degree of fit
between potential hires and job roles. Eventually, incorporating these concepts into personnel selection test batteries should add value to companies;
for example, by preventing turnovers, which jeopardize HC development intentions and result in losses of organizational knowledge.
Career development: Modern careers and transversal skills. After becoming part of an organization on the basis of mutual compatibility, an employee’s attention usually centers on the potential to grow personally and
to ascend the career ladder. Turning to the individual confronted with the
changes in the working world, the reduced significance of traditional organizational career paths that rely on organizational structures with a paternalistic approach to career management, vertical mobility, and reasonable
stability becomes a central factor (e.g., Allred, Snow, & Miles, 1996; Arthur
& Rousseau, 1996).
In modern organizational work environments, the classic career approach has broadly been replaced by new career paradigms that deemphasize organizational factors and stress the importance of the individual
and his or her skill set (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996; Bird, 1994; Greenhaus,
Callanan, & Kaplan, 1995; Hall & Mirvis, 1996). Some of these newer concepts speak, for instance, of a protean or boundaryless career, which emphasizes the transferability of skills and acknowledges that individuals need to
take responsibility for managing their own careers, to reveal lateral mobility,
and to take on different roles in multiple projects.
Whereas self-knowledge, interpersonal knowledge, and environmental
knowledge are identified as the key factors in the literature on new careers
(e.g., Anakwe, Hall, & Schor, 2000), the requirements that individuals have
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to face also show considerable overlap with the skills targeted by CPS and
ColPS. Both research directions emphasize the central role of transversal
skills and transferable knowledge at work (Anakwe et al., 2000; Griffin et al.,
2012).
Reacting successfully to new situations that cannot be handled solely
on the basis of factual knowledge and experience in a fixed environment
necessarily builds on transferable domain-generalizable skills such as CPS
and ColPS. Because of the transversal nature of both skills and in line with
developments in modern careers, benefits from developing one’s CPS and
ColPS skills will not be restricted to a specific area of application (e.g., a specific tool, job, or organization). For example, mechatronics engineers with
an enhanced CPS and ColPS skill set will be able to utilize these skills in
several different work environments, for instance, when they are transferring a project from the pilot to the production phase. These mechatronics
engineers will also be able to translate their skills into palpable career development even if they change from one organization or job role to another,
due to the rather context-independent nature of the skills. In short, CPS and
ColPS are both factors with incredible potential for selecting, developing,
and supporting individuals in their modern day careers and spearheading
the way toward tangible insights and evidence-based reactions to changes in
career development.
Human resource development and learning. Any career requires the development of an actionable skill set for heightened task performance. HR
practitioners are concerned with the skill development and lifelong learning
of their organization’s employees and definitely require access to pertinent
high-quality information. The availability of transversal skills, such as CPS
and ColPS, opens gateways for improvements in HR practice, which, at the
moment, mostly relies on the development of domain-specific knowledge
(e.g., via job and work analysis; e.g., Cascio, 1998; Levine et al., 1988). Thus,
the question arises: How can transversal skills such as CPS and ColPS be
integrated into occupational assessment and trainings?
An example might be a product designer in the research and development department of a company in the electronics industry. Fulfilling a variety of individual and team tasks, including the handling of complex and
innovative products, the designer has a job that requires CPS and ColPS
skills to a great extent because domain-specific knowledge is not sufficient
for dealing with the changing requirements. Connections to specific competencies are required in that the designer has to ensure the aesthetic quality of
interfaces and the alignment with product guidelines; it is his or her duty to
conduct tests of prototypes and existing products, thus the job requires extensive experience in the domain as well as problem-solving skills that allow
the designer to react to unforeseen challenges.
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Although building on the foundation of specific knowledge, the designer, within most of these activities, continuously acquires and applies
knowledge and collaborates on interdisciplinary teams with other designers, engineers, and industrial psychologists. CPS and ColPS allow for the
targeting of skills required to successfully deal with situations when prior
knowledge and experience are either scarce or not sufficient for dealing
with problems on a routine level. As a consequence, they are a valuable
tool for HR departments in assessing their employees’ HC beyond measures of education or experience, such as tenure. Further, CPS and ColPS
are considered to be indispensable assets when one is acquiring and consolidating specific knowledge and experience in terms of lifelong learning (OECD, 2013c). This initial picture of how CPS and ColPS might
benefit HR practices can serve only as a point of departure, and specific
connections and insights into the interplay of the multitude of related
factors are a rich field of inquiry for both future research and practical
application.
Organizational change and the complex and collaborative problem-solving
side of leadership. It is unlikely that solutions to nonroutine problems will be

accomplished without a large degree of support from organizations. Representing one pathway by which this organizational support can be provided,
leadership is thought to be a critical resource for developing appropriate
problem-solving skills (Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004). In fact, Reiter-Palmon
and Illies (2004) suggested avenues by which organizational leaders can facilitate early stage cognitive processes in an effort to enhance the problem
solving of their employees. For instance, leaders would do well to encourage their subordinates to take more time, communicate with their team, and
regard different perspectives for the definition and construction of a problem. Taking a similar approach to examining the possibilities and effects of
facilitating the CPS and ColPS of employees through various organizational
processes (e.g., leadership) certainly promises to lead to interesting, practical, and highly relevant insights.
Shifting the focus from the leader’s organizational role in facilitating the
problem solving of subordinates to the leader’s own problem-solving ability, we invite leadership researchers to follow our emphasis on the cognitive
side of leadership, where CPS and ColPS could spice up existing research
directions. In times of organizational change, leaders have to be prepared
for the unexpected to be able to provide adequate guidance to their subordinates. With their emphasis on knowledge acquisition, knowledge application, and shared understanding in groups, CPS and ColPS contribute to
a comprehensive assessment of leadership skills. Well-established theories
of organizational leadership employ a range of classic qualitative measures,
including the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (Bass & Avolio, 1990)
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or the Leader Opinion Questionnaire (Fleishman, 1989), to shed light on a
leader’s interaction style with subordinates.
Several authors have argued that the focus of research on organizational
leadership and assessment ought to incorporate the (cognitive) substance
of leadership and should not focus exclusively on leadership styles (e.g.,
Day & Lord, 1988; Jacobs & Jaques, 1987). This view suggests that organizational leadership should be perceived as a form of skilled performance
grounded in the leader’s ability to solve complex and ill-defined organizational problems (Mumford, Mobley, Reiter-Palmon, Uhlman, & Doares,
1991; Mumford, Zaccaro, Harding, Jacobs, & Fleishman, 2000; Zaccaro et al.,
1997).
Apparently, qualitative leadership style measures do not account for the
cognitive side of leadership, and hence, different leader assessment strategies involving tools explicitly designed to assess CPS skills are required.
For instance, CPS subskills such as problem construction, information encoding, and solution implementation and monitoring skills (e.g., Fischer
et al., 2012) have been identified by Mumford et al. (1991) as important
parts of leadership purely on the cognitive side. Further, Zaccaro, Mumford, Connelly, Marks, and Gilbert (2000) extended leaders’ problem solving to collaborative aspects by acknowledging that leadership is embedded in a social context and by emphasizing social skills that reflect an understanding of people and social systems, especially during organizational
change.
Whereas these authors used complex organizational scenarios with open
questions in a paper-and-pencil format that relied on the raters’ own interpretations, Marshall-Mies et al. (2000) had already introduced an online
computer-based leader assessment strategy by building on a predetermined
set of choices across comparable scenarios. However, neither approach can
account for the procedural, dynamic, and complexity-related aspects of interacting with leadership problems.
By contrast, microworlds as exploited by Greiff and colleagues (Greiff
& Wüstenberg, 2014; Greiff et al. 2012) in educational settings are able to
account for such aspects by requiring the active gathering, integration, and
application of knowledge. Consequently, the measures can be seen as reliable proxies for the assessment of at least some of the prerequisites for successful leadership, incorporating the skills to acquire and apply knowledge
across situations and problem solving in groups. The CPS and ColPS abilities of leaders have been identified as key factors in producing organizational transformations (e.g., Bruch, Spychala, & Wiegel, 2013). With the help
of CPS and ColPS assessment, researchers and practitioners have the tools
available to incorporate these abilities into empirical research and practical
application.
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Conclusion

Coming back to the notion of a world of increasing complexity and the increasing importance of nonroutine and interactive tasks in the daily working
lives of individuals, we must ask whether the proposed integration of CPS
and ColPS will be able to overcome the lack of satisfactory approaches to
the assessment of 21st century skills in I-O psychology. In contrast to (a)
basic psychological constructs, which are missing connections to application; (b) job-and-work-analysis-based approaches, which require huge efforts specific to a job or occupation; and (c) application-oriented constructs,
which suffer from a lack of integration and viable ways of assessment, we
indeed believe that CPS and ColPS have the potential to serve as a point of
departure for future development.
Clearly, if we as researchers and practitioners do not strive for an integration of the various components that influence the interaction of individuals and groups with problem situations characterized by complexity and
dynamic and interactive features, we may as well stick with a separate assessment of different basic constructs and analyze their influences separately
on an abstract level. If we are not interested in developing an encompassing
perspective that integrates concepts beyond our specific line of inquiry, and
if we do not mind problems of assessment hampering scientific and applied
progress, we may also be satisfied with application-oriented constructs without a path to theoretical integration and sound empirical application. If we
look at highly standardized production jobs, stable work environments, or
occupations that will remain the same across the years, we may be inclined
to continue to put our efforts toward job and work analysis.
However, if researchers and practitioners pursue the route of bringing
I-O psychology forward, both theoretically and practically, CPS and ColPS
are two lines of inquiry worth considering. Combining a focus on ill-defined
and complex problems with rigorous empirical research and clear paths for
application, these constructs naturally fit the developments of the 21st century and provide the necessary components for the field of I-O psychology. We believe the field of I-O psychology would benefit from practitioners and researchers incorporating advances in the definitions of these 21st
century skills and the tools used to assess these skills that are currently part
of the OECD and PISA programs. Furthermore, an incorporation of these
advances would also facilitate international collaboration between I-O psychologists in the United States and researchers and practitioners in Europe
and Asia, where the PISA assessments and OECD programs are already having a visible impact on educational and school-to-work policies.
Following the example of the PISA assessments and the OECD, including CPS and ColPS in the arena of I-O psychology might lead to interesting
developments: CPS and ColPS might offer ways to preserve the benefits of
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classical constructs (e.g., intelligence) in terms of well-connected nomological networks, empirically scrutinized links to the broader scientific context,
and reliable and valid assessment instruments and might offer ways to combine these benefits with clear routes for application and practice-oriented
advice. Ultimately, this could lead to the replacement of assessment instruments that target basic constructs with instruments that are more closely
aligned with the developments in the working world of the 21st century. As
the time and money available for assessment is almost always limited, a direct assessment of 21st century skills could actually be the preferable option
compared with basic constructs that lack clear connections to practice. Integrating insights from a range of classical domains while acknowledging
the fact that the complex problems we encounter on an everyday basis need
more than the sum of basic (non)cognitive processes (cf. Funke, 2010) also
raises questions related to the overcoming of the scientist–practitioner gap
(Cascio & Aguinis, 2008).
Analyzing current trends in practice and research, Cascio and Aguinis (2008) indicated a serious disconnect between the knowledge that I-O
psychologists are producing and the knowledge that practitioners are consuming (e.g., Rynes, Colbert, & Brown, 2002). Consequently, a scientist–
practitioner gap persists (Aguinis & Pierce, 2008; Anderson, 2007), and I-O
psychology has yet failed to provide sufficient answers to public policy or to
management practices about HC trends in a changing world of work in the
21st century. The current state of affairs is certainly something with which we
cannot be satisfied, and the examples we presented of application-oriented
constructs clearly indicate the drawbacks of discourses that do not manage
to connect scientific rigor and practical relevance for both practitioners and
researchers alike. Constructing a bridge across this gap might indeed build
on the insights presented here for the direct assessment of practically relevant
21st century skills such as CPS and ColPS. We are eager to find out whether
application-oriented researchers and colleagues dedicated to classical constructs (e.g., intelligence) agree with this opinion.
We are unsure whether the detailed analyses of requirements resulting from task-specific characteristics as identified by job and work analysis
might be a good starting point for such endeavors, but the question remains
as to whether I-O psychology really needs to base each and every instance of
assessment and intervention on such costly grounds. If we can identify larger
trends, such as the ones identified for nonroutine and interactive tasks, we
might actually be better off with broader categories of skills that are applicable across specific contexts and jobs. To be fair, domain-specific knowledge
and tenure will always be relevant predictors of job performance in specific
situations, but the question remains as to whether I-O psychologists, HR professionals, and organizations can take the development of these factors into
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account and base their reasoning on broader 21st century skills that make
detailed analyses of narrow job tasks superfluous.
We discuss approaches currently available to I-O researchers and practitioners, highlighting their benefits and drawbacks in terms of theoretical, empirical, and practical integration, and present an alternative: a direct assessment of 21st century skills such as CPS and ColPS. Tushman and
O’Reilly (2007) reasoned that the gap between actual research and practical concerns in I-O psychology reduces the impact of the field’s research
and undermines the external validity of its theories. Even further, Anderson,
Herriot, and Hodgkinson (2001) perceived the separation process between
academics and practitioners as a threat to the core values of the discipline,
which as Anderson et al. (2001) warned could seriously impede the field.
To advance the discussion in I-O psychology, we presented CPS and ColPS,
two 21st century skills that might provide an answer for overcoming the
scientist–practitioner gap with their theoretical line of inquiry, their focus
on reliable and valid assessment, and their routes to application in I-O psychology. Furthermore, as the examples from several areas of application in
I-O psychology should have made clear, the possibilities of combining CPS
and ColPS with domain-specific questions in I-O psychology—targeting, for
example, HR development and leadership—offer promising opportunities
for application-oriented conclusions and interventions as well as further research and scientific inquiry.
In closing, CPS and ColPS are two approaches to 21st century skill assessment that will contribute to the development and prosperity of I-O psychology by combining the strengths of basic and well-validated constructs
with the richness and palpable value of application-oriented concepts for
progress in insights and innovation. Let’s get started!
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